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Jews, Visigoths, and the Muslim Conquest of

Spain

Larry J. Simon

One of the most persistent myths of modern historiography asserts

that the Jewish communities of the Visigothic Kingdom collaborated

with the Arab and Berber invaders of the Iberian Peninsula in the

year 711. Writing over a century ago, Reinhart P. Dozy stated that

the "Jews rose in revolt, and placed themselves at the disposal of the

Moslems." Evariste Levi-Provencal, Dozy's most celebrated pupil,

explains in his Histoire de I'Espagne musalmane that it was the

Jews who opened the gates of Toledo, the Visigothic capital, to the

forces of Tarik b. Ziyad. W. Montgomery Watt, author of a well-

known survey on Islamic Spain, writes that "the Jews may have

encouraged the Muslims to invade, and the North African Jews were

doubtless ready to give what information they possessed." Later,

Watt asserts that the Jews "actively aided" the Muslim conquest.

Joseph F. O'Callaghan and Anwar Chejne, authors of standard texts

in their respective specialties of Christian and Islamic Spain, inform

their readers of the "collaboration" and "encouragement" given the

Arabs by the "disgruntled Jews." One writer even asserts that a

"detachment of Jewish soldiers (perhaps related to Hispano-Jews

exiled to the Maghreb) accompanied the invaders."^

Larry J. Simon, this year's Theodore Saloutos Award winner,

received a B.S. from the University of Southern Colorado, a B.A.

from Loyola Marymount University, and completed an M.A. in

history at the University of California, Los Angeles. He is currently

working on his Ph.D. dissertation regarding the conquest and

resettlement of Majorca in Barcelona, Spain.
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This myth is particularly ubiquitous. Spanish historians, for

example, are in fairly uniform agreement. The accusation of Jewish

collaboration is accepted by Claudio Sanchez-Albornoz in his La

Espana musalmana; he particularly emphasizes the role that the

Jews played in garrisoning Cordoba. Enrique Florez, the Augustinian

friar who began in 1747 the collection of sources known as Espana

sagrada, writes in a dedication to Fernando VI of the "perfidy" of

the Jews. 2 Pascual de Gayangos y Acre, one of the most

distinguished Arabists that Spain produced in the nineteenth

century, writes that "on the invasion of Spain by the Berbers, the

Jews, who expected to be delivered by them from the state of

oppression in which they lived, every where made common cause

with them. "3 Jose Amador de los Rios, Antonio Ballesteros y Beretta,

and Francisco Cantera Burgos are all in agreement that the Jews

conspired and supported the Muslims. Jose Orlandis, in his recent

and well-received history of Visigothic Spain, makes it clear that

Jewish assistance was a major factor contributing to the rapid and

complete Muslim success.'*

Jewish historians are well represented on the list of those who
believe that the Jews eagerly supported the Muslim invasion. Salo

W. Baron chides his readers that the "active revenge of decimated

Spanish Jewry on their Visigothic oppressors need not be doubted."

Although Baron warned against "gross exaggerations by later

Christian chroniclers," he believes that the Jews opened the gates of

the city of Toledo to the Muslim conquerors while the "Christians

were assembled in their churches on Palm Sunday," and argues that

the relative lack of forces "made the invaders dependent on Jewish

assistance there [Spain] even more than elsewhere." In an article of

considerable importance for this paper, Norman Roth lists Heinrich

Graetz, the "Father of Jewish History," and Nahum Slouschz as

subscribers to this theory. Eliyahu Ashtor, the foremost scholar of

Jewish life in Muslim Spain, contends: "Everywhere the Jews rose

up and volunteered aid to the Moslems in their war of conquest."^

Why, most historians would ask, would the Jews not have

collaborated with the Muslim invaders? "Whereas the Jews were

violently mistreated by the Visigothic kings," asserts Americo Castro,

"they will now be protected and sheltered by the kings of Spain for

the eight centuries of reconquest." Even many historians who are

less optimistic than Castro still see a "Golden Age of Spanish

Jewry" sandwiched between violent persecution by the Visigoths and

increasing intolerance by the Almoravids and Almohads. One writer

mentions a number of restrictive Visigothic laws before anachron-

istically maintaining that: "To reward the Jews for being a fifth
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column, the caliphs of Cordoba treated them kindly. Under the

Moors, Jews became knights, physicians, scholars, and poets. "^ S. M.

Imamuddin writes that under the Visigoths the "intelligentsia and

wealthy section of the population, e.g. the Jews, were exterminated

and expelled from the country. With the arrival of the Muslims,

however, came prosperity "^ In more than one publication,

Imamuddin quotes the Cambridge Medieval History: "The legal

status of the Jews improved under the Muslims. The destructive

policy of the Visigoths was succeeded by wide toleration and

freedom." Israel Zinberg, expressing the opinion of countless others,

sees the Arabs as bringing "genuine liberation," for prior to when

the "Arabs settled on the Iberian peninsula, the Jews lived there in a

degraded, depressed condition. The fanatical Visigoths who ruled

Spain persecuted them severely...."^

Determining whether or not the period 711 to 1031 is

appropriately labeled the "Golden Age of Spanish Jewry," and

whether or not Jewish status as "people of the book" (ahl al-kitab)

and "people of the contract" [ahl al-dhimmah) is "genuine

liberation" is beyond the scope of this paper. It is obvious, however,

that any vision of this "Golden Age" in 711 by the Jewish

community is little more than wishful thinking and is enormously

unfounded, and that any historical argument ex post facto is more

than enormously fallacious. One simply cannot correctly assert that

the Jews aided and abetted the Muslims because they were, over the

next three centuries, to be treated well. One can argue logically that

the Jews were led to treachery, and possibly treason, by their harsh

treatment at the hands of the Visigoths. And even more historians

than those who believe the charge of collaboration with the Muslims

accept as fact and common knowledge the invidious and systematic

persecution of the Jews by the Visigoths.

Most of the historians previously cited concur with a negative

evaluation of Visigothic treatment of the Jews. Watt, for example,

sees the persecution of the Jews as one of "three main factors"

behind the decline and fall of the Visigothic Kingdom. Chejne writes

that "the Jews, who played an important role in the economic life of

the country, were subjected to such harsh measures as forced

baptism, confiscation of property, and persecution."^ R. Dykes

Shaw, in an article entitled "The Fall of the Visigothic Power in

Spain," details a policy of relentless persecution of Jews. He
concludes that they "were despoiled of their goods, robbed of their

children, compelled to apostasize. It was decreed that they must not

act, or speak, or think, in any way that would offend the true faith."

In arriving at this conclusion, Shaw indicts the Catholic church in
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Spain, decries a monarchy that has "thrown itself into the hands of

the ecclesiastics" and proclaims the general decadence and cultural

bankruptcy of Visigothic Spain. ^° Eduardo Saavedra, in his dated

Estudio sobre la invasion de los Arabes en Espana, states that the

Jews had "only oppression and misery to expect from the established

government. "^^

Given the widespread scholarly belief in the Visigothic persecution

of Jews and the concomitant conviction that the Jews collaborated

with the Muslim invaders of Spain, this study will critically examine

the evidence used to support these contentions. A historiographical

examination of the literature, incorporating a number of recent

studies, reveals that Visigothic persecution of Jews was neither as

uniformly pervasive, successful, nor as racially or religiously hate-

inspired as is usually argued. In determining the extent of Jewish

collaboration with the Muslims, a thorough examination of all

pertinent Christian and Muslim sources will be made. The Christian

sources are either in Latin or Spanish, and fortunately, the Muslim

sources for the conquest are in French, Spanish, or occasionally

English translation from the Arabic.^^ Norman Roth has similarly

undertaken such a study. ^^ The conclusions here echo his findings,

but Roth neglects a number of the sources, especially the Latin ones,

and does not systematically treat the sources item-by-item. As such

his findings merit independent confirmation.

Historians frequently approach the question of Visigothic

treatment of the Jews as if it is a perfectly logical stage in the

transition of Jewish-Christian relations that begins with the triumph

of Christianity in the Roman Empire and ends with the expulsion

of the Jews from European countries such as England and Spain

and the ghetto experience of German and Italian Jews. Solomon
Grayzel points out that Jewish ghettos were not an unexpected

development in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, as they had

"been long in the making, through conciliar decrees, collections of

canon laws, royal edicts, papal decrees, and city charters. "^^ In an

article entitled "The Beginnings of Exclusion," Grayzel begins his

discussion with the Council of Elvira (306) in southern Spain. The
year 589 is, for Grayzel, even more significant in that it is the date in

which a "cooperative effort between Church and State" was

instituted in Spain. King Reccared I (586-601), whose recent

conversion from Arian to Catholic Christianity behooved the other

Gothic nobility to do likewise, stood firmly behind the decrees of the

Third Council of Toledo (589). Exemplary of these -decrees is the

mandate that all children of a religiously mixed marriage (forbidden

in the Theodosian Code) be baptized and raised as Christians.
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Grayzel, who devotes four of his eleven pages to the Visigoths, then

cites King Sisebut who, in 613, did "not even call a council before

ordering the Jews either to leave the country or join the Church. "^^

Next, Grayzel discusses the Fourth Council of Toledo (633) which

passed decrees urging:

...that former converts be compelled to retain their new

faith or be treated as blasphemers, to lose their children

or their slaves if any of them had been circumcised, for

converts to have no contact with unconverted Jews, for

converted children of Jews to be brought up away from

parental influence but retain their rights of inheritance,

for a Jew who marries a Christian to be forced to join the

Church, and for a convert whose sincerity was suspected

to be excluded from testimony in a court of law.^®

In Grayzel's opinion the "next logical step" was taken at the Sixth

Council of Toledo (638) when King Chintila declared there to be no

room in his kingdom for anybody but Christians. "The Jews—now
presumably all Christians—had to make a humble declaration

(placitum) detailing all the ways and rites of Judaism from which

they were going to abstain thereafter." Grayzel closes by mentioning

the new constitution of King Reccesuinth which forbade "all Jewish

rites and observances."^^

A far more detailed picture of Visigothic treatment of the Jews

than Grayzel's is given in Aloysius Ziegler's Church and State in

Visigothic Spain. This work judiciously blends what secondary

material was in existence in 1930 with a fairly thorough study of the

original sources. Its lucid order and direct, vigorous style recommend

it still as a basic introduction to the topic. Ziegler first discusses the

Lex Romana Visigothorum or Breviary of Alaric II. He notes that

although the Jewish population was placed under considerable

restriction (they were forbidden to molest converts from their faith to

Christianity, proselytize, acquire Christian slaves, or hold military or

civil office), their existence was protected. They were free to repair

synagogues, observe festivals, and were not to be disturbed on the

Sabbath. Ziegler mentions that no new legislation of importance

concerning the Jews was enacted until 589. At that point Jews were

once again forbidden to hold public office or purchase Christian

slaves, and, as in the Theodosian Code, were forbidden to have

Christian wives or concubines. The council further declared that

Christian slaves introduced into any Jewish rite (e.g., circumcision)

were to be freed and restored to Christianity. King Sisebut passed
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further laws forbidding slave ownership, marriage to Christians, or

proselytism, and attached more drastic penalties. Ziegler also

maintains there is evidence that Sisebut imposed on his Jewish

subjects "compulsory conversion to Christianity or exile. "^^ Isidore

of Seville censured Sisebut for this, much as the Fourth Council of

Toledo (633) censured all Christians for forced conversions, though

the council decreed that Christians created in this manner should

remain as Christians and not apostasize.

Among the other legislation of the Fourth Council one finds that

baptized Jews were not to associate with unbaptized ones, even if

they were their parents (though converts retained inheritance rights),

children of mixed unions were required to be reared as Christians,

baptized Jews who fell away from the church were not to testify in

court, and as usual, Jews were not to discharge public offices or hold

Christian slaves. ^^ The Sixth Council (638) confirmed many of these

ordinances, and spoke of King Chintila as if he sought to ensure

that none but Christians remain in Spain. Ziegler adds that:

Under Chintila the baptized Jews were required to

present a placitum in which after a long profession of

faith and abjuration of Judaism they bound themselves to

observe only Catholic rites and to accept responsibility for

the religious conduct of all members of their families;

they obliged themselves to stone to death apostates from

Christianity over whom they had potestas and to

denounce any others to the proper authorities under

penalty of confiscation. 20

Ziegler then explains how Recessuinth sought a policy of

conversion or destruction, but the Eighth Council of Toledo (653)

decreed nothing more rigorous than the decrees of the Fourth

Council. Recessuinth, however, in 654 "took it upon himself to issue

a series of laws which made the p>osition of the Jews quite

unbearable. They were forbidden to follow the observances of their

cult—circumcision, the Sabbath and Jewish festivals, their food

laws." In some instances all laws carried the death penalty. And like

Chintila, he required all Jews who had been baptized to sign a

placitum. The Ninth Council of Toledo (655) insisted that baptized

Jews should attend, on the feasts of both the Old and New
Testaments, the services held by the bishop. The Tenth Council

(656) once again forbade clerics to sell Christian slaves^ to Jews. This

conciliar legislation is minor when compared with the twenty-eight

laws against the Jews presented to the Twelfth Council (681) by
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King Erwig for approval, and which he later incorporated in his

own law code. Although Ziegler accepts the assertion by Paul a

Wengen that Julian, the metropolitan of Toledo, was also

responsible for this legislation, F. X. Murphy has recently repudiated

this view. 21 In the course of his decrees Erwig rescinded the death

penalty decrees of Recessuinth, and all of Erwig's legislation, save

one decree, was similar in tone to previous enactments. That one

decree, however, "was the obligation placed upon the Jews to abjure

their religion within a year under pain of exile and confiscation of

property. "22 Erwig placed the responsibility for enforcement in the

hands of the clergy, and warned bishops against possible avarice or

lukewarmness in pursuit of this matter.

King Egica adopted another line of attack against the Jews. He

did not force them into baptism, but "they were forbidden to engage

in foreign commerce and to trade with Christians; they were obliged

to sell to the fiscus at its own terms all slaves, buildings, lands,

vineyards, olive groves, or other real property which they had at any

time acquired from Christians. "23 This law was passed by the

Sixteenth Council (693), and was so effective, according to Ziegler,

that the Jews entered into a conspiracy with their brethren in Africa.

Egica and the Seventeenth Council (694) retaliated swiftly:

All the Jews were declared enslaved to Christian

masters, who were to see to it that no Jewish rites were

practiced. The goods were confiscated to the fiscus, and

their children after attaining the age of seven were to be

taken from them and reared as Christians.2'*

Ziegler reports that Septimanian Jews, at the request of Egica, were

exempted from this fate (apparently for economic reasons), but he

does not know the specifics of the success or failure of this new

decree.

Ziegler is always concerned m attaching more blame to the state

than to the church. He notes that the legislation of Sisebut was

rejected by the bishops, and that, although the Sixth Council of

Toledo concurred with King Chintila's conversion policy, they

repudiated the compulsory conversion attempt spearheaded by

Recessuinth. Erwig, Ziegler notes, drew up his policy without

church assistance, and the Seventeenth Council passed its law only

by royal request: "The king almost invariably took the lead in the

matter and the councils followed, except on the occasions when they

resisted the fanaticism of the rulers. "2^ Although Father Ziegler's

book was published by the Catholic University of America Press,
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and his language throughout indicates a degree of special pleading,

most of his conclusions are not without considerable justification.

Solomon Katz agrees with much of Ziegler's reading of the royal

and conciliar legislation. Katz argues, however, that whether "more

blame attaches to the king then to the councils is a moot point."^*

He attributes the persecution to the union of the two, and quotes

Montesquieu in the French to help establish his point:

The bishops had an immense authority at the court of

the Visigoths, the most important affairs were decided in

the councils. To the code of the Visigoths we owe all the

maxims, all the principles, and all the views of the

inquisition ^7

Pages ten through twenty-two of Katz's book, part of the chapter

entitled "Conversion of Jews to Christianity," summarize the

Visigothic legislation but add very little new material to the

cumulative stack of scholarly knowledge. One of the major

advantages of Katz's work is that it is the first study in English to

attempt a comprehensive view of the Jews in Visigothic Spain and

Prankish Gaul.^^ Katz ranges over a number of topics, treating anti-

Jewish polemics, proselytism, religious practices, the organization of

synagogues and Jewish schools, the civil and legal status of Jews,

jurisdiction in court cases involving Jews, and closing with his most

challenging topic
—"The Economic Life of the Jews." The results

are occasionally disappointing, as Katz lacks an overall scheme and

is forced all too frequently to use the same evidence in different

contexts. This sometimes results in disconcertingly different interpre-

tations of the same source. In one place Katz relates "whether

learned Spanish Jews took up the controversy and replied to

Isadore's arguments by counter treatises in Latin, as Graetz believes,

is doubtful." Katz later affirms the suggestion "that the Jews of

Visigothic Spain wrote anti-Christian works in Latin. "^^ Still it

must not be without some justification that Katz's book is so

frequently cited. Certainly Katz's interpretation is considered

standard.

E. A. Thompson's The Goths in Spain, a very recent and well-

received work, does not differ substantially from Katz. Thompson
frequently refers to the Jews, and in his conclusion, he asks:

"How...can we account for their [the Visigoths] savage legislation

against the Jews, legislation that was enacted by king after king and

confirmed by council after council for over a century?" Thompson
cannot answer his own question. He notes that Jews were found in
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several classes of Spanish society, and that "there is no indication in

our sources of any popular feeling against them." Thompson closes

his discussion of the Jews by noting that this "sustained, systematic,

and nation-wide policy of extermination" may have "contributed to

the utter destruction of those who initiated and enforced it/'^o

Is it possible, in the face of such expert testimony, to offer a

substantially different opinion of Visigothic-Jewish relations? At

least one historian, Bernard S. Bachrach, has answered in the

affirmative. Bachrach 's article in the American Historical Review

caused waves in the relatively placid sea of Visigothic studies and

ripples in both Medieval and Jewish studies which have still not

subsided. 31 Bachrach begins by attempting to view the anti-Jewish

legislation in the context of an environment typified by: "a weak

monarchy, a dependent Church, and a prosperous Jewish

community. ..."32 There were eighteen kings, at least seven of which

were deposed or murdered, from no less than fifteen different

families in the period 589-711. Following Reccared's conversion in

589, the Visigothic kings fought for and obtained responsibility over

ecclesiastical and spiritual matters:

Visigothic monarchs appointed metropolitans and

bishops, called councils and approved their acts, created

new dioceses, and redrew the boundaries of already

existing ones. The king's court was the court of the last

instance in some and perhaps all ecclesiastical cases; the

king ordered unqualified laymen to be obtained as

priests, he had bishops defrocked, and he exercised power

in numerous other ecclesiastical areas. ^3

The Jewish community, which predated the Visigoths, was "rich,

large, and influential." Jews engaged in extensive missionary

activity, even perhaps attempting to proselytize Arian Goths,

"controlled noteworthy numbers of slaves, engaged in local and

long-distance trade on a large scale, owned landed estates, held both

military and civilian offices in the Visigothic government, and took

part in military activities. "3^ By first sketching this environment,

Bachrach assumes an immediate advantage in arguing his case that

no legislation of any sort takes place in a vacuum.

In regard to Reccared's laws concerning the offspring of Jewish-

Christian unions, Bachrach notes that, according to Jewish law and

custom, one is Jewish only if born of a Jewish mother or if one goes

through a formal conversion. If a Christian mistress of a Jewish

man gave birth, the child would not be considered a Jew. If the
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child is raised a Christian, this is not forcible conversion. It is only

"reasonable for the Church to have been concerned about the

spiritual and material welfare of a non-Jewish bastard born of a

Christian woman living in sin...."^^ By contrast, accordmg to

Jewish custom, a Jewish mistress of a Christian man who "willingly

and openly" lived with him would be considered dead by her family,

and it was obligatory on the part of the Jewish community to stone

her to death. Bachrach thus finds no reason for the Jewish

community to be alarmed at the legislation. He finds that Reccared

has done little but "accept the laws of his Arian predecessors who
are generally regarded as having been tolerant. "^^ In addition,

Bachrach notes that Reccared eliminated the death penalty for

offenses listed in the laws of Alaric II, that he refused to approve acts

injurious to Jews passed at a provincial synod at Narbonne (589),

and that he ignored Pope Gregory I's request that the king intervene

to halt the Jewish-controlled slave trade at Narbonne. Bachrach

suggests the possibility that the Jews at Narbonne supported the

army of Reccared who suppressed a revolt there and that Reccared

was therefore rewarding his political friends.

Liuva, Witteric, and Gundemar "made no effort to enforce the

existing anti-Jewish laws and they promulgated no new anti-Jewish

laws. "3^ Sisebut, it may be recalled, embarked on a severe anti-Jewish

policy. And when he realized his laws were "not being enforced, he

attempted to bring about the forced conversion of all Jews in the

Visigothic Kingdom. "^e jn attempting to explain this policy,

scholars have advanced religious piety, economic gain, and foreign

policy as possible motivations. Bachrach is able, for reasons too

involved to review here, to refute these three possibilities. He notes

that many elements of church and society opposed Sisebut's

conversion policy, and that the original enactments of Sisebut had

strong political motivation. "By legislating the freedom of all

Christian slaves owned by Jews, Sisebut probably hoped to create a

class of people whose interest lay in supporting the king against

their former owners, a policy that resembles in many ways the one

followed by Bishop Agobard of Lyons in the ninth century. "^^ The
reason Sisebut targeted the Jewish community was that it had not

supported his claim to the throne.

Suinthila, Sisebut's successor, did not enforce the anti-Jewish laws,

and in fact, encouraged the Jews who had entered exile to return.

The next monarch, Sisenand, returned to the anti-Jewish policy of

Sisebut and even gained church support for his program. He
attacked the status of Jews in government and he sought to weaken

the economic strength of the Jewish community. It should be noted.
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however, that he opp>osed forced conversion, and he recognized that

the revival of an anti-Jewish campaign would meet with opposition.

Sisenand therefore decreed that those laymen, clerics, and even

bishops who continued to protect and champion the cause of the

Jews would be anathematized. Supporters of the policies of the

predecessors of Sisenand rose against him on at least two occasions.

Bachrach considers it quite normal that Sisenand, having overthrown

a pro-Jewish monarch, pursued an anti-Jewish path.

Chintila, the next Visigothic king, promulgated a general psolicy

of repression aimed at all who opposed his rule. His reign was

characterized by civil war, and it is only in this context that

Bachrach feels one is justified in evaluating Chintila's ratification of

previous anti-Jewish legislation. The Jews had not supported

Chintila's claim to the throne, and Chintila returned the favor by

requiring Jews to emigrate or to convert and sign a placitum. Little

is known about the success of Chintila's conversion policy. Even less

is known about Chintila's son Tulga who was deposed in 642 by the

pro-Jewish Chindasuinth. Bachrach feels that he has uncovered a

definite pattern. He writes that:

...it seems reasonable to hypothesize that the Jews, as a

formidable faction on the Visigothic scene, were supporters

of Suinthila and Chindasuinth and were opposed to

Sisebut, Sisenand, Chintila, and Tulga. The violent

nature of the Visigothic royal succession strongly suggests

that, for example, a noble like Chindasuinth who sought

to overthrow the dynasty of Chintila would first try to

obtain the support of the Jewish party that suffered under

the policies of the dynasty. Therefore, while the issue of

Jewish "liberties" was very probably not a casus belli for

the various Gothic noblemen who sought to seize the

throne, the position of the Jewish faction may well have

been an important factor in determining the nature of the

Jewish policy pursued by the king, whether he was a

successful rebel or a legitimate monarch.*"

Chindasuinth was indeed pro-Jewish. He put to death hundreds

of influential Goths but at no time persecuted the Jews. He failed to

enforce the convert or emigrate policy, and he utilized Jews in

government. His only anti-Jewish measure (Christians were not to

practice Jewish rites) seems aimed at halting conversions to Judaism,

a surprising necessity on the heels of the legislation of Sisebut,

Sisenand, and Chintila. Recessuinth, who succeeded his father to the
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throne, reversed the comparative tolerance of Chindasuinth toward

the Jews. Proof of earher nonenforcement of most legislation can be

taken from one of Recessuinth's major decrees that all prior anti-

Jewish enactments were to be enforced until specifically repealed.

Recessuinth, himself, produced evidence at the Tenth Council of

Toledo that the Jews were still buying Christian slaves from clerics.

Most historians see Recessuinth as a "religious fanatic"; Bachrach

produces evidence from a chronicle that characterizes Recessuinth as

"easygoing" and "debauched." Recessuinth granted numerous

pardons in the course of his reign, and the key. according to

Bachrach, is that "he favored men whom his father had driven out,

men who had helped to formulate and enforce Chintila's anti-Jewish

policy. It is hardly surprising therefore that he, too, took an anti-

Jewish position. "^^ It is, moreover, entirely possible that his anti-

Jewish policy not only remained unenforced but even aroused little

interest. The Ninth Council was at best a regional synod, and the

Tenth Council was attended by only twenty-two bishops or their

representatives, compared to seventy-two in attendance at the Third

Council of Toledo in 589.

Wamba, following Recessuinth, did not enforce anti-Jewish

legislation despite the fact that Jews in Narbonne m.ilitarily

supported a rebel force that Wamba crushed. Erwig succeeded

Wamba, and promptly embarked on a twenty-eight point anti-

Jewish policy. Most of the points are either relatively standard or

relate to enforcement: abbots should not employ Jews, bishops

should not have sexual relations with Jewish women, officials are

liable for a seventy-two solidi fine for nonenforcement of Jewish

policy, and anyone accepting a bribe for not reporting viola-

tions also must pay a fine. His one very serious point (all Jews

must either emigrate or convert) was clearly not enforced. His

successor Egica, indicating that there were still many Jews in Spain

in 693, "thought it necessary to strike at their capacity to earn a

living by issuing a series of laws aimed at crippling the economy of

the Jewish community. "^2 Although many scholars have viewed

Egica as a religious fanatic, Bachrach sees his policies, aimed at the

economic base of the Jewish community, as trying to "eliminate a

potential source of financial and other support that had previously

been available to many non-Jewish enemies. "^^ Egica clearly had

enemies. At the Sixteenth Council he legislated against Bishop

Sisebut of Toledo who had attempted to overthrow him. Egica had

all conspirators condemned, their property confiscated, and

descendants barred from public office. Only a year later, Egica called

the Seventeenth Council of Toledo (694) and spoke of confessions
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from Jews who were plotting his overthrow with their corehgionists

and exiled brethren, presumably in North Africa. The council

promptly responded by attempting to strip all Jews of their property

and reduce them to slavery.

Dozy, who is supported on this point by Imamuddin and a host

of other scholars, states that: "there is no doubt that these decrees

were executed in all their rigour."^^ Ernest L. Abel, for example, is

explicit that "all Jews, baptized or otherwise,...were deprived of all

their property and were reduced to perpetual slavery. "'^ Bachrach,

interestingly enough, ventures no guess on the extent to which these

laws were carried into practice. He insists, however, that the Jews

had in fact entered into a conspiracy. He chides historians to

remember that this is seventh-century Spain, not Hitler's Germany

or Stalin's Russia, and announces that he "can find no reason to

conclude that Jews did not scheme to overthrow Egica."''^ The
problem, however, is that neither Bachrach, nor anyone else, can

find any evidence, except Egica's assertion, to substantiate this

Jewish plot of 694. All that is known about this revolt, or conspiracy

to revolt, comes' from the enactments of the Seventeenth Council.

Consequently, the precise historical nature of this alleged event may
never be known. There may not have been any plot at all. The
provisions of the council may merely have reflected an anti-Jewish

phobia. More probably, the enactments may have reflected the

phobia of Egica; his enthronement was considerably less stable than

any self-respecting monarch would have deemed satisfactory. It is

also possible that it was not a phobia so much as a well-designed

ploy on the part of Egica. In any case, Egica stated in the preamble

of the Seventeenth Council of Toledo that he had "recently

discovered by clear confessions that they [the Jews] were having

consultations with other Jews across the sea, in order that they

might act together against the Christian race." The council declared

that "not only did they knowingly disturb the condition of the

church, but they even sought with tyrannical audacity to cause the

ruin of the fatherland and of all the people of the universe...." The
bishops passed their decrees "by the command of our most pious

King Egica. "^^ If the conspiracy was indeed a flight of Egica's

imagination, and the council was merely bowing to the legislative

desires of the king, it is clear that bishops and judges would find

ways and means to subvert the regulations. And if all Jews were

exiled or reduced to slavery and compelled to convert, there would

have been no Jews in Spain to collaborate with the Muslim

invaders.

Bachrach next explains that little is known concerning King
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Witiza, successor to Egica, as no further conciliar documents have

survived. He then writes that the "Jews, who opposed Roderic's

supjDorters and alhed with the Muslims, seized a large number of

cities, and some cities, including Seville, Cbrdova, and Toledo, the

most important in Spain, received Jewish garrisons." This contention

will be examined critically later in this essay. It is clear, nonetheless,

that the bulk of Bachrach's interpretation of Visigothic-Jewish

relations is well-substantiated. From 589 to 711 only seven Visigothic

kings followed anti-Jewish policies. At least nine monarchs

"pursued policies that varied from benign neglect of the Jews to

support of the Jews."*^

Simple logic indicates that many historians, such as Grayzel or

Ziegler, do not give an accurate picture. No chronicles as

comprehensive as Gregory of Tours for the Franks or Paul the

Deacon for the Lombards survive from the Visigothic era. No
correspondence and very little other contemporary literature, save the

legal enactments of kings and councils, exist to be employed by

historians. There simply is no way of judging the extent of

enforcement. The fact that Jews were being prohibited from certain

actions indicates that they were engaging in the activities with some

regularity. And the fact that the laws are so frequently repetitious

would seem to indicate that earlier prohibitions were not being

enforced.

Several factors have distorted the work of pre-Bachrach historians

of Jewish-Visigothic relations. First, there has been a tendency for

the "Church" to be seen as monolithic and for the word to be used

as a synonym for members, divisions, or isolated enactments of the

church. Concerning the Visigothic era historians have failed to

realize that the kings exercised a powerful, occasionally even

commanding, influence on the "official policy" of the church but

did not and could not dictate the general attitude of the church and

churchmen. Second, historians have at times misunderstood the

motives for certain decrees. The Fourth Council of Toledo (633), for

example, argued that Sisebut's policy of compulsory conversion was

wrong in principle, but that Jews baptized in such a manner were

not free to apostasize. Historians have rightly noted the persecution

inherent in this refusal but have failed to note the reason for it—the

objective, transcendental validity with which the council viewed

sacraments and the value attributed to acts such as baptism and

communion. Third, there has been a reluctance to realize the extent

of the size and strength of the Jewish community in Visigothic

Spain. Thompson writes that "although they are mentioned all too

often in the laws, they are not known to have been very numerous
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in Spain. They cannot be said to have occupied any very important

position in the society of the kingdom. "^^ But if all that survives in

abundance for this age is legislation and the legislation indicates

that the Jews were of great concern to some monarchs, perhaps the

original assumption needs to be reevaluated. Fourth, there is a

prevalent, modern image of the passive and suffering Jew. Salo

Baron labeled this theme the "lachrymose conception" of Jews and

was upset with the "eternal self-pity" which he observed in Jewish

historiography. Historians have been unaware, though some

Christian historians have just been reluctant to admit, that in the

early Middle Ages the Jews proselytized extensively and enjoyed

considerable success. 5° Evidence does not survive that allows anyone

to guess at the extent of Jewish proselytism in Visigothic Spain,

though Visigothic kings were repeatedly compelled to outlaw

conversion.

Bachrach is not alone in arguing that the Jewish question for the

Visigothic kings was above all a political one. Jeremy Adams, in a

little-known article that appeared independent of, but correlative to,

Bachrach 's paper, argued that the Visigothic kings were indeed

inconsistent in their policy toward the Jews.^^ Adams indicates that

while the Jews were separated for specific condemnation, he believes

that the Visigoths were essentially interested in establishing a

homogeneous population loyal to the throne. Although kings

achieved little, if any, success in this direction, the problem of the

Jews represented not so much a religious as a political dilemma.

Nor is Bachrach's portrait of Jews in Visigothic Spain unlike

portraits of Jewish communities in other Christian kingdoms. In

Juijs et Chretiens dans le monde occidental, 430-1096, Bernhard

Blumenkranz finds a vital and socioeconomically potent Jewish

community, which enjoyed a relatively smooth rapport with

Christians, to have existed in the Carolingian empire.^^ 'Yhe Jewish

community of Visigothic Spain was large, active, politically

important, and, although subjected to the broadswords of several

monarchs, there is reason to believe Jews were willing, able, and

effective at parrying.

The events surrounding the Muslim invasion of the Iberian

peninsula only a year after the death of the Visigothic King Witiza

are enormously confusing. To conclusively unravel the often

conflicting evidence in the accounts of the conquest would require a

book of its own. The accounts and conjectures of many modern

historians could provide at least a chapter or two of comic relief in

such a book. It seems probable, however, that Visigothic Spain was

engaged in a massive civil war. This war centered on a dispute
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between Roderic, the newly elected king, who controlled Toledo and

enjoyed the support of much of the church, and Witiza's son Achila,

who was proclaimed as king and enjoyed the following of a sizeable

faction known historically as the Witizanos." Rather than support

Roderic as king, the Witizanos allegedly sent envoys to Africa

seeking Muslim assistance.

Count Julian, a very mysterious character in history, also seems to

have been involved in this civil war. Modern authors have identified

him variously as a Byzantine exarch in charge of Ceuta, one of the

last Christian outposts in Islamic North Africa; or a Christian

Berber, leader of the Ghumara tribe, loyal subject of Witiza and

sometimes even defender of Tangier against the Muslims; or as a

Gothic noble who was Lord of Algeciras and Cadiz on the Spanish

side of the straits of Gibraltar.^^ One author even engages in a flight

of imagination to the point of writing:

When King Witiza, who favored tolerance for the Jews,

was deposed in favor of the warrior-noble Roderigo, the

sympathizers of Witiza, mainly the entire Jewish popu-

lation, but also a few Christian noblemen, conspired to

rid the kingdom of Rodrigo's rule. Count Julian, a Jew,

hated Rodrigo. ... Although Rodrigo's troops numbered

100,000, his army was routed because of rampant

treachery on the part of his Jewish troops and followers

of Witiza. In a single, decisive battle, Visigothic Spain

became the Spain of Al-Andalus, and the course of

Spanish history was changed completely— largely due to

the treachery of one well-placed Jew and his jellows.^^

(Emphasis added.)

What is fairly certain is that Count Julian contributed to the

downfall of Roderic. In Muslim sources there is also the story that

Roderic violated Count Julian's daughter when she was in Toledo

and that Julian was motivated by personal vengeance when he aided

the Muslims. There is little reason to treat this story as anything

more than legend. "It was relatively common, of course, for

medieval people to explain social and political phenomena whose

motives were incomprehensible to them by imputing events to the

personal quirks of one leader or another. "^^

Regardless of Count Julian's motives, it is likely that the

proximity of Spain to North Africa would have led the Muslims to

attempt conquest on their own. Though details are meagre, there is

evidence in fact, both Muslim and Christian, to suggest that in 675-
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676 the Muslims attempted a substantial military expedition to the

Iberian peninsula.^^ In the summer of 710 Musa b. Nusair, governor

of North Africa, sent a small reconnoitering expedition led by Tarlf

(the city of Tarifa is said to bear his name) to the southern tip of the

Iberian peninsula. He returned with enough booty, mainly from

Algeciras, to cause Musa to then send his Berber lieutenant Tari^c b.

Ziyad with a force of seven thousand men.^^ In April 711 T^rilf^

landed on the rock of Gibraltar (Djabal at-Tarik) to which he gave

his name. T^rik occupied Algeciras, sent for and received an

additional five thousand troops from Musa, and proceeded toward

Seville. Roderic, who had been quelling a revolt among the Basques,

hastened to the south where he assembled an army of considerably

less than the 100,000 asserted in the chronicles. Battle was fought

from July 19 to July 23, 711.59

Roderic's forces suffered absolute defeat. Many of his troops

defected, including perhaps the supporters of Witiza, Sisebert, and

Oppa, who commanded flanks of the army. Roderic himself

disappeared on the battlefield and was neither found nor heard from

again, though a later tradition has him buried in Portugal. Xarik

immediately realized his advantage and pressed north, eventually

taking Toledo. Not to be outdone by his lieutenant, Musa b. Nusair

landed in Spain in 712 with an army of eighteen thousand. He
headed for and conquered Seville and then proceeded north, taking a

number of cities along the way, until he joined forces with Tarik at

Talavera outside of Toledo. Mus3 had coins struck at Toledo with

the inscription Amir Muse jilius Nusir and the Muslim statement of

faith. After the winter of 713-714, Musa and Tarik raided to

Saragossa and beyond before encountering stiff opposition and

deciding to spend the rest of the year in Galicia and Asturias in the

northwestern part of the Iberian peninsula. In late 714, when X^rik

and Musa left Spain for Damascus, Musa's son ' Abdal 'azTz remained

in Seville in charge of the newly conquered territory .^^^

In northwest Spain Roderic was succeeded by King Achila, who is

thought to have ruled for three years. Although he is not mentioned

in any chronicle, coins of his issued at Narbonne, Gerona, and

Tarragona have survived. ^^ The Witizanos were not, however, in any

position of power. 'Abdal 'azTz is thought to have married Roderic's

widow Egilona and is known to have continued the offensive

northward to the Pyrenees, conquering Pamplona, Tarragona,

Barcelona, and Gerona.

The accusations of Jewish collaboration are intriguing. The
earliest chronicles make no reference to the Jews. The first mention

of them in Christian sources is not, in fact, until Lucas of Tuy's
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Chronicle of the World in 1236. The Chronicle of the Moor Ar-Razi,

written in the mid-tenth century, is the first Muslim source to

attribute collaboration to the Jews. But an important distinction is

critical here. There is after-the-fact collaboration for giving aid to the

enemy after the enemy has already captured a city. There also is a

second, more treacherous, type of before-the-fact collaboration where

one aids the enemy in effecting a city's seizure. Ar-RazT and other

Muslim chroniclers who mention the Jews attribute only the first

type of collaboration to them. The first chronicler to accuse the Jews

of being traitors is Lucas of Tuy, writing more than four hundred

years after the event. Such an accusation likely tells one more about

Lucas than it does about the historical events surrounding the

Muslim conquest of Spain.

The only extant source that truly may be labeled as primary for

the Muslim invasion of Spain is a Christian one usually referred to

as the Chronicle of 754 but occasionally as the Latin Anonymous,

Anonymous of Cordoba, Chronicle of Isidore Pacensis, or Chronicle

of Isidore Hispalensis.^^ This chronicler speaks so intimately of

Cordoba and to a lesser extent Toledo that it is likely he once lived

in both. Benito Sanchez Alonso believes him to be a Mozarab

(Christian) writing in Muslim Cordoba.®^ The chronicle is in very

poor Latin, the result of barbarous Latinity plus extensive copying

and interpolation. It is, nonetheless, impartial and fairly complete.

Moreover, the author claims to have witnessed some of the events

which he describes. Regardless of whether or not he actually did, the

Chronicle of 754 is the most authoritative account of the conquest;

his successors, writing centuries later, may preserve early and correct

traditions but they should not be easily accepted when they

contradict him. Surprisingly, Roth makes no mention of the

Chronicle of 754, and Eliyahu Ashtor, although he is cognizant of it

and employs it on a number of occasions, passes over its account of

the conquest in favor of later (sometimes as much as nine centuries

later) Muslim sources.^ The Chronicle of 754 mentions civil war

among the Visigoths, the role played by Julian, and refers to ^Jarik's

invasions. The invaders "wickedly ravaged" the royal city of Toledo,

but treachery is attributed to the Jews neither in the fall of Toledo

nor in the fall of any of the other cities.

The first Muslim chronicle containing information on the

conquest does not appear until almost one hundred years after the

Chronicle of 754. 'Isa b. Muhammad lived in the first half of the

ninth century, and, although his original writings have been lost,

portions exist in Ibn Idhan's Al-Bayan al-mughrib.^^ Ibn 'IdharT's

work is one of the most important sources for the history of Muslim
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North Africa and Spain. Written in Marrakush in the thirteenth

century, it is a comprehensive history and is arranged chronologically.

For his details of the Muslim conquest of Spain, Ibn 'IdharT follows

^Isa b. Muhammad, who tells the story of Count Julian's daughter

having been molested by Roderic and reports that traitors supplied

boats to the Muslims. The Jews are neither mentioned as being

among the traitors nor as aiding and abetting Tarik as he progresses

through Spain.

Mapy of 'Isa b. Muhammad's details seem to have been copied by

•^Abd al-Malik b. Hablb, one of the most famous and influential

Andalusian scholars of his day. Born in approximately 796, Ibn

Hablb is known to have studied at Elvira and Cordoba, made the

pilgrimage and become acquainted with the legal doctrines of

Malikism, and to have written a universal history beginning with

creation and ending with his own time before he died at Cordoba in

853. By his own account, his works number over one-thousand, but

only two fragments survive. One is Manuscript 127 of the Bodleian

Library (Oxford); its Arabic text is unedited but Melchor M. Antuiia

obtained a photocopy of the portion referring to the conquest and
translated it into Spanish. Sanchez-Albornoz, in an introduction to

the translation, observed that the manuscript is not Ibn Hablb's

original but a greatly altered excerpt by Ibn Hablb's pupil, Ibn Abi

Rika.®® The excerpt is full of much fabulous and some absurd

material. The second fragment of Ibn Habib's work to survive exists

in the anonymous eleventh-century Fatho-l-Andalup.^^ Whereas the

Bodleian manuscript begins in the middle of the action when Musa
sends a man with red hair, cross-eyes, and a scarred hand (Tarik) to

Tangier to capture Christian ships and obtain information about

Spain, the narrative in this work is more complete. In the Bodleian

manuscript the Visigothic state is in chaos and traitors seek Muslim
assistance; in the Fatho-l-Andalup version of Ibn Hablb Count

Julian's daughter has been molested by Roderic. In neither version

do the Jews collaborate with the Muslim invaders.

Ibn "^Abd al-Hakam (d. 871) was an Egyptian chronicler and

author of a History of the Conquest of Egypt, North Africa, and

Spain. This is obviously not, as Roth asserts, the "earliest known
chronicle of the invasion." It is, nonetheless, an extremely valuable

work that contains important information on the topography and

financial administration of Egypt. Ibn "^Abd al-Hakam's point of

view is more that of legal scholar than historian, and he

consequently includes a long appendix listing the chief judges of

Egypt. He presents two different versions of the conquest of Spain

but neither mentions the Jews.®*
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Two Christian chronicles which deal with the conquest complete

the list of sources before the end of the ninth century. They make no

reference whatsoever to the Jews. The Albedensian Chronicle states

little more than in the third year of Roderic's reign the Muslims

conquered Spain and captured the Gothic Kingdom, which, even

now, they possess. The Chronicle of Alfonso III gives a slightly

fuller description. It explicitly accuses the Witizanos but not the

Jews of treachery which led to the downfall of Roderic and the

Visigothic state.^® Thus there exists not a single source, Muslim or

Christian, prior to the year 900 that contains any reference or even

hint of Jewish collaboration with the Muslim invaders of Spain.

The first mention of the Jews in a chronicle occurs in the work of

the Muslim historian Ahmad B. Muhammad ar-RazI. Ar-RazT wrote

numerous works, including a general history of Spain, a genealogy

of famous Andalusians, a description of the capital city of Cordoba,

and a geographical work on the roads and cities of al-Andalus. None
of these works is known in the original and only diverse portions

from a substantially later date are known of his general history. The

Chronicle of the Moor Ar-Razl was dictated by a bilingual Muslim

named Muhammad to a Portuguese cleric, Gil Perez, who did not

know Arabic. This was done under the patronage of King Dinis of

Portugal (1279-1325). No direct copy of this translation survives;

there are only innumerable and diverse fragments from later dates.^°

Saavedra transcribed and published two Castilian translations from

the Portuguese translation which exist in manuscript.^^ In neither of

these texts are the Jews mentioned, and the Witizanos are, as usual,

blamed for the invasion. In the version that survives in the General

Chronicle of 1344, there is a different story. The invasion is brought

about by the violation of Count Julian's daughter. Tarik proceeds

through Spain, taking Cordoba and then arriving at Toledo. The

Christians, however, have fled the city, leaving the Jews to the mercy

of the invaders. The Jews make their peace with Tarik, and, in

return, he places them in charge of the city.^^ \[ [^ clear by this

account that the Jews have not betrayed a Christian populace

because the Christians have fled. No treachery can be attributed to

their actions. In addition it should be noted that it is not certain that

this story exists in the original chronicle.

Casting some doubt on whether or not the story of the Jews

garrisoning Toledo existed in Ar-RazT's original (or, if it existed,

whether it is accurate) is the History of the Conquest of Spain by

Ibn al-KiitTya.''^ Al-KGtrya (d. 971) lived in Cordoba and was a

descendant of Visigothic nobility. Renowned for his knowledge of

grammar and lexicography, al-Kutrya also won fame as a poet,
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judge, and historian. His History was dictated and recorded by one

of his students. It starts with an account of the internal situation of

the Visigothic state and ends with the reign of 'Abd al-Rahman III.

Al-KjjtTya reports Count Julian's desire for vengeance. Tarik defeats

Roderic thanks to the treachery of the Witizanos, and he takes Ecija,

Cordoba, and Seville. Despite the fact that al-KijtTya knew and used

Ar-RazT's chronicle, the Jews are not mentioned.

There are three Christian works of significance for the conquest

that survive from the period 900 to 1200. The Pseudo-Isidorian

Chronicle was apparently written in the tenth or perhaps eleventh

century by an unknown Mozarab in Toledo. Ramon Menendez

Pidal believes that this work was originally written in Arabic (and

only later translated into Latin) and that the author was familiar

with Arabic sources and Arabic translations of Latin sources. ^^

Pseudo-Isidore is the first Christian account to report the vengeance

of Julian on his daughter's behalf. According to him, it was Witiza,

not Roderic, who violated the Count's daughter. Tarik invades but

in the meantime Witiza has died and it is Roderic who is defeated by

Tarik. He takes Cordoba and settles in Toledo, but there is no

reference to the Jews. The History of the Monk of Silos follows the

Pseudo-Isidorian account, and, although the Witizanos are accused

of deserting Roderic on the battlefield, the Jews are not mentioned.^^

They are also not mentioned in the Iriensian Chronicle, a church

history that survives only in the Historic Composteliana written c.

1140.^® This last work mentions neither the treachery of the

Witizanos nor the violation of Julian's daughter, though it does

assert that Roderic's tomb is at Viseu in Portugal.

The Jews are mentioned by the anonymous Muslim author of the

Akhbar madjmu'^a, a short chronicle of the early eleventh century

preserving traditions that date from as early as the eighth and ninth

centuries.^^ This chronicle relates Roderic's violation of Count

Julian's daughter and reports that Witiza's "sons," Oppa and

Sisebert, desert Roderic on the battlefield. After defeating Roderic,

T^ri^ divides his army into several parts. Mughith ar-Rumi leads

one set of troops against Cordoba and, after a siege of three months,

captures the city. Another set of troops is sent to the province of

Elvira where they find "many Jews." They take possession of

Granada and entrust the garrisoning of the city to the Jews and a

"detachment" of their own troops. They continue on to Malaga, the

capital of the province of Rayya, but they find neither Jews nor

Christians as all residents have fled. Tarij^, leading yet a different set

of troops, captures Toledo, but no mention is made of the Jews.

Musa arrives one year later and, after a lengthy siege, he conquers
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Seville where he utilizes Jews in his garrison/^ The Jews, however,

have done nothing treasonous. After the Muslims have taken control

of a city, the Jews of that city cooperate, but even in this cooperation

the Muslims are still careful to leave uroops of their own with the

garrison.

There exist three more Muslim chronicles which deserve

examination. The Fatho-l-Andalu^i is an anonymous work dating to

c. 1100.^8 In this account, TSrilc takes Seville and Ecija by

capitulation and Cordoba by siege. Musa, not Tarik, takes Toledo,

and Musa is forced to recapture Seville. When he does this, he

utilizes Jews in his garrison. This conflicts with Ibn HabTb's version

of the conquest, where Cordoba is taken by capitulation rather than

the sword, but the chronicler then incorporates Ibn HabTb's account

and places it immediately after his own. 'Izz al-DIn Ibn al-AthTr

(1160-1233) spent most of his life in Mosul but made repeated

journeys to Baghdad. His Annals of the Maghreb and of Spain states

that Tarik finds Toledo deserted and utilizes the Jews in his garrison

and that Mijsa establishes a garrison with Jews in Seville one year

later.80 Al-MaljikarT (1591-1631) was born at Tlemcen and died at

Cairo. His History of the Mohammedan Dynasties of Spain was

written at the request of scholars in Damascus, and, though from a

significantly later date, it preserves a great deal of material that

would not otherwise be known. Al-MakkarT accepts all earlier

sources which report that Jews helped garrison cities, and

consequently has them garrisoning Cordoba, Granada, Malaga,

Toledo, and Seville.^^ Even if this were true, and it is by no means

certain, the Jews are neither involved as a reason for the invasion

nor do they participate in the invading forces. Their actions are

obviously no more, and probably quite less, collaborative than the

actions of Christian cities that capitulated.

Why, then, have modern historians so freely accepted the story of

Jewish collaboration with the Muslim invaders? Part of the reason

lies with what they perceive as the Visigothic treatment of the Jews

as compared to the treatment the Jews received at the hands of the

Muslims. Part of the reason is that many commentators have

thought al-Mat:l^arT more reliable than earlier sources which neglect

the Jews. When interpreting al-MaKl^arl they frequently bring

romantic notions that emphasize medieval siege-warfare rather than

the more common negotiation and surrender. But the major reason

has to do with one well-placed anti-Semite. Lucas of Tuy wrote his

Chronicle of the World in Latin in the middle of the thirteenth

century, and it was translated into Spanish at a later date. Although

it purports to be a universal history, it is very provincial in its
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outlook. Lucas ends his account with the capture of Cordoba by San

Fernando III in 1236. Lucas of Tuy was unfamiliar with the Arabic

sources as he makes no reference to the Jews garrisoning Cordoba or

Seville; he seems to have drawn heavily from Isidore of Seville, the

Chronicle of Alfonso III and the History of the Monk of Silos.

Lucas tells the story that as Tarik's forces proceed to Toledo the

Jews open the city gates to them while the Christians are occupied

in their Palm Sunday procession.^^ Yhe Muslims then put all

Christians to the sword. Lucas does not, however, list an earlier

source for this event.

Rodrigo Jimenez de Rada (1171-1247) was a graduate of Paris and

Bologna, chief advisor to San Fernando III, a participant in the

victory of Las Navas de Tolosa (1212), a major Church reformer who
attended Lateran Council IV, and, from 1208 on. Archbishop of

Toledo. He began the building of the present cathedral at Toledo,

encouraged scholars such as Michael Scot and Mark of Toledo, knew
Arabic, and wrote a number of historical works. His History of the

Goths relates the Arabic stories of Jews garrisoning cities but does

not mention Lucas's story concerning Toledo.*^ It is clear, however,

that he was familiar with Lucas's chronicle as he employed it on a

number of other occasions. Acceptance of Lucas of Tuy's story of the

downfall of Toledo was achieved, despite Jimenez's rejection, shortly

thereafter. The Primera cronica general, begun in 1270 at the behest

of Alfonso X el Sabio who participated in its composition, accepts

without reservation the accusation by Lucas against the Jews.®^

From this point on, Lucas's story is accepted as fact by Gil de

Zamora and numerous other Spanish writers.

There are a number of factors operating in the thirteenth century

that increased anti-Semitism and might explain why an accusation

of Jewish collaboration was so readily believed. One factor was

certainly socioeconomic rivalry. Another was perhaps an increased

desire for conversion spurred on by an active and renewed lay piety

and spearheaded by a succession of strong, reforming popes such as

Innocent III. Jeremy Cohen, in a provocative and recent work, has

argued that the Dominicans and Franciscans were especially

responsible for creating a new mentality that left no room for Jews

to exist in Catholic Europe.^^ One of the most interesting

suggestions has been that Christians frequently categorized Jews

with Muslims since they both rejected the Holy Trinity, claimed

physical descent from the same ancestor, and used closely related

languages.** If Jews happened to be agents of a foreign Islamic

conspiracy, they had to be degraded, converted, exiled, or killed. Very

effective propaganda for such an end would be provided if it could
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be established that the perfidy of the Jews led to the overthrow of the

Visigoths. Such a fact sheds new light on thirteenth-century

chronicles. Jewish "collaboration" is very much a thirteenth-century

creation, but, like so many creations of the thirteenth century, it is

one that still exercises a powerful influence on the twentieth-century

imagination.
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The Political Rebellion of Carey McWilliams

Greg Critser

May 1935 was an exciting, if somewhat turbulent, month for

progressives in Los Angeles. Those who championed organized

labor, a more enlightened outlook toward minorities, and social

welfare programs saw the Supreme Court strike down important

sections of the National Recovery Act, a piece of New Deal

legislation designed to alleviate unemployment and labor strife. At

the state level, they had witnessed a revival of efforts to free

imprisoned labor organizer Tom Mooney just as officials at the

University of California began a "red quiz" of professors suspected

of being members of the Communist Party.

Simultaneously, the Los Angeles Times put many progressives on

the defensive by unabashedly backing an anti-union slate of

candidates for the school board. And Upton Sinclair, the progressives'

standard-bearer in the lost gubernatorial race of 1934, kept

embarrassing them. First he backed a lukewarm slate of Roosevelt

men for the state senate, then he refused to let communists into his

End Poverty in California (EPIC) party. By the end of the month,

things got ugly: an EPIC convention at the Labor Temple in

downtown Los Angeles erupted into a brawl of threats, catcalls, and

fisticuffs.^
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It had also been an exciting month for Carey McWilliams. Now
thirty and fast becoming one of the town's more noteworthy trial

attorneys, he had just been asked to serve as a trial examiner for one

of the National Labor Relations Board's first hearings in Los

Angeles. His literary life had also moved forward. After a hiatus of

almost five years, he was working on two small books—one on his

friend, the immigrant author Louis Adamic, and the other on anti-

Semitism in Los Angeles. Several nationally known publications,

among them the American Mercury and the New Republic,

continued to publish his short pieces on politics and literature. And

by late May, the Nation, a weekly magazine he had always admired

and would one day edit, ran his first piece of social criticism.^

But the afternoon of May 29, 1935, was even more exciting, for it

was on this day that McWilliams would join his friend and fellow

freelance journalist Herb Klein in what they planned as a twelve-

day, round-the-state, fact-finding expedition to gather information

about California's farm labor problem. Into the back seat of Klein's

Dodge Roadster would go the makings of what four years later

would become Factories in the Field, McWilliams's seminal

exposition of farm labor strife in the Golden State.

A look at the genesis of this book— the trip and the early

depression-era experiences that led both men to undertake such a

venture—sheds light on this extremely formative period of Carey

McWilliams's life. Years later, McWilliams could reflect upon his

activist career and recall his role as a central figure in the American

left and labor movements. But he was driven toward this course

largely during the years between 1930 and 1936 when the somewhat

aloof, journalist attorney increasingly became a radical social critic.

Throughout this period, young McWilliams made difficult decisions

about what he felt was the role of the author in a democratic society,

about political affiliations, and about journalism's methods. These

were decisions that would color his future world view.

What brought these two men in 1935 together to undertake such

an endeavor? Klein first met McWilliams, he remembers, "sometime

in 1929, most likely at Jake Zeitlin's bookstore."^ Both men were

members of the so-called bohemian intellectual crowd that met there.

This clique included immigrant author Louis Adamic, Los Angeles

Times book critic Paul Jordan Smith, Westways publisher Phil

Hanna, and one-day UCLA librarian Lawrence Clark Powell. Both

Klein and McWilliams indulged in that world of pre-depression

Menckenism, when they could afford to laugh at the American

scene—at what they called "the great American circus." Both men
were also early fascinated by the career of Upton Sinclair, the
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socialist muckraker and author of The Jungle, and by 1935 both men

had begun to find a common journalistic outlet in the New
Republic, a left-leaning weekly news magazine.

But similarities aside, how did McWilliams and Klein—white,

middle class, and educated—arrive at the kind of progressive

sensibilities which inform such an undertaking? What changes did

the early 1930s work on them? How was each "radicalized?"

Herbert Arthur Klein was born in New York City in 1907. In 1917

he moved to California and attended Stanford University, where he

earned a degree in literature. Upon graduation in 1928, he landed a

job as a feature writer for the liberal Los Angeles Evening Record. It

was at this time, he remembers, that he first met Carey McWilliams.

In 1930 Klein, intrigued with the events occurring in Europe, left

Los Angeles and traveled to London, where he stumbled onto a job

with United Press International. He soon became interested in the

German political scene and departed for Berlin, where he earned his

living as a correspondent for the Chicago Tribune. The job afforded

him the opportunity to witness firsthand the rise of fascism and to

view its effects on the German social structure. What he saw

—

Hitler's dictatorship and the onset of fascism—startled the young

man. At once he realized that an understanding of economics and

social movements must come before his love of writing as an art

alone. Thereafter while still on the continent Klein studied the

theories of several European agricultural economists, especially

impressed with those socialist-type writers who predicted the

mechanization and industrialization of agricultural labor. His

experience in Europe would figure deeply into the development of

young Klein's journalistic and political judgments."

Klein's interest in the relationship between land ownership and

agricultural labor impressed him enough to consider a doctoral

program on the subject, but Hitler's purge of the Universitat in the

early years of the Nazi regime stopped Klein short. He did manage

to write about the subject, however, for the Nation, a liberal weekly

based in New York. In a 1931 article entitled "Going Through the

Rye," he presented a highly critical look at the Briining

government's decision to continue high tariff rates that benefited

Germany's baronial landowners— the Junkers. This kind of policy

was reactionary, he noted, because it perpetuated the ownership of a

disproportionately large amount of land by a disproportionately

small group of wealthy landed interests. "The Junkers," he wrote,

"through the million-membered Reichslandbund which they

dominate, and the money which they [not the peasants] are able to

lay out, have i. terrific political influence. Their hold in Prussia and
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in the nation did not end with the war [and] their habits are

unchanged. "5

Klein's journalistic and political sensibilities were also influenced

by his friendship with Egon Erwin Kisch, the Czech communist

reporter whose writings about European politics had won him the

admiration of many liberal American journalists. Kisch's brand of

political writing, which appeared most regularly in the fortnighdy

Anti-Fascist, was "three dimensional reporting [that] helps die reader

experience the event recorded," observed Joseph North at the 1935

Western Writer's Congress.^ This kind of writing, or "reportage,"

was designed "to make the common people understand their own

lives and work, to show the human experience struggling in a

particular social context at a specific historical moment."^ It

combined analysis with experience and usually culminated in a

specific course of action.

Klein learned much about political reporting from Kisch. The two

became fast friends and carried on an extensive correspondence in

German after Klein left for the States in 1934. Klein also attempted to

help Kisch raise funds necessary to escape Germany in 1939—an

attempt that failed.^

Kisch's influence, combined with Klein's experience in Berlin and

his research into the underpinnings of agricultural labor problems,

wrought a profound change in Klein's journalistic inclinations:

[I] ceased to be a specialist in Robinson Jeffers and

American Literature...and I was more and more inten-

sively interested in the problems of how people live in

the midst of possible plenty and yet starve. That's how

my own education was forced on me by world events.

It was in Berlin perhaps more than any other part of

the world, I think, that one was forced to face up to the

dynamics of modern society. I mean after all...here was

Germany, which had developed the greatest labor

movement, the German social Democratic Party, and

where nevertheless, within a few months, through terror

or worse, it was possible to thrust the nation back into a

state where it was apparent to me... that the Jews of

Germany and the others had better get the hell out of

there or they weren't going to survive. This was the time

when a great many of them were saying, you know, "cool

it kid, give Hitler enough rope and he'll hang himself." I

felt that my nose had been rubbed into some terrible

world affairs. And I felt that the aesthetic hideaway was

simply intolerable.^
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The aesthetic hideaway had grown equally intolerable to Carey

McWilliams by the mid-1930s. But departing the world of Mencken
did not come easy, for the young attorney's literary birthright was

firmly embedded in that frothy decade of jazz, jug-gin, and baiting

the "booboosie." In mid-1930 he was still at heart a literary exile,

disillusioned and alienated by the crass materialism of his country.

"I envy all my countrymen who at the moment live abroad," he

wrote one old school chum. "I myself am contemplating becoming

an expatriate."^" Too, his work as a literary critic during the period

1924-1930 bore the distinct brand of aesthetic values belonging to the

so-called Lost Generation of American authors, whose literary

criteria tended to be highly individualistic, art-oriented, and Euro-

centered. For Malcolm Cowley, one of McWilliams's literary

contemporaries, the 1920s had been a time when "we derived a sense

of paradox, which became a standard for judging the writers we
encountered. If they were paradoxical— if they turned platitudes

upside down, showed the damage wrought by virtue, made heroes

out of their villains— then they were 'moderns'— they deserved our

respect. "^^ Not surprisingly, their audience was largely limited to

other artists.

A testimony to those values was McWilliams's first book, a

biography of Ambrose Bierce, the Civil War author. In Bierce's life

and work, the young McWilliams had found "the horrible allied

with the beautiful," a powerful mythmaker who could live—indeed

thrive—under the unfairness that was modern life in a postwar

society.^2 por McWilliams and his downtown coterie of poets,

literary critics, bibliophiles, and journalists, such literary values

mirrored both an attitude and an historical circumstance. They
served as a vehicle to lash out at the hypocrisy they witnessed in

post-World War I American society.

But as the depression enveloped the nation and millions of

Americans lost their jobs to what many viewed as the demise of

capitalism, such literary aestheticism became increasingly irrelevant.

As the historian Daniel Aaron notes: "If the early twenties was a

period of self-discovery and self-expression, then the early thirties

pointed to a period of social discovery and social expression. No
longer was it possible to scoff at Main Street; now writers like

Edmund Wilson were trying to understand it. Menckenian 'boob-

thumping' was yielding to a 'serious interrogation,' and writers,

instead of 'crying for freedom' were searching for social responsi-

bility. "^^ Now America became the text to read. And now the

common man's experience became pivotal, some of the new literati

said.
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McWilliams was reluctant to embrace the new code of literacy

values advanced by the American critics Jay Hubbel, Norman Foster,

Ralph Leslie Lusk, and Constance Rourke. These men and women
saw art and artistic criticism as a way to educate by representing the

experience of th Leslie Lusk, he common man. But first they needed

an American "type." They thus turned to the language and customs

embedded in traditional American folkways. Rourke, in her search

for an American jederman, focused her attention on the tall tales

found in American humor magazines in the 1830s. ^'* Others traveled

the country and found the long-sought-for national character in

regional peculiarities like festivals, folksongs, and crafts. They

thought that the ending of the American frontier gave them a

unique opportunity to find an indigenous American culture. "The

local artist finally has to dig down into his roots," they said.

McWilliams acknowledged that there was indeed something

happening in the countryside. The great expanse between the coasts

was "no longer mute," he wrote in a 1930 chapbook entitled "The

New Regionalism in American Literature." But he had trouble with

the new set of literary standards. Such criteria, he said, "predicates a

difficult act; the modern mind must will to be naive." Instead of

finding something noble in the new attention to distinctly American

themes, McWilliams found a soft sentimentality unsuited to the

rough social and economic climate of the early 1930s. "Regionalism

is anachronistic," he wrote. "The new regionalists reveal a typical

modern tendency in their attempt to escape from the tumultuous

present into the glamorous past." It was rather annoying, he added,

to discover intelligent men and women devoting their talents to such

tasks as "listing with infantile delight the eroticisms in the folk

speech of taxidrivers."''^ He also noted that there was little novelty in

their approach and that in a sense, theirs was merely a vitalized

version of the wise and national provincialism that was Poe's in the

early 1800s.

McWilliams's critique of the new regionalism received substantial

attention, even in as unlikely a place as the Manchester Guardian.

And what he said here shows a particularly hesitant side of

McWilliams's personality—a distaste for populisms tinged with

romanticism. "The supernatural effect of folklore is based on a

confusion of planes that accompanies the mentality of semi-savages,"

he wrote. "To approximate the imagery minus the savagery is

impossible."^® It was not as if he himself had not been concerned

with the development of local sources of American art. His series in

a local Los Angeles weekly during the latter twenties, entitled

"Southern California Begins to Write," was aimed specifically at
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local talent. He also collected massive amounts of literature about

Mary Austin, an overlooked Southwest author. Indeed, the critical

eye might discern a Southw^est axis in McWilliams's version of

American literary history.

But in 1930, McWilliams vv^as still the writer detached, the aesthete

in a fallen bohemia. It would take more than a tall tale and an

Emersonian impulse in the arts to woo him over to the battleground

of social criticism. A series of experiences in his personal and

professional life is what it would take.

In the 1930s, American intellectuals, particularly progressive

intellectuals, changed their attitudes toward the role of ethnic and

social minorities in the United States. Since the turn of the century,

anthropologists and sociologists had slowly been chipping away at

the theories of racial determinism that dominated the previous

century. The idea that some races were innately inferior to others fell

out of favor. By the 1930s the students of Franz Boas, the father of

modern anthropology, and Margaret Mead, whose Coming of Age in

Samoa made anthropology a household academic word, succeeded in

convincing a large portion of the educated class that race as a

criteria for human worth or potential was not only scientifically

incorrect, but politically culpable. After 1934, one scholar notes, it

was "scarcely possible to graduate from an American university

without being exposed to a discussion of racial differences in

cultural terms. The theories of racial inferiority had lost the

imprimatur of science. "^^

For California progressives of the 1930s, this new research blasted

their older belief in "100 Percent Americanism"— the program of

ethnic assimilation advanced by their forefathers three decades

earlier. Those men had left the immigrant out of their plans for a

socially just politique. Now, however, came the ideal of pluralism,

which the new progressives saw as a way to let ethnically-diverse

peoples participate in the building of a more egalitarian nation.

Their critique focused too on the failings of the "system" rather

than on the character of "the alien" (and his mythical corrupting

influence on the "old stock" WASPs). The result was that for the

first time ever California progressives included the immigrant in

their plans for a more socially equitable society. ^^

Another equally important factor in the unmasking of nineteenth-

century race fictions during the 1930s lay in the emergence of what
the historian Richard Weiss has called "an ethnically diverse

intelligensia that held to cosmopolitan values. "^^ These men and
women, some of whom were second-generation immigrant Americans,

played a key role in sensitizing liberal intellectuals to the concerns of
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a large part of the American working class. They wrote prose,

poetry, and nonfiction. They entered university life. And they stated

unequivocally what the alienated psychic and social life of the

immigrant in America was like.

Carey McWilliams's friend and confidant Louis Adamic was one

of the most important writers contributing to the era's ethnic

ambience.2o Born in 1898 in the Slovenian village of Blato, then a

portion of Austria-Hungary, Adamic immigrated to the United

States in 1913 after being rebuked in his homeland for his radical

activities in the Yugoslav National Movement. After two years as a

clerk and writer for the Slovenian language paper Glas naroda, he

enlisted in the United States Army— a rite of passage to citizenship

for many an immigrant youth of his day. In 1923 he left the army

and eventually settled in the Los Angeles port town of San Pedro,

where he found work as a clerk in the harbormaster's station. ^^

It was at this time that McWilliams first met the striking, but

somewhat stormy Adamic. McWilliams sought him out at the

bequest of his friend George Sterling who urged McWilliams to look

up Adamic in 1926.^2 The two men immediately clicked. They had

both, as Adamic would say in another context, "toyed with

Menckenism." And they both thought Los Angeles a circus

—

McWilliams's 1926 observation that L.A. was "a harlot city""

matched only in tenor by Adamic's 1927 comment that Los Angeles

had a form of religious "halitosis. "^^

Adamic and McWilliams spent many hours together discussing

politics, contemporary literature, and society. In 1928 they traveled

together to San Francisco, stopping in Carmel to visit the poet

Robinson Jeffers at his famous Tor House. It was during such time

spent together that the two men began discussing Adamic's theory of

Shadow America— the lonely, alienating landscape of America's

immigrant psyche. This concept permeated much of Adamic's

writing about immigrant life in America—writings that soon began

appearing in Mencken's American Mercury, Harper's, and the

Nation. In 1932 he wrote in his Laughing in the Jungle that

America was "a land of deep economic, social, spiritual and

intellectual chaos and distress.
"^^

Adamic's diagnosis of the immigrant's precarious life in Shadow

America reached full fruition in 1935, with the publication of his

highly biographical novel Grandsons: A Story of American Lives.

Here his capacity for storytelling via crisp, clear dialogue carries his

reader through the narrator's experience of the immigrant's

"essential doubleness" in America. A tale about the lives of three
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brothers set in post-World War I America, it is worth quoting at

length:

I was caught up in this America; her beauty, wealth and

size had captured my imagination and emotions; but,

simultaneously, I was a bit apart. The natives were nice

to me, natives of all strains, including the Mayflower

multitude, but I was not entirely accepted by them. I was

told I had an accent. I had come from a place called

Carniola, of which no one in America seemed to have

heard before. This was my luck. I could stand aside and

watch at the same time that, unknown to anyone else, I

was mixed up in them.^^

But Shadow America also affected the native American. It made
for a world wherein the human community derived little if any

spiritual nourishment from its surroundings. Describing the

character Peter Gale, an intellectually hyperkinetic but culturally

anorexic man of the late 1920s, Adamic wrote:

He was shadowy, a shadow person, no reality under or

about him, just moving over the scene irrelevantly, some

what like the character in a farce play, jumping about in

chaos, in chaoses of all sorts, spiritual, economic . . . but

which were one vast chaos together, one deep mess. Now
you saw him, now you didn't see him.^^

"Could he help it," Adamic the narrator asked, "could / help it if

this was a place addicted to surface appearances, top soil truth; if

nearly everything in America was extrinsic, derived from without,

externalized? "28

McWilliams, taken with the power and insight of his friend's

work, wrote Louis Adamic and Shadow America in 1935, a short but

revealing vignette about Adamic's "graphic conception of the

realities of American life, ...[his] penetrating account of the personal

consequences that have flowed from the circumstances under which

life was settled in America and the manner in which human
existence has been geared to the speed and tension of the

machine. "29 For Colorado-born McWilliams, a young attorney then

earning $1000 a month at a prestigious downtown law firm,

Adamic's diagnosis of America affected a sensitivity toward

immigrants and how they would be broached in his own writing.

Thus "downtrodden masses"—a patronizing phrase rampant in the

lexicon of early progressive writers— is conspicuously absent from
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McWilliams's work. Perhaps this is because Adamic connected the

spiritual poverty of America's natives (like McWilliams) to the

economic and social poverty of its newcomers. McWilliams never

forgot that connection.

Another ethnic proletarian writer entered McWilliam's social circle

in 1933. He was John Fante, a second-generation Italo-American

who had moved from Colorado to Los Angeles during the mid

1920s. As was the case with Adamic, the two were introduced

through a common literary connection, this time H. L. Mencken,

who directed Fante to McWilliams after the former had read

something of McWilliams's in a local newspaper. ^o Both men by

that time had found a common literary outlet in Mencken's

American Mercury, Mencken having published McWilliams's first

essays about Ambrose Bierce, Fante having contributed short stories

about second-generation immigrant life in America.

The two men met frequently and spent many a swanked evening

together in one of the town's popular speakeasies. But unlike the

careless image this conjures up, Fante was a serious and sensitive

man when it came to his work; his views about the scars inflicted on

the immigrant because of assimilation into American life were

pointed. A 1932 short story for the American Mercury entitled "The

Odyssey of a Wop" mirrored his concerns and his hatred of "100

Percent Americanism." Wrote Fante:

From the beginning I hear my mother use the words

Wop and Dago with such vigor as to denote violent

disrepute. She spits them out. They leap from her lips.

To her, they contain the essence of poverty, squalor, filth.

If I don't wash my teeth, or hang up my cap, my mother

says, 'Don't be like that. Don't be a Wop.' Thus I begin

to acquire her values, Wop and Dago to me become

synonymous with things evil.^^

Such themes of personal alienation and inwardly directed anger

remained at the center of Fante's work throughout the thirties. His

presence in McWilliams's intellectual and social life served to

reinforce the lesson of Louis Adamic.

McWilliams's first journalistic piece about immigrants came in

reaction to deportation and repatriation drives launched by the

United States Department of Labor and Los Angeles County, against

Mexican laborers. Working on the basis of two assumptions— that

illegal aliens stole jobs from depression-besieged Americans, and that

aliens made up an unduly large part of local welfare costs— the
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Immigration Bureau initiated two weeks of raids on local fields and

shops. They apprehended 269 illegals. The county was more adroit.

It returned over 13,000 persons to Mexico by 1934. A climate of fear

and vindictiveness convinced even legal aliens and some Mexican-

American citizens to repatriate.^^

McWilliams responded to this development in a 1932 American

Mercury article entitled "Getting Rid of the Mexican." In it, he

berated former bleeding-heart social workers who had abandoned the

Mexican laborers during the depression. He also chastized local

government leaders, who he said regarded repatriation as "a

consumate piece of statescraft," because it saved the county a

reported $340,000 in welfare costs.^^ g^t what really revolted

McWilliams was the capricious attitude of Los Angeles industrialists:

The Los Angeles industrialists confidently predict that

the Mexican can be lured back "whenever we need him."

But I am not so sure of this. He may be placed on a

quota basis in the meantime, or possibly he will no
longer look north to Los Angeles as the goal of his

dreams. At present he is probably delighted to abandon

an empty paradise.

But it is difficult for his children. A friend of mine
who was recently in Mazatlan, found a young Mexican

girl on one of the southbound trains crying because she

had to leave Belmont High School. Such an abrupt

severance of the Americanization program is a contingency

that the professors of sociology did not make.^^

McWilliams's interest in the plight of the Mexican in American
society ran high throughout the 1930s. And there was here a nascent

awareness of a theme he would reiterate again and again: that

Americanization would not work, that it was degrading, and that

there was something fundamentally wrong with a business tactic

that exploited the Mexican worker's impermanent status in the

American economy.

Like many American thinkers of the early 1930s who witnessed the

rise of fascism abroad, McWilliams felt impelled to look for its

equivalent in American society. The worldwide depression had, after

all, reforged many a fragile democracy. Mussolini now ruled Italy

with an iron hand, Germany's tottering Weimar Republic lurched

into chaos, and Japan's short-lived democratic experi-ment perished

from political repression and militaristic adventurism. The question

many Americans asked was, "Will it happen here?"
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McWilliams responded that it could, unless a sharp eye stayed

focused on the increasing vigilante impulse at large in the nation.

Lynchings were on the increase. Reformers proposed a radical

streamlining of the country's criminal procedure laws. By 1934

McWilliams, in a piece for the American Mercury entitled "Fascism

in American Law," warned that "the powerful, concerted nationwide

drive for a summary criminal procedure points to the appearance of

an unmistakeably Fascist sentiment in this country." In what has

since become a classic doctrine in itself, McWilliams then sketched

the manner in which reactionary sentiment evolves. The first step,

he wrote, "consists in the belief that America is perenially in danger

of engulfment by a 'crime wave."' The next major fiction of fascistic

law reform, he said, "is that harsh sanctions, quickly applied, have a

tendency to deter the commission of criminal acts." John Ruskin,

McWilliams jeered, had disposed of that medieval theory in 1867.

The last fiction of fascistic law reform, McWilliams said, was the

belief that criminal justice in America was full of loopholes, was

archaic, and thus lent itself to abuse by the ubiquitous "slick city

lawyer." He concluded: "The unfortunate effect of Fascism in the

law is to put the law on the defensive; to place it, and not the

civilization of which it is merely a manifestation, on trial. "^^

McWilliams himself began practicing law in 1927 when the

University of Southern California graduate joined the conservative

law firm of Black and Hammack. By 1933, he was handling almost

all of the firm's litigation. Now he honed his skills as a courtroom

attorney, working late into the night preparing for the next day's

case. His law clerk from 1931 to 1936, was Joseph Enright, a graduate

of the Loyola law school, supplies an insight into the young

McWilliams's professional demeanor: "I have no recollection of that

man ever losing his temper," he said. "Conversely, he was very firm

about what he wanted to do when he started a legal matter...or a

uial. You had no uncertainty about what your responsibilities were

when you worked with him."^^ Such characteristics soon garnered

McWilliams a reputation as a top civil litigator.

But representing insurance claimants for Black and Hammack did

not satisfy McWilliams, and he soon became restless with the firm's

principal inclinations. Occasionally conflict arose. Sent to advise a

client who owned a cement company about his rights under labor

laws, McWilliams returned rebuked. "Don't send that fellow out

here again!" the senior Hammack was reportedly warned.^^

During this period of professional boredom, came a series of events

that would draw McWilliams closer to the radical lawyers of Los

Angeles. These were the large and often dramatic farm labor strikes
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which broke out first in 1930 in the Imperial Valley among Mexican

and Filipino farm workers. In 1931 and 1932 came similar strikes in

the San Joaquin Valley, followed in 1933 by the walkout of over

eighteen thousand cotton pickers in the area. The influx of

Dustbowl migrants, many of whom had been promised jobs that

simply djd not exist, heightened the tension in the fields. By 1934,

the state—and the nation—had witnessed the most extensive

agricultural strikes in United States history.

This surge of farm labor discontent met with violent and often

unprovoked reprisals by the state government, vigilante groups, and

business organizations. The state's Criminal Syndicalism Law was

invoked to jail hundreds of union organizers for allegedly being

members of the Communist Party. The anti-labor Associated

Farmers broke strike lines—and heads—through the use of hired

thugs and corrupt police officials. The Los Angeles Police

Department's "red squad" infiltrated and broke up strikes in Orange

County citrus orchards and Los Angeles vegetable fields. Vigilantes

tossed tear gas cannisters into crowds of striking workers.

The southern California chapter of the American Civil Liberties

Union, of which McWilliams had been a member since the late

1920s, responded to these outbreaks of vigilantism in a unique

manner. Reflecting a particular trait of the period— the "desire to

witness everything first-hand"—members of this social istically-

inclined organization banded together and held meetings in the

fields of districts convulsed in labor violence. On March 24, 1934, for

example, McWilliams's friend, the ACLU founder Clinton Taft, and

several other attorneys addressed a crowd of workers in the strife-

ridden town of Brawley, California. "What we want is a

reestablishment of free speech and free assemblage in the valley,"

Taft told the midday crowd. "We want the Constitution to function

down here inasmuch as this is part of the United States. "^^ Reports

of such activity dominated the front pages of the Open Forum, the

ACLU's local weekly paper. So central was the farm-worker issue to

the organization that it founded a special "Emergency Committee on

the Imperial Valley" to combat what members saw as "an American

brand of fascism .^^

That association—farmers and fascism—soon became entrenched

in McWilliams's lexicon of social ills. In a 1934 essay for the

American Mercury called "The Farmers Get Tough," McWilliams,

now a member of the ACLU's executive committee, reflected his

colleagues' concerns. Bemoaning the formation of dozens of

vigilante groups by Imperial Valley farmers trying to ward off the

imions and their inevitable harvest strikes, he wrote: "That blissful
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liberal dream—a farm-labor alliance—has been violently dispelled by

an outbreak of rural civil war in California. The alignment of forces

in this conflict has left slight ground for the belief that the farmer is

a potential ally, or even friend, of labor. The most striking

illustration of this farmer-Fascism in California has been the revolt

in the Imperial Valley. For the Imperial Valley farmers have not

protested: they have revolted in the Fascist sense. "^°

The "rural civil war" hit McWilliams closer to home in January

1934, when vigilantes kidnapped his friend and fellow ACLU
member A.L. Wirin from his hotel room in Brawley, California.

Wirin, a prominent labor attorney, was subsequently beaten and

escorted to San Diego, where his car was stolen, dumped over a cliff,

and destroyed.^^ Another McWilliams's friend, the radical labor

lawyer Leo Gallagher, suffered beatings and phony arrests.'*^ And in

March of 1934 another McWilliams's associate, Grover Johnson, was

forced to seek refuge in a county jail from a vigilante mob.^^

Such experiences introduced an emotional component into

McWilliams's reportage of farm-labor strife. Increasingly, his use of

the term "farmer fascism" became unqualified. Farmers themselves,

in McWilliams's descriptions, became caricatured as pistol-

brandishing, Bible-thumping, witch-hunting Neanderthals. "This

strenuous country has no settled way of life. Social antagonisms

stand forth, in sculptural simplicity, against a barren, harshly

illuminated background," he wrote.^'*

To a degree, McWilliams's version of the farmer illustrates one

side of a curious doubleness in attitude displayed by the era's

intellectuals toward the farm and farmers. On the one hand, the

simple farmer, cut off from the cosmopolitanizing forces of city life,

heated by the fire-and-brimstone sermons of the backwoods preacher,

was seen as the locus of an American brand of fascism—a furor

americanus of sorts. Their supposed premodern outlook made them

more susceptible to simplistic, authoritarian politics, the intellectuals

surmised. On the other hand, many liberal social critics were often

given to eulogizing the farmer. This was the thrust of regionalists

like Constance Rourke, who sought in the hinterland a noble

American folk. Dorothea Lange, in her depictions of the Dustbowl

migrants, also seemed to celebrate the nation's backwoods legacy.

This doubleness— this tension between what might be called a

"soft" and "hard" critique of rural America—surfaced repeatedly

during the decade. And it perhaps explains why the American search

for a folk did not turn into a more reactionary quest for a volk. The
two impulses tempered each other. For now, however, one strain of

this tension led McWilliams to conclude that the farmers were a root
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cause of an increasingly polarized political climate. He wrote:

The modern farmer is no friend of the laboring man. On
the contrary, he is the best organized enemy the working

man has to fight. Even by taking advantage of crop

conditions, it has been extremely difficult to organize an

effective strike of farm workers in California. But what is

still more significant is this: the old-fashioned farmer has

been supplanted by a type to which the term can no

longer be applied with accuracy. The new farmer is a

grower. He is only semi-rural. Often he regards his farm

as a business and has it incorporated. He belongs to a

number of wealthy produce exchanges; he is a director of

several "protective associations." Moreover, he has a hand

in state politics. He employs a bookkeeper, and, in sober

truth, he looks rather like a banker. He dabbles in

publicity and has learned the trick of mob-baiting. He
will never be an ally of labor.*^

As vigilante group activity increased during 1934 and 1935,

McWilliams became more deeply involved in his ACLU
commitments. He advised the organization on matters concerning

the new National Labor Relations Board law, helped defend a group

of citrus workers, and wrote about theoretical problems in labor law.

In December of 1934 he also became involved with the defense of

James C. McLean, an organizer of the town's streetcar workers who

had been framed by the Los Angeles Police Department's "red

squad. "*^ He also contributed his time to Dry Cleaners Union and

the Newspaper Guild.*^

These cases, difficult to document in detail but nonetheless

important, served to bolster McWilliams's growing activism. They

sharpened his critique, honed his research skills, plugged him into a

side of the farm-labor story not commonly reported in the

mainstream press.

When Klein and McWilliams rekindled their friendship in early

1935, they soon found they had shared similar insights and

experiences, although in different contexts. Both had witnessed the

rise of fascism and seen its roots in particular agrarian landholding

patterns. Both had witnessed the perse-cution of ethnic minorities.

And both viewed with skepticism the possibility of an alliance

between farmers and farm workers.

Around the country, similar decisions were being made by like-

minded men and women. The desire to traverse America's hinterland
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and bear witness to the effects of the Great Depression upon the lives

of the common people seemed widespread, particularly among
young progressive journalists. John Spivak, an American counterpart

to the great Czech reporter Egon Kisch, wrote scathing documentaries

about southern chain gangs and northern anti-Semitism. '^ Others

later in the decade took this imaginative impulse a step further and

used the camera to help bear witness. Among them were Dorothea

Lange, who captured the Dustbowl migration on film for the Farm

Security Administration; Walker Evans, who captured the poverty of

the southern sharecropper in his seminal Let Us Now Praise

Famous Men; and Margaret Bourke-White, the famous magazine

photographer. Common to all these efforts, notes one scholar, was

the need to get at the "texture of reality." Increasingly, these young

chroniclers of the American scene, along with their readers, believed

in "just what they saw, touched, handled, and— the crucial word

—

felt." Men and women like McWilliams, Bourke-White, Spivak,

Klein, and Evans filled that need by focusing their efforts on the

human experience "struggling in a particular social context at a

specific historic moment."^® For Klein and McWilliams, the former

recalls, the desire to undertake such a task sprung from the

realization that "the history of the social developments of California

could only become comprehensible in the light of an understanding

of the exploitation, recruitment, control and terrorization of

agricultural labor. "5°

On the afternoon of May 29, 1935, the two men began their

journey by traveling up and over the rolling, scrubbrush-dotted hills

of the Grapevine into Bakersfield. Their car, a cantankerous 1928

Dodge Roadster convertible, barely chugged over the grade, and then

only with considerable attention by McWilliams to its constantly

overheated radiator.^^ The hot trip was made bearable by the pair's

long talks and mutual interests. McWilliams was "a good

Reisegefahrter [traveling companion]" Klein wrote home that night

from the Hotel Moronet in Bakersfield. ^^

The next day they proceeded to Fresno, where they had their first

encounter with labor organizers. They spoke with members— "young

and very serious"—of the American Workers Party, a confederation

of Muscovites and Trotskyites. They also interviewed a 70-year-old

grower who, in a unique case, was himself a radical and veteran of

the Pullman Strike of 1894. To get the growers' side of the story,

they interviewed S. Parker Frisselle, then the head of the influential

Associated Farmers, a staunchly antiunion, anticommunist

organization backed by the California Farm Bureau, the California

Packers Association, and the Industrial Association of San Francisco.^^
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Departing for Sacramento on May 31, the two men continued

their research at the state capitol on June 1. McVVilhams went over

records of the grand jury indictment of the Criminal Syndicalism

prisoners, a group of eighteen labor organizers arrested for their

attempts to unionize farm workers and instigate strikes for better

wages and working conditions. Klein "chased relevant references at

the State Library of California."^'' They finished their work by

midday and rolled into San Francisco at around five that evening,

checking into the Hotel Stewart.

After a Sunday of interviews with farm labor detectives and talks

with McWilliams's ACLU associate Leo Gallagher, the two men
proceeded on Monday to San Quentin prison, where they

interviewed two of the eighteen Criminal Syndicalism prisoners.^^

The first was Pat Chambers, the hero of the 1933 peach harvest

strike at Tagus Ranch, a large corporate farm near the inland town

of Tulare. Chambers had helped initiate a series of successful labor

actions which culminated in the cotton strike of September 1933,

when thousands of pickers formed a strike line a hundred miles long

that stretched from Bakersfield to Merced. Wage increases followed,

but so did Chambers's arrest, the first of a series of actions taken

against him by the Associated Farmers, state police, and unofficial

"peace officers." When McWilliams and Klein interviewed him, he

had already been in San Quentin for nearly a year. Despite that, they

found Chambers in good spirits
—

"a wonderful person"—Klein

wrote home.5^ Later on that day they spoke to Norman Mini,

another of the Criminal Syndicalism prisoners who earlier that year

authored one of the more comprehensive left-wing accounts of

"farmer-fascism" for the Nation.^'' He provided McWilliams with

even more material from the labor point of view. "Am feeling. ..very

full of this big subject," Klein noted that evening. "Really we have

had extraordinary luck in finding people in and getting information

from them. It should be a book easy."^^

They had even better luck the next day. At the offices of the State

Emergency Relief Administration (SERA), they met Nathan Gregory

Silvermaster, who directed the agency's research division. A
Ukrainian-born immigrant who came to the United States at age

sixteen, Silvermaster had earned a twin degree in economics and

philosophy from the University of California, Berkeley. As head of

the research division of SERA, he directed studies of the financial

condition of California counties with the express purpose of

determining their ability to finance unemployment relief. ^^ This was

for the state an exceedingly important task relative to farm workers,

a largely mobile group who made demands on different locales at
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different times. Silvermaster, who was later red-baited for his

membership in the American League for Peace and Freedom,

revealed his suspicions about the state's growers in a report released

just after his departure for Washington, D.C., to head the labor

division of the Farm Resettlement Administration in 1935. "Unfor-

tunately," he wrote, "the publicized needs for workers in various

localities have been frequently exaggerated at the expense of the

relief clients, who left the relief rolls voluntarily or were forced by

the discontinuance of relief to seek jobs. The Relief Administration

has had the embarrassment and cost of immediately accepting

them."^°

Initially Silvermaster "was a bit dubious about who we were,"

recalls Klein, "but I think he became. . .impressed with Carey's

sincerity, and I guess it didn't scare him too much...He loaned us

this wonderful material, which...was extremely valuable. Carey and I

found it an absolute goldmine. That was one of the highlights of

our journey, in terms of expanding the basis of our factual,

historical resources. "^^

Loaded down with information now, the two men proceeded

southward to Salinas. Here they met the editorial staff of the Pacific

Weekly, a Carmel-based radical magazine to which both men had

previously contributed. The Pacific Weekly, which was edited by the

radical Lincoln Steffens, his wife Ella Winter, and the intensely

ideological William Bassett, was an outgrowth of Controversy a San

Francisco-based publication.

With bold black-and-white woodblock print covers depicting

noble worker struggles, the Pacific Weekly provided a vehicle for

radical dissenters beginning with Upton Sinclair and proceeding

leftward to the socialists and communists. Una Jeffers wrote its book

reviews. Anna Louise Strong contributed pieces about the Soviet

Union. Langston Hughes and John Steinbeck contributed short

stories. Alexander Meiklejohn wrote about legal affairs, and Max
Eastman chronicled eastern radical activities. Staunchly anti-fascist

and pro-union, the Pacific Weekly advocated such progressive

projects as the National Communications Federation, which would

combine in an industrial union all radio and television workers,

including the American Newspaper Guild. Like many radical

publications of the early popular front period, the Pacific Weekly

was hot throughout with ideological debate. Beginning in 1935, a

conflict erupted between Bassett, who loved running ideological

discussions about Marxism, and Ella Winter, who preferred

reportage—coverage of state or local events pertaining to radical

issues.®^ Yhe magazine also pioneered the use of participant
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documentary stories. Blunt, provocative, and intensely emotional,

such accounts as ex-inmate J.L. Clifton's "Truth About San

Quentin" series carried titles like "Men Without Women" and

"Political Prisoners. "^3

Such a broad and experimental repertoire attracted many of the

day's top labor organizers to the Pacific Weekly's little office in

Carmel. Here, say historians Jackson Benson and Anne Loftis, is

where Steinbeck met Anna Louise Strong and Mike Gold, famous

figures on the radical left of that era, and George West, editorial

writer for the San Francisco News, who later encouraged the young
Steinbeck to write The Grapes of Wrath. It was also through Winter

and Steffens, they note, "that a link was established between the

Carmel-Monterey area and the union official who became Steinbeck's

informant for In Dubious Battle."^

A less well-known personage affiliated with the Pacific Weekly

was Marie de L. Welch. Gifted yet grossly overlooked as a poet,

McWilliams had known de L. Welch since his days as a literary

critic during the 1920s.^5 One of her works
—"The Nomad

Harvesters"—particularly impressed McWilliams, so much so that he

used it as the frontispiece for Factories in the Field when it appeared

in book form in 1939.^^ As an example of McWilliams's changing

aesthetic and literary preferences, it deserves inclusion here:

The nomads had been the followers of the flocks and the

herds

Of the wildermen, the hunters, the raiders.

The harvesters had been the men of homes.

But ours is a land of nomad harvesters.

They till no ground, take no rest, are homed nowhere.

Travel with the warmth, rest in the warmth never;

Pick lettuce in the green season in the flats by the sea.

Lean, follow the ripening, homeless, send the harvest

home.

Pick cherries in the amber valleys in tenderest summer.
Rest nowhere, share in no harvest.

Pick grapes in the red vineyards in the low blue hills.

Camp in the ditches at the edge of beauty.

They are a great band, they move in thousands;

Move and pause and move on.

They turn to the ripening, follow the peaks of the

seasons, ^
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Gather the fruit and leave it and move on.

Ours is a land of nomad harvesters,

Men of no root, no ground, no house, no rest;

They follow the ripening, gather the ripeness,

Rest never, ripen never.

Move and pause and move on.

It was Pacific Weekly editor William Bassett who expressed

interest in Klein and McWilliams's research. "It was agreed that

Carey and I would supply him with a set of articles, summarizing

the most important of our findings," Klein recalls. "It was I [who

suggested] that 'Factories in the Field' would be an appropriate, as

well as euphonious or alliterative title. That was the genesis of the

title. "^^ To protect himself from being red-baited in the school

system that he sought to work in, it was agreed to let Klein use the

pen name "Clive Belmont, Jr." The two men then commenced their

journey back to Los Angeles, cutting over again to Bakersfield, and

arriving home late June 6 or early June 7, 1935.

Soon after McWilliams and Klein returned, they set to work

gathering together the most topical parts of their research. They

consulted by meeting or by phone, according to Klein's work diary,

at least twice a week for the next month and a half. It was during

this period that Klein discovered McWilliams's approach to writing

and in particular his approach to collaboration. He was easy to

work with, Klein remembers, "because he was less concerned with

expanding or defending his own ego, unlike many so-called writers

[who] cannot dissociate themselves from what they have written."

McWilliams did not take criticism as a personal affront, Klein adds.

"Carey was interested in the subject—he was interested in the thing,

and not in self-aggrandizement or in proving himself to be a master

of language and I found this extremely helpful in collaboration.

Good collaboration is probably even more rare than good

marriage. "^^

"Cold Terror in California," the first fruit of this collaboration,

appeared in the July 24, 1935 issue of the Nation. "Terror has

broken out into the open again in California, the state nearest to the

setting sun and organized fascism from above," the lead paragraph

began. "The period is one of transition from sporadic vigilante

activity to controlled fascism, from the clumsy violence of drunken

farmers to the calculated actions of an economic militaristic

machine," the two authors warned. What Klein and McWilliams

referred to was the power of the Associated Farmers, whose

president, S. Parker Frisselle, they had interviewed in Fresno less
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than two months before. They documented the organization's

relationship to the state pohce, told of their one-thousand-name

blacklist of labor radicals—a list used by government officials in

hunting down labor organizers. The authors also noted that the

Associated Farmers were not, strictly speaking, a farmers' organiza-

tion, but rather an alliance of large manufacturers' associations

banded together for the purpose of discouraging unions in the state.

In 1934 McWilliams and Klein further reported, the association

helped eastern banking interests indemnify crops lost to strikers in

order to crush the Cannery and Agricultural Workers' Industrial

Union. The result of this close collaboration between law

enforcement agencies, corporate interest groups, and anti-labor

vigilantes, would result in an "organized terrorism in agriculture

[that would produce] a system of peonage," McWilliams and Klein

concluded.^^

The manner in which Klein and McWilliams presented their

findings reflected the documentary or reportage mode of journalism

popular during the 1930s. Like John Spivak's exposes of southern

chain gangs, the two men used many direct quotations from

authority figures to get at the overlooked statements that might

suggest something other than what the official intended to say or

indicate. Here then was an S. Parker Friselle with horns telling his

constituency of "bankers, shippers and oil companies" that a farm

association product with a label would "carry more weight with the

public." They also quoted directly from trade journals, in this case

the Shippers and Growers Magazine, to investigate the inside angle

of corporate motivations. The case history, another popular vehicle

for progressive journalists then, also appeared in the story.

Describing the construction of substandard farm worker housing,

they wrote:

About ten miles from Salinas, conveniently removed
from the main highway, an enclosure has recently been

built. A stout and unbroken wall of planks a dozen feet

high forms a rectangular stockade which is divided off

into several compartments on the inside, the whole
occupying an acre or more. Along one wall are ranged a

group outhouses, the only sign that the structure is

intended for humans rather than swine. A water tower

rises in solitary grandeur in the midst of a camp.
Surrounding the tank is a platform, splendidly adapted

for observation, night illumination and marksmanship.

Flood lights are located at the four corners of the
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Stockade, in such a manner that they can illuminate the

interior and also encircle the stockade with a clearly

illuminated zone/°

By the time the two men wrote their series for the Pacific Weekly,

their reportage of farm labor strife became even more strident.

"Capitalism," they wrote, "permeates the entire system. It remakes

agriculture in its own image—and what it does not remake, it holds

helpless and exploited in a kind of unprotected vassalage. "^^ Those

words, written mid-point in the series, express most clearly the tone

and tact—blunt and critical—of their approach to the study of farm

labor problems in California. From a present-day perspective, it

reads as unabashed Marxist analysis, the very term "farm factory"

denoting the user's perspective. But it was not a particularly new

analogy and approach even then. The idea, for example, that the

roots of farm labor strife rested in the monopolized landholding

patterns of the state's agricultural elite, was first articularted in 1919

by the socialist historian William James Ghent, who had as early as

1902 predicted the "retrogression of the social order in America to

one reminiscent of feudalism in the middle ages."^^ j^ a 1919 report

written for the California Commission on Immigration and

Housing, Ghent noted, "The great mass of the land is held by an

insignificant few, who do with it as they will, and the idea of a rural

society composed of many small-unit owners, each a tiller of the

soil— the ideal of socially minded men in all times— is one for which

there is not the slightest present basis of hope."^^

There was even slighter basis of hope in the 1930s. McWilliams

and Klein would maintain in their update of Ghent's critique. They

traced the marked and increasing concentration of land ownership,

the increasing divergence of large-scale farming, and the upsurge in

the use of wage labor in what they called the great "farm factories"

of the San Joaquin Valley. They also criticized the demand by large

growers for a "casual and fluid labor supply" that would grow and

wither with their various harvesting needs. ^^

But it was the nexus of corporate and state interests in such

organizations as the Associated Farmers that most concerned Klein

and McWilliams. "Start where you will to unravel the terrible tangle

of California agricultural conditions, the strands lead to the top,"

they wrote. "The 'money changers' who an hour before may have

been arranging a new move in the fight to break the power of the

maritime unions on the waterfront are the same 'farmers' who decide

in the last analysis how the hungry thousands of field workers shall

fare, when they shall be cut off from relief, and when smuggled into
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the state. "^5

This focus on the actions of a conspiratorial power elite reflected

what has come to be the chief undertaking of progressive journalists

(once called muckrakers, now called investigative journalists) in

American society. By holding the actions of the powerful up to the

"white light" of public opinion, McWilliams and Klein attempted to

answer the classic question of the decade's dispossessed Dustbowl

migrant: "Then who do we shoot?" asked Muley Graves three years

later in Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath. ''^ "[The] holding companies,

subsidiaries, and interlocking directorates," answered McWilliams

and Klein. "The same financial oligarchy maintains oppressive

prices for electric power [with the help of the courts], keeps water

costly, and dictates to the farmer borrowing at the local bank how
much he may allow for his labor. The agents and attorneys [legal as

well as non-legal and anti-legal] of the financial farm oligarchy

organize fake associations of farmers, incite to vigilante violence and

see that the ranks of the night riders are maintained at civil war

strength when an attempt is made to organize. "^^

For McWilliams, this critique, often highly polemic, politicized

personal notions about power, democracy, and capital that had

lingered at least since his days as an undergraduate at the University

of Southern California. There was an essential unfairness in political

systems, he saw then, and it was rooted in the concentration of

information as well as money. One piece of fiction, a short story he

wrote for the school's literary magazine at age nineteen, illustrates

this early awareness. Entitled "The Prime Minister's Autobiography,"

McWilliams's vignette opens with a noted public official recording

in his diary the day's activities. "Today has been exceedingly weary.

The awful responsibilities of my office weigh heavily upon my
already burdened shoulders. It seems I am fighting alone against the

forces of inequity," the Prime Minister writes. Then he closes the

ponderous volume, settles back on his bed and muses, "That stuff in

the diary will surely make me immortal. It's a cinch, as I've already

arranged for its publication. Life is very good to me these days.

Things are pretty soft." The story ends with the presses of the nation

hailing the publication of the Prime Minister's autobiography.

"'What a saint! What a martyr! How little he dreamed that these

frank, honest, straight-from-the-heart pages in his diary would ever

be published! A marvelous man! A marvelous book!'"^^ McWilliams

thus early perceived the disparity between what public officials did

and said. By getting behind the scenes, as he did in Factories in the

Field, McWilliams tried to illustrate that disparity.

The remaining segments of the Pacific Weekly series dealt with
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the history of farm labor organizing efforts, the relationship of

existing unions and agricultural workers, and the remedial efforts

the state might take to ameliorate labor relations. This mode of

dissecting social ills—history, news, reportage of human tragedies,

authoritative quotes, and critical analysis—would become a model

for McWilliams's later work. The approach forced him into the role

of the journalist-historian. That role launched his career as a

spokesman for the literary left in California—a role which would

find first expression at the Western Writer's Congress (WWC) of

1936.

By the spring of 1936, it became apparent to the Pacific Weekly

staff that an open break with editor William Bassett was inevitable.

In March, Lincoln Steffens resigned over editorial disputes and

magazine ownership problems. William Bassett tried to salvage the

journal by forming a Pacific Weekly board of patrons. The attempt

failed, Bassett fell out of favor with many contributors who wanted

more reportage and less ideological discussion, and he left the

financially hard-pressed operation in June of 1936. By then, Steffen's

failing health prevented him from taking an active leadership role in

the magazine. ^^

These circumstances prompted Ella Winter, Steffen's wife and to a

large degree the real backbone of the Carmel operation, to ask

McWilliams to join the magazine's newly formed editorial board in

June. Along with the poet Marie de L. Welch, writer and poet Sara

Bard Field, Harry Conover, and others, she asked McWilliams to

help organize a Western Writer's Congress. McWilliams accepted the

offer and was immediately pitched into a five-month-long campaign

to recruit participants and sponsors for the event.

The intent of the congress organizers was twofold. Like similar

congresses held the year before in New York City and Boulder,

Colorado, congress organizers like McWilliams saw their event as a

means to fill the vacuum left by the demise of the old John Reed

clubs, which once served as a unifier of radical opinion before

vicious idealogical infighting tore them apart. With the momentum
building for a popular front of liberals, socialists, and radicals to

fight fascism, such congresses were also seen as a way to promote

unity and promote popular front solidarity.

The other intent of the congress was to gain additional financial

support for the Pacific Weekly by making it the official publication

of whatever permanent organization emerged from the congress.

"The present idea is to keep the Pacific Weekly alive until after the

Writer's Congress," McWilliams wrote to one organizer.^"

McWilliams's role as Southern California coordinator for the
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congress proved vital to its success in attracting sponsors and

participants. At meetings in Parlor A of the Roosevelt Hotel in

Hollywood he held strategy meetings with area organizers. ^^ He also

spoke about the congress on a local progressive radio hour. Through
his connections with the Hollywood Anti-Nazi League, he secured

what he called "the best mailing list in Southern California. "^2 \^

sponsors, he called on Richard Neutra, the famous Los Angeles

architect. Bud Schulberg, the Hollywood film producer, along with

such other Hollywood people as Ring Lardner, Jr., and the Marx
Brothers. To speak on the economics of writing and propaganda, he

enlisted the novelist Humphrey Cobb. For round table discussion

groups he secured the participation of the writers Irwin Shaw,

Clarkson Crane, Hildegard Planner, Nathaniel West, and Lawrence

Clark Powell. He also invited many of the academic literati, among
them Franklin Walker and Vernon Paterson.^^

Other major conference participants recruited by Ella Winter and
WWC northern coordinator Barbara Chevalier included John
Steinbeck, who spoke with William Saroyan on "Creative Problems

and Criticism"; the labor writer Mike Gold; Fulmer Mood, Redfern

Mason, Sara Bar.d Field and Marie de L. Welch of the Pacific

Weekly; George West, the famous San Francisco editor; and
Giuseppi Facci, editor of a San Francisco anti-fascist paper.

McWilliams was under pressure to invite more than just the

darlings of the radical left. Humphrey Cobb, a radical whose Paths

to Glory had two years earlier been a best-selling novel and who
now worked in Hollywood as a screenwriter at the Metro Goldwyn
Meyer studios, wrote McWilliams: "No harm and a lot of good
might come of having all points of view represented instead of a

bunch of left-wing authors applauding each others' sentiments."^''

Partly in response to such advice and partly out of his own interest,

McWilliams made a concerted effort to recruit as a main speaker

Upton Sinclair, now the bete noire of many on the far left. Chevalier

then asked her husband, Haakon Chevalier, a scholar and translator

of Malraux at the University of California, Berkeley, and associate of

Sinclair, to help out. Sinclair continued to decline their offers until

later October, when he finally gave his okay to McWilliams.^^

After five months of hectic trips to San Francisco, countless round
table discussions, bickering over strategy, format, content, and time,

the Western Writer's Congress opened on Friday, November 13 at

8:15 p.m. The public was invited to attend its first session, held at

the Scottish Rite Auditorium on Van Ness and Sutter Streets in San
Francisco. The following morning, McWilliams delivered an address

entitled, "The Writer and Civil Liberties. "

It is a document to his
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political and aesthetic evolution.

"One of the great difficulties of the moment is to make real, to

make palpable, the social actualities of the day," McWilliams told

his audience. Inveighing against writers who claimed that as artists

they must remain detached from social issues, McWilliams noted:

It seems to me that this type of individual is, perhaps

unconsciously, making several rather large assumptions.

Let us say that he is the poet is whose own work many

ideas find reflection. We may assume that he has drawn

heavily upon recent philosophical, psychological, and

scientific thought. In other words, and to belabor the

obvious, he is a man of his age and the culture of his age

has found reflection in his work. Yet in his attitude

toward his culture he assumes a position of almost

complete irresponsibility. He is apparently prepared to

stand aside, while the very conditions of civilized

existence are being thoroughly undermined, without

giving serious thought to the question of the ultimate

effect upon his work as a writer that might result from

the wholesale degradation of cultural values.^e

He then went on the recount his own experiences. He talked of

the "feudal despotism" at the Trona chemical plant in Death Valley

where he had recently met with labor leaders trying to organize a

union at the company town. He also talked of the suppression of

labor organizers in the Imperial Valley and in Orange Coimty.

"Personally I am rather case-hardened by such occurrences," he said,

but he was concerned that "nothing has been done to check the

fascist trend which [such events] clearly foreshadow... the wholesale

violation of human rights has become in California a respectable

enterprise. "^^

"What," McWilliams asked, "can the writer do about civil

liberties?" While no one expected the single writer to go out alone

and battle the forces of reaction, McWilliams thought it imperative

for the modern writer to become informed about the forces

responsible for violence and the abrogation of civil liberties
—

"to

know the world in which he lives." The real problem, he said, was

to encourage writers to acquire first-hand information about social

issues. Another problem was to convince writers that they were not

without influence. "Make no mistake about it," he said. "Writers

count; they are influential. And they must be convinced that in times

such as these, even their silence, on occasion, is an influence which
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may further the cause of reaction." Then he waxed poetic in closing,

citing the civil libertarian John Jay Chapman: "To look at the

agony of a fellow human being and remain aloof means death in

the heart of the on-looker," he said.^^

This message, this indictment, ran throughout the presentations of

many congress participants. The author and poet C.E.S. Wood, for

example, warned of aesthetic indifference caused by writers "who are

like hens: they like to sit and set and brood before they hatch; but

even the hen will fly when it sees a rattlesnake." Sara Bard Field

implored fellow poets to unite against fascist trends in their creative

life. Dorothy Parker spoke on political trends in the movie industry.

Stanford education professor Holland Roberts warned of "inroads of

fascism in textbooks. "^^ The novelist Margaret Shield inveighed

against sentimentality in story writing.

While the Congress succeeded in at least temporarily bringing

together many popular front artists, it failed to adopt the Pacific

Weekly as its official organ. The reason behind this decision throws

more light onto the volatile condition of the radicals' unity. In a

letter to McWilliams later that year, Ella Winter sjDeculated on the

nature of opposition to the Pacific Weekly. Two groups seemed to

oppose it, she wrote. The first was "the old John Reeders. . .who

want something like the old Partisan Reinew perhaps, and want,

quite frankly, some paper about which they can have interminable

meetings, discussions, quarrels, resolutions and what not—and just

the kind of Marxian essays you are against." There was a more

dangerous group of detractors in the southern part of the state, she

noted. These were the anti-Nazis who were also anticommunist,

many of them former New Dealers who were "against the magazine

because they have tried to keep their anti-fascism away from any

taint of communism. "8° These two groups proved to be incompatible

with both each other and the Pacific Weekly.

Following their participation in the Western Writer's Congress,

Klein and McWilliams's involvement with the Pacific Weekly

gradually tapered off. Klein wrote a few more book reviews, and

McWilliams contributed two more pieces of social criticism—one a

critique, "Gunkist Oranges," of the giant Sunkist orange

cooperative.'^ But as the year wore on and Popular Front activities

in Los Angeles became intense, the men's interests correspondingly

receded homeward. Building an anti-Nazi front and a viable political

organization to elect a more progressive governor tended to

supercede their previous journalistic concerns.

For McWilliams especially, the years 1937 and 1938 saw a change

of direction. In relation to research and writing, it was an inwardly
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directed time. Indeed, he published virtually nothing from early 1937

until 1939. These years found him hard at work refining and

enlarging Factories in the Field, often spending time away from his

law practice to work in the stacks at the Los Angeles Public

Library. ^2 Also during this period, he assumed a more active role in

local politics, contributing time and money to the many progressive

democratic coalitions that would eventually elect Culbert Olson as

the state's governor in 1938.^^ Then too came more work for the

ACLU in his defense of the Newspaper Guild in the Hollywood

Citizen News strike of 1938.^'*

Thus by late 1936, Carey McWilliams had moved to the very left

edge of the progressive "liberal" community in Los Angeles— part of

a large body of disillusioned "EPICites," socialists, and New Dealers

who sought a way between the increasingly conservative bent of the

Roosevelt administration on the one hand and the communists on

the other. While his critique of society took on an increasingly

Marxist edge, he remained formally outside of any rigidly

ideological group. As one who once rejected regionalism and

didactic literature, he now openly embraced proletarian literature

and the new role it mandated for the writer of conscience.

Consequently, his work as a writer became heavily skewed towards

political reportage—a distinct departure from his former preference

for literary criticism. It was a direction that would remain largely

unaltered for the rest of his life.
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The primary antecedent of anti-Stalinism was some American

Marxists' conscious recognition that their Marxism was different.

Generally this perception followed a difference of opinion between

themselves and the CPUSA. After quitting the party, or being

expelled from it, they rationalized their independence by insisting

that their Marxism was purer and more objective than the party's.

V. F. Calverton, for example, claimed that most American Marxists

chose radicalism because it satisfied emotional urges. Calverton

believed he became a Marxist for rational reasons, because Marxism

was a science. Calverton saw it as a "scientific method" based on

social phenomena governed by observable laws of development. He

suggested that most other American Marxists did not use Marx's

ideas scientifically, but instead tried to bend social realities to fit

Marxism, converting the vital scientific method into a "sterile

dogma." He and the other rebel Marxists blamed the rigidity of the

American party on the Comintern. They believed that the

Comintern had defined the American party line according to its

own narrow needs, and that factionalism characterized both the

party and the Comintern. Hence, the Comintern's policies were not

scientific.2

The factors which inclined some American Marxists to make

distinctions between themselves and the Communist party were

personal. As a group, the independents were diverse in age,

background, and education, yet they shared an outlook which

emphasized a scientific approach to life. They were naturalists in

that they rejected metaphysics and teleologies in favor of the

observable and verifiable natural world. They believed that

experience was the key to all knowledge, denying the existence of

absolutes. These ideas were neither new nor unique to the

independents. Instead, they often came from a philosophic tradition

of pragmatism or instrumentalism made popular by William James

and John Dewey. Not surprisingly, Dewey influenced a good many

of the independent Marxists, especially two of his graduate students,

Sidney Hook and Max Eastman. Hook and Eastman both extracted

from Dewey the suggestion that the scientific method extended from

common sense, in the process linking rationality to measurable and

verifiable knowledge. The independents believed that social

phenomena were subject to natural laws, and that through science

man could create more effective methods of social organization.

^

The scientific method so dominated independents' lives that it was

reflected in every aspect of their thinking and their scholarship. As

naturalists, they tended to be atheists or agnostics who questioned

God's existence because it was unverifiable. They were suspicious of
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systems which relied on religious absolutes. Their scientific

approach to life made it more likely that they would become social

scientists, critics, or academics rather than poets, writers, and artists,

although many independents were highly creative individuals as

well. Generally, they were best known for their analytic work:

Edmund Wilson for his literary criticism, Lewis Corey for his

economics, Louis Hacker for his interpretations of American history,

Meyer Schapiro for his art history. They displayed unending

curiosity, particularly over why things occurred and how they

worked. Whatever they set out to accomplish, independents

attempted to attack their subject with the systematic approach of a

scientist."

The independents' naturalism also shaped their moral views.

Although their notions of right and wrong were not based on

religious absolutes, they had clearly defined moral codes nonetheless.

Social criteria determined the validity of actions and ideas, programs,

policies, and philosophies needed to provide for the common good

in order to satisfy independents. They approved of programs which

liberated mankind and emphasized freedom, equality, cooperation,

and justice. Tyranny, injustice, and competition violated their moral

codes because they benefited some individuals at the expense of

others.^

In Marxism independents believed they found a philosophy which

combined their social ideals and their scientific methods. Sidney

Hook called it a "scientific morality" rooted in experience and

shaped by human needs. Yet in order to see Marxism as a "scientific

morality," independents rearranged elements of Marxism to suit

their own tastes. Their "objective" Marxism was fraught with

subjective interpretations.^

Most significantly, they ignored the entire system of Marxian

dialectics. Since these "metaphysical trappings" of Marxism (the

description is V. F. Calverton's) clashed with their scientific

methodology, they merely defined them out of existence. Sidney

Hook, for instance, contrasted dialectics with his own scientific

method, demonstrating that verifiable scientific information was

much more valuable than knowledge based on "a mystical

philosophy of nature." Even those who defended the dialectic

suggested that Marx based it on the best available scientific

information for his time. William Phillips castigated not Marx but

his successors for failing to revise the dialectic as the social sciences

became more sophisticated. Independents identified the dialectic with

factionalism, suggesting that the dialectic provided a rationalization

for factional Marxism. They refused to acknowledge that dialectical
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materialism was a central part of Marxism, and they excised it from

the more scientific elements altogether/

Having restructured Marxism into a more scientific form, the

independents also rewrote Russian history. They cast Lenin in the

role of a pragmatist who battled the demons of mysticism. Although

Max Eastman described Lenin as a scientific Marxist in his 1927

book, Marx and Lenin: The Science of Revolution, he had even

earlier compared Lenin to his old mentor John Dewey. Eastman

justified his rejection of the dialectic by arguing that Lenin also

denied it. Edmund Wilson added to this portrait by suggesting that

Lenin was a moralist as well, "the agent of his cause. . .[who] cared

nothing about power for its own sake."^ Lenin thus became a hero

who embodied all of the ideas independents valued.

While Lenin was the hero responsible for the triumph of scientific

Marxism in Russia, Stalin became the independents' villain. Many

independents found Stalin personally offensive; more importantly,

his policies violated their "objective" Marxism. Consequently, Stalin

symbolized the antithesis of their scientific Marxism, which they

called "factionalism." This they defined as a system of government

which sought power as its end, ignoring the needs and desires of the

people in favor of a leadership clique. Stalin became a sort of straw

man for the independents. They drew sharp contrasts between

scientific Marxism and Stalinist factionalism which formed the basis

for their anti-Stalinism.^

Independents first indentified factionalism in the American radical

movement. Their differences with the CPUSA convinced them that

the party failed to use Marx's ideas effectively within an American

setting. Yet this factionalism was always linked to Russia. They saw

the American party's failure as a consequence of the party's reliance

on the Comintern for guidance. The Comintern, they argued, was a

factional organization which used the Communist Party of America

for its own purposes. Although the Comintern inflicted factionalism

on the American party, during the early thirties independents

concentrated most on the American party's inability to resist

factionalism. By the later thirties, their attention shifted away from

the impact of factionalism in America, and they became more

concerned with Stalinism directly. As they explored the effects of

factionalism in Russia, they became very outspoken Marxist critics

of the Stalinist regime. The result was the doctrine of anti-Stalinism.

Almost from the beginning some American Marxists were sensitive

to the tensions between the American communist movement and the

Comintern. Occasionally an individual would question the Comin-
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tern's authority, insisting that the American party should have the

right to formulate its own policies independent of the Comintern. ^°

The first dissident American Marxist to explain his estrangement

from the party as a result of its obeisance to the Comintern was Max
Eastman. Eastman was an eyewitness to the early stages of the

succession struggle after Lenin's death, returning to America anxious

to share his insider's view of the proceedings. But American

communists wanted no part of his information. Eastman grew

critical of the American party, insisting that party leaders weathered

the succession storms by not taking sides. He suggested that by

following the Comintern's lead, American party leaders protected

their tenure but lost their integrity. In 1928 he resigned from the

editorial board of New Masses because he felt the party was so

concerned with its status vis-a-vis the Comintern that it neglected the

real issues of socialism.^

^

Eastman was the first, but other American Marxist intellectuals

also became critical of the CPUSA. Some fled such organizations as

the supposedly independent National Committee For the Defense of

Political Prisoners because of the "bullying factional tactics" the

party used to insure that the committee remain consistent with its

own line. Others were hounded out of the party more directly. Each

came away with the conviction that "if the literati want to engage in

radical activities, they ought to organize or something independently

—so that they can back other people besides the comrades and so

that the comrades can't play them for suckers." They justified their

differences with the party by demonstrating that the American

party's Marxist line originated with the Comintern's factionalism

rather than with any creative, objective, or scientific interpretation of

Marx. Thus the independents' notion of factionalism was based both

on their personal experiences with the party and their own
definition of Marxism. ^^

V. F. Calverton best defined factionalism as a form of politics

which had as its goal "the preservation of power at all costs." Like

Eastman and the other independents, Calverton acknowledged that

factionalism began with the Comintern and reflected Stalin's

struggle against Lenin's other heirs. He blamed American party

leaders for lacking the gumption and perspective to break with the

Comintern and use Marxism creatively rather than as a "substitute"

for thought. He suggested that most American Marxists willingly

became "footballs of Russian factional politics" in order to have

access to the Comintern's ideas and prestige. The difficulty with this

exchange was that Comintern policies had little^ to do with
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American realities; they were designed to protect one series of

Bolsheviks against their opponents. Therefore, Calverton noted,

American leaders forced ideas on their followers with an absolute

and dictatorial hand, countenancing no question, doubts, or

alternative viewpoints. Calverton experienced firsthand the party's

campaign of "villification, distortion aTid slander" when he tried to

express Marxist interpretations at odds with the Comintern line in

1933. He concluded that the party's factionalism offended his notions

of what Marxism was: "Marxism is dynamic and not static," he

warned. "It is significant as a scientific method but dangerous as a

sterile dogma. "^^

Calverton and the growing band of rebel Marxists singled out two

American party policies as particular examples of the fallacies of

following the Comintern's line. These two policies were the party's

literary and political lines during the period known as the "Third

Period" (1928 to 1935). They demonstrated the weaknesses and

problems of borrowing political programs wholesale. At this time

the Comintern established a very narrow proletarian perspective.

Member ogranizations were advised to avoid other left-wing

organizations, form no coalitions, and keep their memberships

small, select, and wholly working class. ^'*

The independents considered this point of view inappropriate

during the depression. Lewis Corey demonstrated that the depression

leveled farmers and some members of the middle class to the status

of the working class. Calverton considered these declining groups

perfect allies for the working class against the capitalists. Perhaps

the most disillusioning example of the party's attitude toward its

logical allies was its activities during a Socialist Party-organized

meeting of workers in support of Austrian socialists held in Madison

Square Garden in 1934. Much to the horror of the crowd, party

members disrupted the meeting, physically abusing some of the

socialists. Independents considered the incident "a climax to the

policy of sectarianism," arguing that it demonstrated that the party

was "organizationally and intellectually bankrupt." To them, both

the party's lack of concern for nonparty workers, and its brutality in

enforcing its attitude, demonstrated that the party had become a

bastion of factionalism. ^^

The party's literary line during the early thirties also reflected the

Comintern's interest in a strict working-class movement. New Masses

became a journal of proletarian literature, and a series of John Reed

Clubs in major cities encouraged young writers of proletarian

origins. V. F. Calverton examined the literary ideas of Marx and

Engels, finding no justification for the party's emphasis on
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proletarian culture. Others argued that proletarian literature was

wasteful; Will Herberg, Edmund Wilson, and Louise Bogan

contended that such a narrow view of art ignored too much of

America's literary heritage, a heritage writers would need after the

revolution. Max Eastman considered proletarian literature a means

of repression which forced authors to limit their topics to those

approved by the party. Eastman also argued that it lowered

standards by emphasizing class backgrounds over style or quality.

All independents found the proletarian literature irrelevant to

American culture, "silly," and sometimes "destructive."^^

As an antidote to factionalism, independents proposed to

"Americanize" Marxism, widening its appeal to include what

Calverton called the "little men" against the "big."^^ Yet their

attempts to create either theoretical or practical Marxist alternatives

to the CPUSA failed rather badly. Independents blamed their failures

on the American party's domination, insisting that it bullied

intellectuals to parrot its line. This attitude merely fueled the

independents' conviction that factionalism ruined Marx's potential

in the United States. And, while they were somewhat frustrated by

their inability to translate scientific Marxism into a practical

movement, they were still generally optimistic about the possibilities

of socialism.

The mainstay of their optimism was the Soviet Union. Even

though they considered the Comintern a factional battleground

between Stalin and his opponents, they still had a great deal of faith

in the Russian revolution. Whatever qualms they had about the

impact of factionalism in Russia were balanced by their firm belief

in the possibilities of economic socialism. Like other American

Marxists, they were convinced that the primary condition for true

democratic freedom was economic equality. They were therefore sure

that Russia's socialist economy provided a "sane, scientific, economic

foundation" which obviated against permanent factionalism. Inde-

pendents were critical of particular aspects of Stalin's Russia, but

they tempered their criticisms with the belief that Russia was

"building the civilization of the future. "^^ Consequently, they

considered their estrangement from the Comintern merely temporary.

They assumed that the sectarian struggles would end, and that the

Comintern would return to the scientific outlook of the Bolshevik

revolution. In the meantime, their major concern was with the short-

term effects of factionalism in a country which did not enjoy the

luxury of economic equality, the United States. Not surprisingly,

they worried more about the lost opportunities of the depression

years in America than about the effects of factionalism in Russia.
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By 1935 the independents' critique of factionalism was complete. It

grew out of their commitments to Marxism as a creative science with

humane goals, but first appeared as a justification for personal

difficulties with the American party. The concept of factionalism

forever retained this curious mixture of motives; it contained

elements of rational evaluation tinged with the emotionalism of a

series of personal struggles. The advantage of factionalism was that

it allowed the independent Marxists greater freedom by eliminating

the restraints of the party. By defining factionalism as a form of

Marxism which contrasted their own, they could protect what they

admired in Marxism without confronting the problems engendered

by translating theory into actual policies. The disadvantage of

factionalism was that it became an emotional symbol more than a

concrete and realistic definition of party weaknesses. Independents

came to label their opponents "sectarian" with little thought as to

what the label meant. It became a symbol embodying the evil as well

as the unscientific, an emotional red flag waved at a snorting bull.

Just at the moment when the independents' critique of American

party factionalism became fairly well-developed, the situation on the

left changed significantly, forcing them to alter their ideas in

response. Through the introduction of the Popular Front, the

Comintern gained a large number of noncommunist supporters,

particularly intellectuals. Since these followers worked in conjunction

with the CPUSA, the party improved its status and prestige within

the left-wing intellectual community. Independents, who already

disapproved of the factionalized American party, grew even more

suspicious of the party as it acquired more intellectual clout.

Exacerbating the tensions of the Popular Front was the Spanish

Civil War, which precipitated direct clashes between supporters of

the Popular Front and the independents. The most important

development during the Popular Front years, however, was the

Moscow trials. The trials provided the critical ingredient for

converting the independents' aitique of factionalism into anti-

Stanlinism by persuading independents that "the experiment in

Socialism in Russia is at an end."^^

By 1935 there were signs that the Comintern was moving away

from its strict proletarian line. In the summer of 1935 the Comintern

called for a Peoples Front of all progressive individuals in order to

fight against fascism. ^o The CPUSA made immediate overtures of

friendship to many nonparty radical intellectuals. Independents

avoided the organizations and causes that the Popular Front created.

Although they encouraged Marxists to work toward broader-based

programs which recognized the shared needs of certain groups, they
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did not see the Popular Front as a proper vehicle for their own ideas

because it was associated with the factionalized CPUSA. Moreover,

they did not appreciate the increased power the Popular Front gave

the American organization.

The independent Marxists believed the Front enhanced the power

of radical leadership cliques without assisting the working class.

Sidney Hook distinguished between the "united" front he supported

and the Comintern's Popular Front by suggesting that united fronts

shared only limited goals whereas popular fronts shared tactics as

well. Hook claimed that in any popular front situation the program

of the least progressive group always triumphed. Therefore, he

concluded that "a Socialist who calls for the formation of a popular

front cannot do so without in effect surrendering his socialism."

While the Stalinist leadership group benefited by enlisting the

support of liberal allies, the prospects for a socialist revolution

declined. 21 Hook's arguments were typical of the opinions of the

independents, who considered the Popular Front a means of

advancing not the socialist revolution, but the hegemony of

factionalist Marxism. The introduction of the Popular Front

changed the independents' relationship with the CPUSA an other

supporters of the Front. Before the Front, independents had

coexisted uneasily with the party. After the Popular Front, they

became enemies not just to party Marxists, but to progressives also.

The Spanish Civil War became the first major battleground

between the Popular Front and the independents, hardening the

already-existing splits between the two groups. The Popular Front

and the independents possessed tremendously divergent opinions of

what was going on in Spain, and these differences became a major

source of conflict. Leaders of the Popular Front contended that the

Spanish Civil War was a struggle between democracy and Fascism.

Independents, on the other hand, insisted that the war was an

illustration of the limitations of popular fronts. They saw the

outbreak of civil war as an opportunity to bring social revolution to

Spain. Their optimism collapsed, however, when the Spanish

Popular Front government, with the Spanish Communist Party

playing a leading role, suppressed such socialist reforms as

nationalization of large landholdings. Worse yet, as Russian aid to

Spain increased, the Spanish Communist Party improved its

position in the government, persecuting radical anarchist groups

and eliminating the revolutionary thrust of the war entirely.

Independents concluded that Stalin was the only iridividual who
benefited from the increasingly nonrevolutionary Spanish govern-

ment. He appeared a more traditional statesman who supported
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democratic capitalism over fascism. 22

Underneath a facade of democracy and moderation, independents

maintained, a factional battle raged. Independent reporter Anita

Brenner, who had resigned from the National Committee For the

Defense of Political Prisoners in 1933 because of party domination,

probed the Russian role in the Spanish Civil War. She found

evidence which suggested that the Russian GPU (secret police) ran

rampant through Spain, terrorizing and encarcerating anarchists and

left-leaning socialists. The purpose of the campaign of terror was to

eliminate any opposition to the Spanish Communist Party,

strengthening the hand of the Comintern.^^ Brenner and other

independents saw the Popular Front as a smokescreen which

obscured these unpleasant episodes, bringing liberal support to a

cause that did not deserve it.

Independents were further incensed by the effect the Spanish Civil

War had on many liberals. The war galvanized progressive support

behind the Popular Front. Independents considered this support the

result of misrepresentation. They argued that the CPUSA had

persuaded intellectuals that party fought for democracy in Spain

when, in fact, it merely fought to enhance the power of the Stalinists

in Spain, in the Comintern, and at home. Philip Rahv suggested

that American intellectuals were "spiritually terrorized" by the

Comintern. Max Eastman believed that their faith in Russia made

intellectuals gullible. ^^ These opinions further alienated independents

from much of the rest of the radical intellectual community.

The League of American Writers (LAW) became the independents'

primary example of the tight partisan control the CPUSA exerted

over the Popular Front. Leon Dennen maintained that the league

was created by the party. Edmund Wilson, and many others, noted

that "heretical groups" were not welcome in the LAW, a designation

which included both Trotskyists and independent Marxists. Philip

Rahv demonstrated that the program of the League's Second

Congress neatly matched the Comintern's pro-democratic, anti-fascist

propaganda line. James Rorty raised a fuss when the League's

president, Waldo Frank, resigned after taking a public stand at odds

with the party; Rorty insisted that Frank was forced out of office.

The personal experiences of a few independents who attended the

law's Second Congress in 1937 confirmed the suspicions they

harbored about the sectarian nature of the organization. Their

opinions were labeled "Troyskyue" by the Popular Front press. The
LAW demonstrated to independents not just that the party used the

Popular Front to control progressives, but to attack its enemies as

well.25
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As American party factionalism tightened, and as Spanish

communists used the smokescreen of anti-fascism to persecute

members of other left-wing groups, independents concluded that

factionalism was a serious problem. The Moscow trials confirmed

these fears and raised enormous doubts for them about the future of

socialism. V. F. Calverton called the trials "the most important issue

of our time. "2® Independents considered the trials the ultimate

representation of factionalism, Stalin's final attempt to establish his

rule over Russia. Because of the trials, independents lost their faith

in socialist Russia. Their anti-factionalism became anti-Stalinism.

The first news of the assassination of Bolshevik Sergei Kirov and

the trials and executions surrounding his 1934 death had little

impact on independent Marxist circles. Most concluded that the brief

purge was a carry-over from "the Russia of the Tsars." When the

terror did not end with the assassination of Kirov, however, they

became more distressed. They could think of no legitimate reasons

for the trials, the confessions, or the executions. Nor could they

believe that the leaders of the Bolshevik Revolution conspired with

Trotsky and fascist Germany to collapse the socialist economy as

Stalinists maintained. Even their earlier belief that terror was a

traditional Russian phenomenon took on sinister overtones. Scott

Wearing wondered if there was actually any difference between the

Russian autocracy and Stalinism. All the evidence they evaluated

suggested that the trials represented a massive miscarriage of justice

accomplished for Stalin's benefit.^^

Independents explained the trials as the center of Stalin's growing

factionalism. They concluded that the purges underway in Spain

and the sectarian struggles in the American party were smaller

reflections of the Russian purges, with the Popular Front hiding

these sectarian purposes under the noble cause of anti-fascism. This

explanation of the trials helped make sense of American factionalism,

the Popular Front, and even the Spanish Civil War in a consistent

manner: Stalin was to blame for each. The trials offered ample proof

for them that Stalin's government betrayed the ideals of the Russian

revolution. They argued that Stalin's government was not a

dictatorship of the proletariat, but a dictatorship of a carefully

selected and controlled party elite personally loyal to Stalin.^^ When
the Modern Quarterly surveyed independent opinion on the

possibilities of converting a party dictatorship into a true proletarian

government, most of the respondents believed such a conversion

impossible.29 Because of the trials, independents came to doubt the

possibility of reversing the process of factionalism in Russia, Instead,

they decided that this factionalism would generate greater repression
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and control.

This conclusion forced independents to reconsider their earlier

opinions about Russia. Before they had defended the Soviet Union

on the grounds that its economy was socialist, and that its economic

freedom guaranteed that other freedoms would follow. In fact,

precisely the opposite appeared to happen. Despite the socialist

economy, the government became more repressive and the masses

less free. Was the Soviet Union actually a socialist state? Clearly it

was not a capitalist state but politically it was hardly proletarian.

Independents faced the paradox of a socialist economy grafted onto a

repressive political apparatus. As Scott Nearing asked, "If to win

socialism and lose all our freedoms—are we paying an excessive

price? "3°

Independents resolved the paradox posed by Stalin's Russia by

creating a Marxist critique of it. A central theme of this anti-

Stalinism was the notion that economic and political mechanisms

could not be separated as easily as they thought. Philip Rahv
suggested that American intellectuals had been duped for many years

by what he called "an elementary plot of mistaken identity." He
argued that the Russian masses did not control the economy, but

that the state and the Bolshevik party did. Stalin's dictatorship of the

state and party produced not socialism but "state capitalism. " V. F.

Calverton agreed; he considered the Russian workers the "victims"

rather than the beneficiaries of Stalin's state capitalism. Independents

thus believed Stalinism was "not socialist in the Marxist sense."^^

Rather, they saw the Stalinist government as a bureaucracy built to

protect and maintain itself while demolishing all vestiges of

Marxism-Leninism. They blamed Stalin for diverting the Russian

revolution away from the selfless Marxist aims of Lenin. They
concluded that Stalinism was not a form of Marxism and never

would become one. Consequently, they ceased supporting Stalin's

Russia in any way after 1937 or 1938. Instead, they became

outspoken critics of the Stalinist regime. ^^

Such a position placed independents into direct conflict with

supporters of the Popular Front. They called for a nonpartisan

airing of the truth about Russia, particularly the Moscow trials,

which Philip Rahv labeled "trials of the mind and of the human
spirit." Many independents became active in the American Committee

For the Defense of Leon Trotsky (ACDLT), a group sponsoring a

series of public hearings at which Leon Trotsky answered the

Stalinist accusations against him. While they deplored the often

factional nature of the ACDLT (which contained a fair proportion

of Trotskyists), most were nonetheless impressed with Trotsky's
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detailed statements.^^ Their admiration of Trotsky did not extend to

his pohtical ideas, however; Edmund Wilson noted that Trotsky was

"the obverse of the Stalinist coin." Independents criticized Trotsky

for continuing to hope that the Russian revolution would right

itself, a dream they considered futile. ^^ Their opposition to Stalin

convinced supporters of the Popular Front that they were

Trotskyists; Trotskyists disliked them as well for their independence.

Independents spent the last years of the thirties isolated, attacked,

and ignored.

Yet, as Irving Howe has suggested, "their best hours were spent

on the margin, in opposition. "^^ It was only under such

circumstances that independents confronted Stalinism from their

novel viewpoint, using Marxism as the social tool they advocated.

They did transcend the all-too-often hackneyed ideas of the CPUSA
with their scientific Marxism. As such, anti-Stalinism was the most

significant left-wing intellectual current to emerge from the thirties.

At the same time, it suffered from the defects of anti-factionalism. At

an extreme, anti-Stalinism became a sort of conspiratorial explanation

of history quite out of keeping with Marxist theories. "Stalinism"

became a negative symbol much as "fascism" did; it embodied pure

evil rather than a specific form of evil. Like most opponents,

independents exaggerated the intensity of their enemy, blaming

Stalin for the failure of all Russian Marxism. Anti-Stalinism was less

sophisticated than it appeared on the surface. Not surprisingly,

underneath this intense doctrine of scientific Marxism, doubts

seethed.

By 1939 anti-Stalinism had become the dominant force in the

independents' intellectual lives. Yet, while vitriolic in tone, anti-

Stalinism's foundations were precarious. In fact, its foundations were

so unsound that only a year later the whole ediface collapsed.

Afterwards, independents remained anti-Stalinists, but their per-

spectives shifted dramatically. In 1940 most became disillusioned

with Marxism, and their anti-Stalinism became tinged with

anticommunism. The main reason for the change was Stalin's

Russia, even though their earlier anti-Stalinism suggested that

Stalinism had nothing in common with true scientific Marxism.

Most independents found anti-Stalinism too simplistic a doctrine

to satisfy their scientific and critical attitudes. As Philip Rahv
suggested, blaming Stalin for the failure of the Russian revolution

"seems to us to beg the question." Rahv argued that if Marxism was

a science, Stalin's counterrevolution seemed to have disproved its

validity. Rahv agreed with the anti-Stalinist doctrine by observing

that Stalin was an aberration, but noted too that such aberrations
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plagued the radical movement regularly. Consequently, he suggested

that the problems which led to Stalinism might be contained within

Marxism itself. He called upon his fellow intellectuals to reconsider

Marxism in light of the failure of the Russian experiment, sorting

out "what is living" from "what is dead."^^

Although Rahv's suggestion implied that Stalin was perhaps less

of a charlatan than anti-Stalinists believed, Rahv was one of the few

independents who stuck to his earlier view of Stalinism. He

continued to argue that Stalinism resulted from a series of historical

accidents which gave Stalin the opportunity to gain ascendancy in

Russia. Rahv and a few others believed that Russian backwardness,

the Allied intervention into the Russian civil war, and the failure of

the world revolution created a nascent bureaucracy and precedent for

terror which Stalin exploited.^^

Most other independents found this explanation flawed. Will

Herberg, for example, pointed out that accidental factors always

deflected movements away from their goals. But, he argued, a truly

scientific government would make allowances for accidents and

guard against those who might take advantage of them. Herberg

noted that the Bolshevik government failed to correct its impover-

ished mechanisms, leaving itself open to Stalin's abuses. Other

independents considered those historical accidents Rahv described

the "fundamental error" of the Bolshevik revolution. ^s To them,

Stalinism was not an inevitable consequence of Russian circum-

stances, but the result of deliberate choices by the leaders of the

Bolshevik party.

Nearly all of those who reconsidered Stalinism in 1940 agreed that

the "fundamental error" of the revolution was Lenin's single-party

rule. They believed this rule led to a dictatorship of the party, which

in turn became bureaucratic and self-serving. Max Eastman noted

that a party dictatorship worked in the name of the proletariat rather

than being controlled by the proletariat; party leaders often resorted

to repressive and terrorist tactics to keep the masses in line. Lenin's

small revolutionary clique, Eastman concluded, served as the

precursor of the Stalinist bureaucracy. Leninism, he said, led to

Stalinism. 39

Eastman's conclusion, which a number of others shared in 1940,

held enormous consequences for independents' views of Marxism.

Had independents blamed Lenin more forthrightly for the failure of

the Bolshevik revolution, they might have sacrificed the revolution

entirely and kept their Marxist convictions intact, much as they had

sacrificed Stalin's Russia earlier in order to protect their faith in the

Russian revolution. Instead, independents maintained their admira-
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tion for Lenin, casting him as a victim rather than a villain.

Edmund Wilson defined Lenin's goals as "humanitarian, democratic

and anti-bureaucratic," but suggested that the "logic of the whole

situation" prevented Lenin from achieving his goals. Max Eastman

commented that Lenin realized his errors in the last few months of

his life, but was unable to correct them. These independents could

not repudiate Lenin entirely. They therefore had little choice but to

trace the failure of the Russian revolution back beyond Leninism to

Marxism itself.'*"

Lenin's failure to convert Marxist theory into practical reality

became the independents' symbol of Marxism's defects. If Lenin was

a pragmatic and honorable man (which independents believed), his

inability to fashion a workable socialist system without the potential

for abuse suggested that the ideas he espoused were wrong. ''^ In

contrast to earlier anti-Stalinism, this implied that Marxism was

seriously flawed. The more independents explored the roots of

Stalinism, the more convinced they grew that Marxism did not

fulfill their requirements as a "scientific morality."

The major flaw these independents diagnosed in Marxism in 1940

was what William Phillips called "the devil theory of the dialectic."

Independents never accepted this "metaphysical side" of Marxism,

but they did consider it a useless appendage to Marx's scientific

analyses. In 1940, however, they decided that the dialectic was

actually an intrinsic part of Marxism, a religious determinant of a

supposedly scientific system. The decision that Marxism did contain

mystical elements which could not be separated from Marx's

scientific observations interjected a pseudo-religiosity which made
Marxism suspect to them. As Edmund Wilson explained: "As long

as he [Marx] keeps talking as if the proletariat were the chosen

instrument of a Dialectic, as if its victory were predetermined, he

does assume an extra-human power." The practical outcome of this

line of thinking was the conclusion that Marxism was not a

scientific system, but one constructed on "the myth of the

dialectic. "*2

Lewis Corey was one of the first independents to explore the

extent to which the notion of inevitability pervaded Marx's system.

Like Wilson, Corey believed that Marx's commitment to the

proletariat as a revolutionary force was not based on science or logic.

In fact, Corey suggested that the proletariat was not committed to

socialism, but only democracy. This difficulty, he argued, plagued

those who tried to lead a socialist revolution. The proletariat was
not reliable and the revolutionary program required constant

revision to win the support of other social groups. Corey's analysis
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rocked independent Marxism to its foundations. He questioned not

only the role of the proletariat, but the validity of the class struggle

as a revolutionary tool. He noted that farmers and white collar

workers shared interests and goals in common, interests Marx's

fanatical dedication to the dialectic kept him from seeing.'*^

Max Eastman found another set of defects in Marxism when he

explored the impact of the dialectic on the rest of the system. He

suggested that Marx's faith in the inevitability of socialism

undermined the type of socialism Marx imagined. Eastman defined

Marx's goal as the liberation of mankind through shared economic

abundance and political freedom. Yet Marx's certainty that socialism

would evolve made his definition of how it would evolve vague and

sketchy. Eastman argued that Marx's vagueness gave ruthless men

like Stalin the opportunity to seize power for themselves. Like Will

Herberg, he believed a scientific system would avoid this pitfall.

Eastman also believed, however, that Stalinism was not necessarily

inconsistent with Marxism. Since Marx felt freedom through

socialism would come eventually, he was less concerned that it be a

part of the process. To Eastman and many other independents,

freedom had to be a part of the process, or the process itself became

immoral."^

Ultimately, the dialectic became for most independents not just a

mythical element of Marxism, but the root of Marxist immorality as

well. Marxism, and other reforms of religion. Max Eastman claimed,

"cherish moral irresponsibility more than they correct it." Lionel

Trilling suggested that at the heart of Marxism "there has always

been a kind of disgust with humanity as it is and a perfect faith in

humanity as it ought to be." Until such time as mankind actually

achieved communism. Trilling argued, Marxists believed man had

to be controlled and repressed for the sake of the future. Lewis Corey

thought Marxism "arrogantly authoritarian." Eastman argued that

this authoritarianism separated the Bolshevik leaders from the

masses rather than trusting the proletariat to do it themselves.

Stalinism became an exaggerated form of the amoral authoritarianism

most independents believed was already present in Marxism.

Eastman, Corey, Trilling, Wilson, and others concluded that

Marxists had no faith in the very group of people upon which they

based their vision of the future. Consequently, they believed that

Marxian socialism was inherently undemocratic because it gave the

leaders limitless power to determine the future of the voiceless

masses. This contradiction proved unresolvable for indepx-ndents. To
them Marxism was based on a false view of man's possibilities."^

This pessimistic view of man that independents saw as an
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implication of the dialectic contradicted their own more optimistic

view. As scientists and rationalists, they had a great deal of faith in

man's abilities to conquer his universe. Along with this faith went a

firm belief in democracy since they considered all individuals

responsible and rational enough to determine their own destinies.

Stifling opinion and dissent was a moral offense to them as well as a

sure indication that power was unequally shared. In Marxism,

though, they found no concern that democracy exist. Such issues

seemed less important in the early thirties than they did after Hitler

assumed power in Germany and began to spread his empire. During

the late thirties, Stalin's Russia reminded them that economic

freedom did not guarantee the types of democracy they admired. In

1940, both governments—Stalin's Russia and Hitler's Germany

—

seemed to them to share similarly pessimistic attitudes toward

democracy. In both cases, this pessimism led to brutally repressive

totalitarian forms of government. The dictatorship of the proletariat

provided no greater protection for civil rights or liberties than did

Hitler's fascist dictatorship."^

Lewis Corey summarized many independents' difficulties with the

dictatorship of the proletariat when he suggested that it was too

powerful.- He argued that under such a dictatorship there were no

separations between economic and political structures. Political

planning and control became merely an adjunct to economic

planning. Will Herberg agreed that there was totalitarian potential

in economic collectivism. Centralization and power became necessary

to build socialism, he noted, but they also fostered bureaucratic

control and political repression. Herberg identified a central

dilemma of Marxism: was it possible, he wondered, to manage

economic collectivism without repressive controls?"^ Other indepen-

dents did see ways around Herberg's dilemma, biit at the expense of

a class-based government and other elements of Marxism.''^

Independent disillusionment with Marxism because of its unscien-

tific, immoral, authoritarian base was so swift and so sweeping that

Edmund Wilson stopped to ponder: "Is there nothing left of

Marxism, then? Are there no basic Marxist ideas that may still be

accepted as true?" Wilson believed that Marx's main contribution to

history was his notion that economic organization affected all other

aspects of a society."^ Actually, what was "left" of Marxism in 1940

was a far more pervasive style of thought which combined a

scientific attitude with a scrupulous morality. Independents had once

thought that Marxism possessed these attributes they valued so

highly. Stalinism persuaded them otherwise. Still, when they

sacrificed Marxism in 1940 in fa\'or of what Sidney Hook once called
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"the cherished values of the philosophic liberal tradition— truth,

justice and intellectual integrity,"^" disillusioned independent

Marxists were actually protecting those virtues they once admired in

Marxism. Their faith in the scientific, the humane, and the rational

led them to Marx; so too did it lead most of them away.

In 1939 American Trotskyists James Burnham and Max Shachtman

captured a portrait of the independent Marxists just as many hovered

at the brink of disillusionment. Burnham and Shachtman described

men like Edmund Wilson, Sidney Hook, Max Eastman, James

Rorty, Philip Rahv, and Louis Hacker as radical anti-Stalinists

retreating slowly toward liberalism. The two Trotskyists detailed

three fundamental aspects of Marxism which disturbed these radical

anti-Stalinists: the dialectic, the nature of the single party democracy,

and the relationship between Leninism and Stalinism. Burnham and

Shachtman criticized these anti-Stalinists for discarding their Marxist

ideals by attempting to demonstrate the folly of their evolving

perspective.^^

While decidedly partisan in tone, Burnham and Shachtman's

portrait did outline the process of independent Marxist disillusion-

ment. The factors they cited proved to be the critical determinants of

that disillusionment. Each presented independents with a series of

moral dilemmas, first about their own communist party, then about

Stalinism, and, finally, about Marxism as a theory. Many resolved

their dilemmas by adopting analyses more in keeping with

traditional liberal ideas than Marxism." Although Burnham and

Shachtman offered a reasonably accurate picture of independent

disillusionment, they failed to explain why the process occurred.

Coming from a Trotskyist perspective, they could not understand the

motivations and values which propelled the independent Marxists.

Drawn to the rational and scientific in style, independents sought a

social system which would combine the tools of science with the

values of their moral vision. Marxism answered these needs,

particularly in the early thirties. But, as economic problems declined

in importance in the face of large-scale international power

struggles, independents' optimism about the possibilities of Marxism

declined. The key step in this process was their development of the

doctrine of anti-Stalinism, which confronted the realities of Marxism

in operation. Once they lost their faith in Soviet socialism,

independent Marxist intellectuals could not sustain their belief in

Marxism. Even while they made distinctions between Stalinism and

Marxism, they were plagued with doubts about those distinctions.

Too much of their emotional energy was committed to the cause of

the Russian revolution; they were unable to divorce the outcome of
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the revolution from Marxist theory. Their scientific Marxism became

the ironic victim of the same emotionalism they decried in other

Marxists.

Their central disappointment with Marxism grew out of what

they perceived as Marx's inability to coordinate science with

morality—means and ends. They maintained that the processes of

Marxism contaminated and contradicted its purposes because they

failed to provide the values Marx ultimately sought. Unwilling to

view the failure as a compromise based on the realities of life in

Russia, they saw it as resulting from the unscientific nature of the

doctrine. V. F. Calverton once commented that "Marxism is nothing

more than a tool in the social process," but dangerous as a

religion. 53 Yet independents actually expected Marxism to function

as a scientific substitute for religion, coordinating the moral values

of a society according to human need. They criticized other Marxists

for failing to use Marxism creatively; though their real conflict with

other Marxists came because they disagreed with Stalin's use of the

"tool" of Marxism. They could not harmonize the results of

practical Marxism with their own moral ideas.

Before, during, and after their Marxist phases independents

remained true to these ideals, merely rearranging the relationship

between them and established doctrines, policies, and philosophies.

All retained their scientific outlooks and their support of Hook's

"cherished values of the philosophic liberal tradition. "^^ Even

though Max Eastman became a political conservative in the fifties,

for example, he kept his suspicion of the unverifiable and

unscientific. He broke with the conservative journal. National

Review, because editor William F. Buckley insisted that a moral

order must be religiously based. Similarly, Edmund Wilson, who
remained on the political left, continued to cast a skeptical eye

toward forms of factionalism, criticizing American foreign policy on

the grounds that it was bureaucratic and power-hungry. Sidney

Hook, whose political commitments wavered and changed, attacked

his fellow intellectuals for what he saw as a retreat from science

during the war.^^ Throughout the forties, fifties, and sixties, former

independents continued to support their scientific and humane value

system through a variety of very different vehicles and perspectives.

The independents' legacy to the later conservative and liberal

intellectual community, however, was not this rationalism but

emotional anti-Stalinism. Independents themselves proved to be

obsessed with Stalinism. During and after the war they continued to

warn against Stalin. ^6 Sidney Hook revived a 1930 organization

opposing both German fascism and Russian socialism, the American
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Committee for Cultural Freedom, in 1949 in order "to expose

Stalinism and Stalinist liberals" wherever they might be found.^^

Their fervor played itself out all too often apart from moral

considerations. Independents became fearful anticommunists,

although a proportion of them did help "organize anti-Stalinism

into a politics barely distinguishable from reaction." The emotional

element in independent anti-factionalism and anti-Stalinism helped

fuel anticommunism.^^

Cold War anticommunism also owed an intellectual debt to the

independent Marxists. Sidney Hook's American Committee For

Cultural Freedom became the premier anticommunist organization

in the United States. Many of its members were former independent

Marxists, and most of its ideas were purely anti-Stalinist. The
committee considered totalitarianism an immoral form of govern-

ment sanctioned by Marxist ideology. Its members doubted that

Russia would ever become more free, more just, or more cooperative.

They feared Stalin because they considered him unbound by any

moral limits. His power, they believed, was total, and no policy was

too evil for him to adopt. Finally, like prewar antiStalinists, postwar

anticommunists of varying beliefs saw democracy as a cornerstone of

civilization.

While the independents spent the thirties out of the mainstream of

the left-wing intellectual community, both they and their ideas

became central during the forties and fifties. Their anti-Stalinism set

the tone for both decades, even though their ideas became dislodged

from their moorings.^^ Their transitions into the postwar years

symbolized the direction of left-wing intellectuals in general. Still,

the wide variety of their later activities and their often lengthy

popularity as intellectuals,^" suggest that the values they espoused

served them as well and that their commitments to a "scientific

morality" were shared by many.
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Benjamin Davis, Jr., and the American

Communist Party: A Study in Race and Politics

Gerry Horwitz

Benjamin Jefferson Davis, Jr., was a leading official and

spokesman for the American Communist Party during the 1940s and

the 1950s. As a middle-class American educated at Amherst College

and Harvard Law School, and later as a New York City councilman,

his career illuminates certain Afro-American attitudes toward politics

and political activism. Davis's major significance, however, lies in

what his career reveals about the difficulty of combining black

activism with Communist Party goals during the period from the

depression through the Cold War.

Davis came to communism through Angelo Herndon, a young

black communist recruiter arrested and tried by the state of Georgia

for "inciting to insurrection." Davis was Herndon's attorney in this

cause celebre of the 1930s. Because of its civil libertarian aspects, the

case attracted wide support from diverse groups and individuals.

Prominent among these was the American Communist Party, which

used the trial to launch a major campaign against racial

discrimination in an effort to recruit Afro-Americans. The
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communists emphasized the denial of equal justice to accused blacks

in southern courts, thus stressing the failure of the American system

to provide equality before the law. The Herndon case underscored to

Davis the impx^rtance of black unity with whites, and it converted

him to the communist cause. Davis's subsequent career enhanced the

appeal of communism for many Afro-Americans.

Born to a Georgia family linked to ten generations of chattel

slavery, Davis knew the nuances of the racial power structure. His

grandfather, as a slave, had been beaten and then sold away from

his wife and children. Davis's father, Benjamin Davis, Sr., had

achieved a measure of power in the post-Civil War South.

Aggressively ambitious, the senior Davis overcame a sixth grade

education to become a spokesman for Georgia's Afro-Americans. He
was a Republican national committee member, a newspaper editor-

publisher, and a leader of the Grand Order of Odd Fellows of

Georgia. Under his leadership the Odd Fellows became the largest

and wealthiest Negro fraternal organization in the South. Built in

1912, the Odd Fellows Block in Atlanta consisted of a six-story office

building and a two-story office annex housing a two-thousand-seat

auditorium. Under the older Davis's direction, it became the center

of Atlanta's Negro commercial and professional life.

Davis's father was a brilliant organizer, fearless and outspoken in

his views. He had at once an abiding faith in the common people

and a disdain for the Negro aristocracy—a dislike which was

reciprocated.^ Walter White, longtime executive secretary of the

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP) and a contemporary of Davis the son, claimed that

although white democratic politicians fawned over the father, his

dictatorial reign over the Odd Fellows and ruthlessness against

political foes made many enemies. The family therefore did not

move in the exclusive circles of upper crust Atlanta Negro society.

^

Despite his father's political connections, the younger Davis

nonetheless grew up in near total segregation from whites. He later

wrote:

From my birth in Dawson until I finished public school

in Atlanta, I lived in a world entirely apart from white

Americans— I lived in the Negro American world. I went

to Negro churches, played with Negro children, went to

segregated Negro schools, lived in a ghetto with Negro

drug stores, barber shops, movies, haberdasheries, and so

on. White people were a strange lot to me. The only

contact I had with them was hateful. I regarded them as
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colorless—especially physically—somewhat inferior, wicked

and authoritarian. I observed them as policemen—bosses

with no other mission in life but to oppress, arrest and

mistreat Negroes.^

Yet the isolation from whites as well as from the Negro

aristocracy did not deprive the younger Davis of material comforts.

As Walter White noted,

Ben knew poverty only visually as it affected others. His

own home was modestly luxurious; a doting mother

clothed him in the very best materials which Atlanta

stores afforded. Because his father owned one of the first

automobiles for either whites or Negroes in Atlanta,

young Ben didn't run into the troubles less affluent

Negroes encountered on Jim Crow street cars."

Since no public high schools for Afro-Americans existed in the

South at that time, all Negro colleges maintained preparatory

departments to fill this gap. Two schools in Atlanta—Morehouse

College and Atlanta University—had such departments. The
Congregationalist-sponsored Atlanta University reputedly was the

school of the Afro-American aristocracy. Inasmuch as the senior

Davis was a foe of social exclusiveness, the son was sent to

Morehouse, a Baptist-sponsored institution where most students were

the offspring of poor parents. Classmates at Morehouse were older

than usual. Some were thirty years of age as college seniors; most

were financially independent from their parents. ^ Davis the son

considered these students, like his father, to be representatives of the

ascending democratic-minded Afro-American middle class of

professionals and businessmen, and they caused him to detest the

discrimination that kept more Negroes from joining their ranks.

Davis's experiences at Morehouse and his later education at

Amherst and Harvard Law School made him conscious of the

hypocrisy of racial discrimination. Davis perceived a dichotomy

"between the rare luck of my being able to attend such highly-rated

institutions and the inferior status imposed upon me by the society

of which Amherst and Harvard were social pillars. I was taught the

art of being a free American gentleman, but in life I was treated as

an inferior."^ Such circumstances led to his willingness to ignore

racially defined roles. On one occasion it led to his arrest while on

college vacation in Atlanta for sitting in the white section of a

streetcar after giving his own seat to a pregnant Negro woman. He
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was fined but not jailed only because of his father's political

influence/

In 1929 after receiving his law degree, Davis joined the W. B. Ziff

Company, an agency which secured national advertising for Afro-

American newspapers, including his father's. He rapidly rose to be

editor of Ziff's weekly syndicated insert section but left when the

firm sought his cooperation in a scheme to monopolize the Afro-

American press. 8 hi January 1932 amid the chaos of the depression,

Davis opened a law office in Atlanta, soon joining forces with John

Geer, a self-educated Negro of working class origins.^ As whites

desperate for work began to replace Negroes in jobs previously

considered for blacks only, racial animosities increased and led to

race riots and lynchings. Feeding on the unrest, Communist Party

activity also giew. Such was the situation when Angelo Herndon

came to Davis's attention.

Herndon, representing the communist-backed Unemployed

Council, had led a racially mixed crowd of one thousand

unemployed workers in a peaceful rally seeking relief funds at the

Fulton County, Georgia, courthouse. This event, the largest biracial

demonstration in the South in several decades, alarmed official

Atlanta, which was already uneasy because of Communist Party

involvement in local labor unrest, and the Scottsboro case. The

Scottsboro affair— the sensational trial of nine Afro-American youths

charged with raping two white women— particularly worried

officials because the defense was being directed by the communist-

controlled International Labor Defense (ILD). Having no sedition or

criminal syndicalism laws in Georgia and determined to destroy the

radical activity of the Unemployed Council, Atlanta's Assistant

Solicitor General, John H. Hudson, persuaded a grand jury to

charge Herndon with violating the little-used "inciting to insurrec-

tion" statute.

This was clearly a political prosecution. Herndon had never

incited or attempted to incite a riot; the demonstration he had led

was orderly. Herndon's actual "crimes" apparently were flaunting

the region's social codes by leading an integrated protest, being an

outsider and a communist, and committing these offenses at a time

when other radicals— the "Atlanta Six," communists who had been

arrested earlier—had frustrated local officials by forfeiting bond and

fleeing Georgia. Davis was angered by the blatant injustice being

done. He visited Herndon in jail and offered his legal services for

free.

As a committed communist, Herndon had already appealed to the

ILD for legal aid. Although the ILD had hired a liberal white
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southern attorney, and although Davis was inexperienced, both

Herndon and the ILD quickly realized that an Afro-American

attorney such as Davis could add a significant dimension to the case.

A black attorney, they thought, could more dramatically raise the

issue of Afro-American rights and constitutional liberties in a

southern courtroom. The ILD also believed that since their strategy

regularly involved mass protest as well as legal procedures, even the

most expert legal advice would be useless unless segments of the

public could be aroused to protest against the political basis of the

prosecution. A black attorney could help do this by drawing

attention to the case. The ILD hired Davis and his partner, and the

white attorney withdrew from the case.

Although the ILD's approach to the judicial arena as a scene of

class struggle was at variance with Davis's education and training, it

struck a chord within him. "It was the real beginning of the

interconnection between my personal desire for dignity and equal

rights and the aspirations of the masses of my people for first-class

citizenship," he later wrote. "The oppression of the Negro people,

the economic crisis and the Herndon case became one inseparable

issue—and I was to be a symbol of that merger. "^°

Davis was impressed by both Herndon's story and his demeanor.

Although only nineteen, Herndon was far from politically naive. He
had left his humble coal-country home near Cincinnati, Ohio, at

the age of thirteen to work in the mines of Kentucky and Alabama.

From a background of poverty and religion, he came to work in an

atmosphere of bigotry and economic exploitation. Herndon's

diligence, curiosity, intelligence, and militancy had soon caused him

to abandon humility, patience, and religion and to turn to

communism. His dedication to the party and its doctrines was

responsible for his rapid advance but also for frequent arrests. As

Herndon explained it, he had transferred his zeal from Christianity

to communism:

Every time I went to jail, every time I was brutally

tortured and given the third degree, I felt myself bound

closer and closer to the Communist movement. That was

most natural. I remember reading in the Book of Martyrs

of the early Christian Church that the greater and more

cruel the trials of the saints of old, the more obstinate

they became in their resistance to the authority of the

Roman Empire. Although I was then only seventeen

years old, I had the conviction that only death could stop

me from working for the social revolution in America.^ ^
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Herndon had experienced hunger, job exploitation, poHce

brutality, and discrimination, and he had been educated and

toughened by it. Davis on the other hand, had known financial

security, family status, and a fine education; these had protected him

from the severities of bigotry. Herndon, as a result, knew what to

expect from the southern courts; Davis, ten years older, did not.

In preparation for Herndon's trial, Davis studied communism. He
first poured over the pamphlets and communist propaganda which

the police had confiscated from Herndon, using these for further

references to the works of Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Stalin. He then

began attending communist meetings to experience the party's

actual operation. To buttress this growing knowledge and his case,

Davis approached two Emory University professors, who agreed to

testify as expert witnesses on revolutionary doctrine and Marxist

economics.

The trial began on January 16, 1933. Davis's first tactic was to

move to quash Herndon's indictment as unconstitutional on the

ground that Afro-Americans were systematically excluded from the

grand jury that had indicted Herndon. Judge Lee B. Wyatt denied

the motion. To establish this point for possible future appeals, Davis

then called witnesses to testify about the exclusion of blacks from

grand jury duty over the past twenty years. Two prominent Atlanta

Afro-Americans testified that, although meeting all qualifications for

jury service, they had never been summoned. Davis's strategy of

calling qualified Afro-Americans to establish a prima facie case of

discrimination, although ineffective in Herndon's case, was later

adopted by attorney Samuel Liebowitz in the second and third

Scottsboro trials and led to the 1935 Supreme Court ruling in Norris

V. Alabama, which established that systematic exclusion of Afro-

Americans from juries is unconstitutional. ^^

In addition to discriminatory jury selection procedures, Herndon's

trial was also noteworthy for Judge Wyatt's racist attitudes and his

failure to follow proper judicial procedure. During the trial. Judge

Wyatt permitted the prosecution to regularly use the word "nigger."

When Davis objected, Wyatt suggested that the term "darky" be

substituted. Wyatt also allowed the prosecution to describe Afro-

Americans as "wards " of whites over Davis's objections, and he

turned his back to Davis while the latter spoke. Such behavior and a

new knowledge of communism had a profound effect on Davis. At

the end of the trial's second day, he gave Herndon a completed

application to join the Communist Party. ^^ At the end of the trial,

Davis's dignity and sensibilities had been so outraged that the jury's

guilty verdict surprised him less than its three-hour deliberation

perifxl.
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Public reaction to the verdict as swift. Messages from Atlantans

expressing solidarity witfi Herndon and offering help for an appeal

poured into Davis's office. Many of the writers stressed the case as a

symbol of the inequality of Afro-Americans before the law and of

violation of the right of free speech. Davis called a meeting of these

supporters, which resulted in formation of a committee for

Herndon 's defense. This in turn sparked a mass protest movement

which included the Afro-American press and organized labor.

Seizing the opportunity to bolster its visibility, the ILD opened an

office in Atlanta and organized further protests concerning

Herndon's alleged mistreatment in jail. It also held meetings,

concerts, and rallies on behalf of workers and denounced racial

discrimination in the judicial system.

In the meantime, Davis received the aid of more seasoned

attorneys in preparing Herndon's appeal. After the Georgia

Supreme Court upheld the lower court decision, Davis withdrew in

favor of the more prestigious and experienced attorneys, Whitney

North Seymour and Walter Gellhorn.^'* The case bounced between

the state and the U. S. Supreme courts on technicalities for several

years, but Herndon was finally vindicated in 1937 when the U. S.

Supreme Court held that Georgia's insurrection code "as construed

and applied' violated the Fourteenth Amendment to the

Constitution. ^5 Ironically, by the time Herndon was freed in April

1937, reactionary facism, not communism, was emerging as a clear

threat to America.

After his final vindication, Herndon and Davis began to drift

apart. At first, Herndon plunged into work for the Communist

Party. His devotion, courage, and sense of mission impressed those

who heard him speak as well as those who met him. His ideas,

however, were not original. As a self-educated activist rather than a

theoretician, he had little time for study despite his alert mind. The
latter increasingly caused Herndon to feel alienated from party

positions. By the end of World War II, he had abandoned the party

and public life.^® He left New York and moved to the Midwest

where he worked as a salesman and refused to discuss his earlier life.

Unlike Herndon, Davis remained an active and dedicated

Communist Party member, and his later career continued to contrast

with Herndon's. Davis, as a result, was greatly influenced by his

long association with the party.

A major part of the Communist Party's impact upon Davis was

caused by its recognition and utilization of his ability as a Negro to

attract black support. In addition to his handling ef Herndon's

defense, the ILD had employed Davis's talents in other civil rights
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cases. He negotiated a transfer of bondsmen for two of the "Atlanta

Six" defendants, and he helped the ILD, which wished to direct the

Scottsboro case's U. S. Supreme Court appeal, seize control of that

case from the moderate NAACP.^^

Where the ILD had begun to see the merits of utilizing black

skills, Davis in turn was deeply impressed by the ILD. He rapidly

came to believe in the ILD's mass protest philosophy as opposed to

the less disruptive, reformist legal approach of the NAACP. The

latter policy would have focused on Herndon as a wronged victim

of a sound judicial order — a view which implied that his trial was

justified but ignored the social system in which the trial occurred.

Davis and the communists thought that the system itself had to be

challenged. These were not popular beliefs in the South, however.

Even though Davis was well aware of his limitations as an Afro-

American attorney even before the Herndon case, his future as a

communist lawyer in the South was in severe jeopardy. Perhaps

swayed by the Communist Party's concern for his physical safety if

he remained in the South, Davis decided to leave Georgia for

Harlem. ^^

In the summer of 1934 as Davis departed Atlanta for Harlem, he

and the Communist Party were becoming the mutual fulfillment of

one another's needs. Immediately prior to his departure, at the end

of the eighth National Convention of the Communist Party U.S.A.

(CPUSA) the Communist Central Committee took several steps to

unite Afro-American and white workers through a change in the

editorial board of the Harlem Liberator. Davis was named editor,

Merrill Work business manager, and the name of the paper was

changed to the Negro Liberator. The selection of Davis and Work
reflected the Central Committee's desire to develop a Harlem

leadership with neither roots in the community nor an independent

political base, both of which might interfere with promoting party

policy. Davis and Work were southem-born, college-educated, had

proper credentials for membership in the Afro-American elite, and

fit the party's needs. They demonstrated the party's simultaneous

desire for greater legitimacy within Harlem's black middle class and

its need for party loyalty. Davis and Work quickly became

comfortable with Harlem's professional and business leaders

increasing the party's likelihood of drawing them into racially

united movements.

Despite their credibility with noncommunist blacks. Davis and

Work strongly upheld political orthodoxy within the party. They

were organizers and politicians rather than revolutionary intel-

lectuals, and both saw the party as a means to political power. They
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used their organizational skills to build careers in the party, and

they followed party rules to insure success. Davis and Work,

together with other black leaders such as James Ford, Harry

Haywood, and William Patterson, gave the communists a core of

Afro-American leadership in Harlem whose pragmatic political

abilities were matched by their loyalty to party policies. ^^

Davis and other party leaders in Harlem, through their

comfortable interaction with Afro-American church and civic

leaders, their skillful construction of political alliances, and their

concentration on local and practical reforms, changed the political

climate of Harlem. Harlem's special needs increasingly caused the

party to stray from pure "distinctiveness" — the revolutionary party

objectives of Leninist Stalinism — to favor "adaptive" approaches to

attract black support. 2° The communists, aided by their black

supporters, developed several campaigns around economic issues

specifically adapted to local black needs. The party's new

participation in the political mainstream caused a strong growth of

pro-labor sentiment in the community. To many noncommunist

Harlem leaders, the road to Afro-American advancement rapidly

became paved with the unionization of black workers and alliances

among all workers, professionals, and intellectuals. Its hallmark was

mass protest. The party's adaptive "united front" policy became

Harlem's approach to community problems. ^^

In a further shift toward "adaptiveness" and away from

"distinctiveness," the party disbanded the Negro Liberator in late

1935 and turned its staff as. a special "Harlem Bureau" over to the

party's Daily Worker. Davis, who had studied music as a violinist,

became the Daily Worker's music critic as well as a staff writer.

Even as an arts critic, Davis was faithful to his racial roots — in

1939 he had movie critic Howard Rushmore fired because Rushmore

refused to criticize "Gone With the Wind" as "an insidious

glorification of the slave market. "^^

Racial and political issues became intertwined for Davis. In

December 1935 he became a member of a sponsoring committee for

the National Negro Congress (NNC), which included a cross section

of Harlem leaders having pro-labor attitudes and favoring the

"united front" concept. At first Davis and the communists stayed in

the background at the NNC, but by 1937 they had firmly taken over

its control. Under Davis and the communists, the NNC served the

party as a network of friendly contacts in both the white and Negro

worlds.23

Despite the friendly relations between races fostered by the NNC
in the mid-1930s, the emergence of Hitler as a threat to world peace
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brought rapid changes in party attitudes toward improving blacks'

status in society, especially in relation to world issues. First, with the

Hitler-Stalin pact in 1939, the NNC became a vehicle for the party's

"anti-imperialist war" line, which downplayed Hitler's aggression

and encouraged black activism. Yet after the 1941 Nazi attack on

Russia, the communist position changed. During the next four years

defenders of Afro-American rights advocated muting the campaign

for racial equality so as not to interfere with the war effort.^^ Party

leaders pushed the interests of workers and Afro-Americans into the

background to devote all energies to defeating Hitler. Yet many

blacks were unhappy with this party line. Some noncommunist

Negro leaders believed that fighting a war against foreign aggression

should encourage equality at home; a few black communists agreed.

For example, as editor of the short-lived Negro Quarterly: A Review

of Negro Life and Culture, Angelo Herndon, increasingly at odds

with the official party line, demanded that racial injustice be

exposed and corrected so that Afro-Americans could participate

equally in the war effort.^s Davis, however, objected, encouraging

Negroes to accept their lot until the war was over: "[T]he

Communist party is disturbed by the increasing struggle of Negroes

for jobs in defense plants," he claimed. He endorsed the official

party position that Afro-Americans must "be ready to sacrifice. "2®

Even at late as April 1945, Davis was still hewing to this line: "We
cannot temporarily stop the war until all questions of

discrimination are ironed out."^^ Discrimination, Davis rationalized,

would be dealt with when Hitler and fascism were defeated.

Perhaps this "don't-rock-the-boat" approach helped Davis to

become a New York City councilman — the first Afro-American

communist to hold elected office in U. S. history. Davis did not

ignore the issue of race in his campaign; he used it to promote war-

related goals. He utilized the war as a campaign theme, stressing the

significance of demonstrating against racism by electing a Negro

during a national emergency. A fund-raising rally in Harlem's

Golden Gate Ballroom, for example, had popular bands and

entertainers — both black and white — volunteering their services to

underscore racial harmony during the war effort. Davis proudly

proclaimed after the election, "I was the choice of the people,

identified with all religious, racial, and national groups." And, as if

to stress his mainstream beliefs despite his communist affiliation, he

vowed to support every "win the war" measure and to fight anti-

Semitism and Jim Crowism.^^

Davis was an activist councilman. During his first term he

introduced the Isaacs-Davis bill proposing the outlawing of
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discrimination in tenant selection. ^^ In July 1945, he was part of

New York's sixty-member delegation to Congress to win an

appropriation for the Fair Employment Practices Commission.

Throughout his first term, Davis organized mass campaigns against

housing segregation, rent gouging, job bias, police brutality, and

inferior schooling. He was the city council's leading spokesman for

improved education, actively pushing for greater state aid, higher

teachers' salaries, more playgrounds, and an Afro-American member
on the board of education. He even campaigned for integration in

baseball. ^°

Despite his hard work, Davis had considerable difficulty reconciling

his party membership with his elective office. Party policy created

difficulties in the black political world. For example it led to Davis's

registration as a Democrat and then to his humiliating recantation

of that act. These events began in May 1944 when the party adopted

the "Teheran policy." The author of this policy. Earl Browder,

theorized that American capitalism would ultimately evolve into

socialism. Consequently, he reasoned, the Communist Party should

become merely an association, not a political party, and Communist
Party members should join other political parties. The adoption of

the "Teheran policy" led to Davis's registration as a Democrat and

his affiliation with a Democratic Tammany Hall club.^^

Davis, however, became a victim of Communist Party political

infighting. In April 1945, Browder's "Teheran policy" began to be

attacked by non-American communists. French communist Jacques

Duclos, for example, wrote an open letter to the CPUSA accusing

the American communists of "revisionism," and he blamed the

CPUSA's errors on Browder. At an emergency national convention

held in June, leading American communists, concerned that they

might lose foreign communist support, admitted they had been

misled. They abandoned Browder's policy and reconstructed the

Communist Party as the independent political party of the working

class. To stay in the Communist Party's good graces, and perhaps

expecting to join the new party leadership, Davis publicly criticized

Browder's opportunism. Reaffirming his belief in the party's policy

of Afro-American self-determination, Davis proclaimed his "mea

culpa" in a signed article in The Worker.

I did not detect the errors [of Browder's policy] because I

was not sufficiently mature and equipped as a Marxist. . . .

After accepting our revisionist perspectives, I drew from

partial electoral and other successes in our Harlem work

and from certain limited legislative successes in the City
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Council, wrong and illusory conclusions. . . . But many
more gains could have been achieved if our policy had

been correct. Moreover, . . . [the Communist Party] in

Harlem was deeply infected with liquidationist tendencies.

While contributing to the mass movement, we were

nevertheless becoming lost in it.^^

Although Davis had criticized Browder's revisionism as motivated

by opportunism, he (Davis) conveniently ignored his own continuing

opportunistic lies to the Democratic Party, which strengthened his

own Negro-labor-progressive coalition. Davis not only continued to

belong to a Democratic club, but in 1945 he also accepted the

nomination of the Democratic Party for another term as city

councilman. Democratic candidate Davis, although professing

communist beliefs, sought wide backing by vowing to support the

interests of Afro-Americans; the general welfare of the community;

victory over Japanese fascism, anti-Semitism and Jim Crowism; full

employment; and a strong trade union movement.

Davis may have retained his Democratic ties, but the Democratic

Party was not happy with Davis's dual political role. Democratic

mayoral candidate William O'Dwyer influenced Tammany Hall to

withdraw its endorsement of Davis, but this proved ineffective.

Harlem political leaders continued to support Davis, who remained

the popular choice in Harlem, regardless of party. His reelection

was neither because of nor in spite of his communism; it was a

personal triumph linked to the unique nature of black politics in

Harlem rather than a victory for either the Communist or

Democratic parties. ^^

The glow of his reelection quickly faded. Davis's Communist

Party membership, race, and elective office had made him

increasingly unpopular with anticommunist factions. Although he

had been questioned just before his reelection by the U. S. House of

Representatives Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC) in

September 1945, Davis was again called to testify in February 1948.

Although Davis thought HUAC activities to be a witchhunt, he

nonetheless tried to assuage the committee's fears of communism,

assuring them that American communists did not advocate force

and violence to bring about political change. Davis was adamant,

however, that American communists would not register as agents of

a foreign power. 3'*

The HUAC Congressmen apparently were not calmed by Davis's

assurances of the Communist Party's peaceful intentions. In July

1948 the federal government indicted Davis and other members of

the National Board of the CPUSA under the Smith Act charging
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that they had conspired to overthrow the United States government

by force and violence. Davis and the other defendants saw their trial

as an example of political repression, and they compared it to other

infamous trials such as those of Dreyfus, Scopes, Sacco and Vanzetti,

and the Scottsboro defendants. In particular, Davis could not help

but draw parallels between his own indictment and the injustice of

the earlier Herndon case, both of which involved issues of race and

communism. Davis had little difficulty in seeing the Smith Act as

merely an updated federal version of the Georgia insurrection law

under which Herndon had been tried.^*

The case was complicated and expensive. The Communist Party

reportedly spent |250,000 on the defense and the United States

government over four times that amount on the prosecution. The

trial was the longest criminal trial in U. S. history up until that

time, lasting from January 17 through October 14, 1949.^^

Reminiscent of the Herndon case, the defense attacked the "illegal

and discriminatory" jury selection system in the southern federal

district of New York in which the trial was held, and Davis, freed

on $20,000 bail, used his political office to publicize this point. He
introduced a resolution to the New York City Council calling upon

President Harry Truman and other federal officials to change the

federal jury selection system. ^^

Davis's 1949 reelection campaign also became a vehicle to protest

both the indictments and the injustices of the legal system. The

Communist Party concentrated all its apparatus in his district in an

effort to make Davis a symbol for the needs and aspirations of all

Harlem Negroes. But Davis's campaign carried more than local

import; his reelection would be a repudiation of the Smith Act itself

and a vindication of the Communist Party .^^ As a result, the party

contributed at least $100,000 to Davis's campaign fund. Its national

headquarters brought in campaign workers — many white — from

outside Harlem and inundated the area with leaflets and circulars.

Sound trucks blared campaign messages, and disturbances were

deliberately provoked to further publicize the trial and Davis's

reelection campaign. Despite all these efforts, Davis lost by a three-

to-one margin to a relatively unknown Life magazine reporter who
had spent only $5,000 on the race.^^

Although most observers attributed Davis's loss at the polls to a

recent change from proportional representation for city council

members to election from larger state senatorial districts, Davis

attributed his defeat to his failure to build a strong mass party in

Harlem. By falling for Browder's revisionism, he believed he had

allowed the uniqueness of his radicalism to merge with that of other
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militants and progressives, thus losing his identity as an independent

communist working-class candidate. Where Davis's analysis of his

defeat ignored the question of race, others saw his loss as a

symptom of exhaustion of the party machine in Harlem and the

increasing failure of communist propaganda to appeal to Afro-

Americans. The inconsistency of party policy during World War II,

combined with Davis's Smith Act trial and other government

harassment to weaken party credibility for blacks. Regardless of the

cause, Davis's electoral defeat and his conviction in the Smith Act

trial, weakened the Communist Party's power in Harlem.^°

The Smith Act trial and Davis's loss may have damaged the

Communist Party's position in Harlem, but it did not change

Davis's beliefs. If anything, they became more hardline. After his

release from prison in 1953, Davis became a political ally of William

Z. Foster, who supported a rigid Stalinist policy, and the two

successfully opposed a more moderate national course for U. S.

communism after Khrushchev disclosed Stalin's excesses. Davis also

defended Soviet intervention in Hungary.^^ In 1959 he was named

National Secretary of the CPUSA, and he joined Gus Hall and

Elizabeth Gurley Flynn as major spokespersons for the party. This

national prominence earned him another indictment under the

McCarran Act for failing to register as an agent of the Soviet Union.

Davis died in 1964 before the government could bring him to trial.

Speaking at the funeral, Gus Hall compared Davis to Frederick

Douglass, saying that Davis believed the molding of Negro-white

unity was "an inevitable historic process, and a realistic, realizable

goal," — one that the Communist Party could help achieve.^^ Yet

how much of Davis's party loyalty was shaped by self-interest?

Fond and proud recollections reveal Davis's awareness of his

father's power and of the significant achievement this represented to

an Afro-American. The son's memory of an early experiment with

power — a student strike at Morehouse College where it was only

his father's intervention that kept him from being expelled —reveals

not only pride in his own incipient boldness but a realization of his

father's superior power and the subtle awareness of his own

dependence on the wielding of that power. Both father and son

sought to overcome racial discrimination through power — the

ability not only to accomplish things but to be someone of

consequence. Perhaps the Communist Party was Davis the son's

Grand Order of Odd Fellows.

Davis considered being both an Afro-American and a communist

"a double weapon against the ruling class," combining three

hundred years of oppression-caused anger with the "science" of
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Marxist Leninism.^^ He wore communism like a suit of armor and

found in it both a protection and a weapon — an identity and, at

times, a convenient disguise. Yet Davis found that the armor needed

frequent oiling, and to do so he had to step out of that suit and

resume his Negro identity. The unfortunate result of his need to do

this left Davis vulnerable to accusations that he was not completely

loyal to the Communist Party nor to his race. Such charges,

however, ignore the realities of political oppression and racial

discrimination during Davis's life. Under such circumstances, Davis

successfully maintained a tenuous balance between allegiance to the

party and political activism outside of it.
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Notes and Documents

Personal Names and Name Giving in the Ancient

Near East

Timothy P. Seymour

To the uninitiated, the study of personal names may seem a

limited subject and of little use for communicating insights about

long-dead civilizations. There is more to names than one might

suspect, however. Personal names are not only labels by which

individuals are distinguished, they also convey meaning and

information about peoples on a variety of levels.^ Couched usually

in the language of the dominant ethnic group of a particular region,

personal names consist of short, succinct statements expressing a rich

variety of a community's everyday life. By looking at terms used by

the ancients, as well as the sentiments the terms express, it is

possible to learn something of a group's psychological and religious

attitudes, and by observing changes and preferences in name types

over time, slow alterations of attitudes can be seen, which may
indicate changing social and political structures.

The number of personal names known to us from the cuneiform
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documents of the ancient Near East is staggering (certainly in the

hundreds of thousands), and new names are being added to the list

with each archaeological excavation. These abundant data from all

periods of ancient Near Eastern history already have inspired a

number of studies. One of the most noteworthy has been

reconstruction of the Amorite language through the linguistic

analysis of Amorite personal names appearing in Sumerian and

Akkadian texts. A similar study is now underway to clarify the

language (or dialect) of the ancient Eblaites through an analysis of

personal names from the royal archives.

Of interest here, however, is not linguistics but anthropology.

Quite apart from a name's form is a name's function. Function is

the aspect of a name's origin and meaning which is intimately

related to the culture in which it occurs. Since personal names once

were attached to actual historical individuals of all social strata, it is

possible to gain insight into an individual's life in relation to a

larger cultural whole. This study approaches this goal through a

survey of naming practices in the ancient Near East, with

comparative examples from ancient as well as modern traditions.

The role of theophoric names as expressions of individual religious

attitudes, especially the notion of personal gods as the divinity

occurring in personal names, also is critically examined.

To the ancients, names came to represent far more than mere

labels for people and things. Early on, the human impulse to attach

names to every aspect of existence led to a peculiar identification of

the thing being named and the abstract name itself. By an

association similarly found in other religious formulations

—

particularly magical and ominological—many ancient peoples saw

in names an illusory order or structure unknown in the natural

world they were describing. Most importantly, the identification of

name and object resulted in a characteristically religious confusion

of causality so that names often took on a greater measure of reality

than the things they originally stood for.

The myths of various cultures in the ancient Near East clearly

reflect this belief in a name's power to establish a thing's essence or

being and thereby to order a previously unordered universe. For

example, in the following preface to a Sumerian myth man comes

into existence by the fixing of his name:

After heaven had been moved away from earth,

After earth had been separated from heaven.

After the name of man had been fixed,

After An had carried off heaven—

^
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In both the Babylonian Enuma Elish and the Hebrew Genesis the

universe is similarly created out of a nameless chaos or void and

subsequently set in order with the giving of names.

^

Likewise, in the Sumerian "Dispute between Cattle and Grain,"

the lack of a name meant nonexistence:

After on the mountain of Heaven and Earth,

An had caused the Anunnaki to be born,

Because the name Ashnan [a grain goddess]

had not been born, not been fashioned.

Because Utt [ ] had not been fashioned

Because the name of Ashnan, the wise, and Lahar

The Anunnaki, the great gods, did not know.

The grain of the pure living creatures did not exist.*

Among other instances of a name's link to a phenomenon's

essence is an example which is usually not invoked in such

discussions, but which is a perfect illustration both of the naming

phenomenon and of a common Mesopotamian character trait. This

is a uniquely Mesopotamian concept of the me. Put briefly, the me
was a discrete, named, and fixed divine ordinance which established

the normal behavior of all manner of things and conditions—both

concrete and abstract—which were important to Mesopotamian

society. Me's were in some respects like natural laws that governed

both nature and society. Sexual intercourse, the royal scepter, the

destruction of cities, godship, kingship, and the troubled heart are

but a few of these named phenomena.^ Like the establishment of a

name at creation or the giving of a personal name at birth, the m^'s

brought diverse and often anxiety-producing things and conditions

into the realm of the known. It was a basic intellectual trait of the

Mesopotamians to attempt to apprehend the world around them

through such unsystematic collections of diverse-named phenomena.

Linked to this identity of name and essence is a human tendency

to equate one's name with the soul. The ancient Egyptians, for

example, thought man consisted of a spiritual body, a double, a

heart, a shadow, a halo, a form, a soul, and a name combined as

one.^ To the ancient Hebrews, the name (shem) was characteristic

both of the soul and the individual personality. As a result, the soul

of an unborn, and thus unnamed, child was thought to be covered
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in darkness. Similar notions also occur in Hindu and Buddhist

traditions.^

Mesopotamians believed the "soul" to be a semi-mortal spirit

whose primary existence was earthly. Thus, the name was peculiarly

linked to a man's fate during life. Reflecting a strong undercurrent

of determinism evident in Near Eastern traditions, the choice of a

"good name"— that is, one which would elicit beneficial forces on

behalf of the name bearer—became a desired goal in name giving

throughout the region. A common Semitic naming practice today is

to give children the names of particularly holy or renowned

religious personalities. The late Israelite practice of naming a child

after its grandfather is probably linked to the belief that since the

grandfather (and his name) was successful in rearing a family, the

name was lucky or blessed. ^ Although rare, some Sumerian names

seem to fall into this category.^

Although in Mesopotamia the notion of the good or lucky name

goes back at least to Sumerian times, the precise mechanism for

choosing such a name remains obscure. It is likely that the name

giver drew the name from a culturally acceptable pool of names

which from experience had proved to be lucky or at least not

harmful. Naming practices were probably informal; personal taste

and special circumstances may have influenced the choice. ^° Since

the traditions involved were common knowledge, they did not, so far

as we know, find their way into the writings. This may leave us

forever in the dark as to the actual determination of choice.

That a person's fate, be it good or evil, was intimately bound up

with his name is attested widely in the ancient world. When a king

was successful in battle, his commemorative inscriptions often

attributed the victory to the gods calling out his name for the great

deed. Similarly, a ruler's power and legitimacy were established by

the pronunciation of his name by the gods:

When An and Enlil had called Lipit-Ishtar,

Lipit-Ishtar, the wise shepherd,

Who's name had been pronounced by NUNAMMIR.
To the princeship of the land in order to

establish justice. . .
.^^

On the other hand, the annihilation of one's name and posterity

represented the ultimate misfortune. In ancient Israel, like Egypt and

Babylon, the loss of one's name threatened complete ostracism.

Isaiah records:
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For I will rise up against them, saith the Lord of hosts,

and cut off from Babylon the name and the remnant, and
son and nephew, saith the LordJ^

As with the selection of a personal name, when and by whom the

name of a person was given is also obscure. For instance, male

Jewish children often were named on the eighth day after birth and
after circumcison. According to the Bible (Luke 2:21), Jesus is

supposed to have been named on this day. Females seem to have

been named with some regularity on the third day after birth. In Old
Testament times children may have been named on the day

commemorating Abraham's change of name. Modern Moslem
naming practices, on the other hand, are often rather informal. For

example, the Shiites of Iran have been known to name a child long

before birth in order that a beneficial name might protect it from

disease or miscarriage. In pre-Islamic Iran parents often waited and

observed the child for some time after birth in order to give it a

name descriptive of its appearance or behavior.^^ This practice also

took place occasionally in Mesopotamia.

Unlike the ancient Hebrew tradition in which the mother did the

naming, the general impression is that the father did the naming
among both the Sumerians and Akkadians. This is suggested in one

Sumerian text, which states "the father who has engendered him has

given his name."^'' In a Hurrian myth from Boghazkoy, the god

Appush sets his newborn son on his knees and bestows upon him a

"sweet" name which prefigures the happy destiny the child will

enjoy in the story. Similarly, in the Hittite myth of Ullikumish the

father of the newborn god has the infant placed upon his knees by a

midwife before bestowing the name. In most, if not all, Hittite

myths the child is named shortly after birth. It is interesting to note

that in some stories the naming was followed by the writing of an

invisible fate on the child's forehead. This may represent a

specifically Indo-European (Hittite) version of the notion that one's

fate is bound up with one's name.

Although we have no assurance that name giving in myths reflects

similar practices in real life, the kinds of names given in the myths

do suggest a correlation with actual events. In the Ullikumish myth,

Kumarbis names his child after events immediately at birth.

Ullikumish is named "One-Who-Springs-Forth" which simply

describes his springing forth at birth. ^^

Besides being common among the Greeks, Romans, and
Egyptians, personal names reflecting concrete situations at birth are

very common in ancient Mesopotamia from Sumerian times
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forward. Examples are the Sumerian MI.AM ("It-is-a-Girl") and

A.A.MU.DAH ("The-Father-Rushed-Toward-the-People [to announce

the birth of the child]"). An example from the Old Testament is the

name Jacob meaning "He-Seizes-by-the-Heel," suggesting the manner

of birth. ^6

Another common Semitic practice was to name a child after the

day of its birth, particularly when that day coincided with a feast

day. Akkadian examples include Mar-Isini ("Son-of-the-Festival")

Mar-um-20'^^^' ("Son-of-the-Twentieth-Month-Day [a festival day]"),

and Ishaggum-reshashu ("The-Festival-Jubilee-Threatens").^^

Yet another class of names given at birth clearly reflects the harsh

fact of premature mortality in the ancient world. Many names speak

of the child as if it were replacing some deceased relative. These

"substitution names" are common in Egyptian, Ugaritic, Israelite,

and Babylonian personal names. A few Hebrew examples include

Ahiqam ("My-Brother-is-Risen-Again"), Jashob'am ("The-Uncle-

Has-Come-Back"), Jashib'ab ("He [Jahweh]-Has-Brought-Back-the-

Father"), Meshallemja(hu), ("Jahweh-Gave-a-Substitute"). It should

be noted that the above Hebrew examples are all post-exilic and may
represent Mesopotamian influences. A typically Mesopotamian name
of this type always refers to a "replacement" for the deceased, unlike

the Hebrew tendency in the earlier periods to speak of the relative as

"living again. "^8

Akkadian names such as Meranum ("Young-Whelp"), Nuhura
("One-With-a-Peculiar-Nose"), Gagadanum ("Large-Head"), Ga-at-

num ("Thin"), or Zukukum ("Deaf") may have been given shortly

after birth or more likely somewhat later. ^^ Similar to the Iranian

practice cited earlier, the Mesopotamians often acquired connotative

"nicknames" based on physical peculiarities. In modern, particularly

rural, Arab communities similar nicknames, which are often rather

insulting to the bearer, have been shown to serve a valuable social

function by both distinguishing people whose surnames are identical

and by subjugating the individual to the social group through a

kind of polite ridicule.^o In other cultures, genuine "insult names"

are very common among children. In Hindu communities, for

example, it is not uncommon to find numerous children named
"dung-heap" or "rubbish-pile." The reason for such distasteful

names lies in the Hindu belief that such titles will cause the children

to be overlooked or avoided by malevolent spirits.^^

Mesopotamian descriptive names, however, do not seem to include

this practice even though a similar belief in evil spirits who preyed

on infants was widespread in the ancient Near East. It should be

noted, of course, that such names were largely informal and would
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not likely find their way into the cuneiform documents.

The above discussion leads us to the practice of name changes and

multiple names generally. The changing of a person's name during

life was a very common practice throughout virtually all of the

ancient world. Significantly, with the possible exception of the

descriptive names mentioned above, the change of name occurred as

the result of some important change in the person's status in society

or before the gods. In anthropological terms, such name changes

might be looked upon as a linguistic reflection of a rite of passage.

Although these name changes appear to have been largely informal

as well as optional, they clearly served to distinguish the old person

from the new or to accent the new life into which the person was

entering.22

An example similar to western practice is one in which a princess

of Mari, upon her marriage to the son of the Ur III king Ur-

Nammu, changed her name to "She-Loves-Ur."^^ Other female

name changes can be seen among the na<ircw -priestesses of Old

Babylonian Sippar. Judging by the high percentage of nadftu names

which refer to the divinities in whose service these women were

employed, the entering nadltus often took names appropriate to

their new role in life.^'*

In the realm of mythology, the Babylonian myth of AtrahasTs

contains an episode in which the birth goddess, Mami, is exalted

and given a new name following the successful creation of the first

human beings:

They ran together and kissed her feet [saying],

"Formerly we used to call you Mami,
Now let your name be Belet-Kala-IlT(Mistress-of-All-

the-Gods)."25

Perhaps the most familiar examples of name changes at a point of

transition come from the Old Testament. When Yahweh fulfilled his

promise to make Abram the father of many nations, he marked the

event by changing the patriarch's name:

Neither shall thy name anymore be called Abram,

but thy name shall be Abraham, for a father

of many nations I have made thee.^^

Similarly Jacob is honored after his wrestling match with the angel

of the Lord:
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And He said thy name no more shall be called

Jacob, but Israel for as a prince hast thou

power with God and with men, and hast prevailed. ^^

Among many other examples is an interesting episode in the book

of 2 Kings, wherein the great king Nebuchadnezzar changes the

name Eliakim to Jehoiakim and the name of Mattaniah to Sedekiah.

These name changes can be seen as symbolic of the transition these

men underwent from independent rulers to vassels of the Babylonian

king. A similar notion is observed in Isaiah in which it is declared

that at the climax of history, Yahweh will call Israel by a new name,

and ignominy and misery will be cast off (with the old name).^^

In politics, there are instances where name changes accompanied

transitions and others where they did not. The legendary Sargon of

Agade (Sharrum-kin) bears a name which means "The-King-is-

Legitimate." Since Sargon is known to have been a usurper of the

throne of Kish, his change of name would appear to be prompted by

a desire to legitimize his new status while leaving behind his

humbler origins with his original, and unfortunately unknown,

given name. Conversely, there were other Mesopotamian rulers

whose names do not indicate they were taken at the time of

succession. Indeed, in the cases where the names of succeeding sons

are known, it is clear that no name change occurred when they

reached the throne.

Possible exceptions to this may be the Assyrian kings Tiglath-

Pileser, Ashurbanipal, and Esarhaddon. It is known that when

Tiglath-Pileser took the throne of Babylon in 728 b.c, he also took a

new name, "Pulu," by which he was known in that city. Similarly,

when Ashurbanipal took the Babylonian throne in 648 b.c, it was

under the name "Kandalanu.''^^ Perhaps, unlike the normal

succession of an established dynasty's heirs, the imposition of a

foreign dynasty upon the Babylonian throne may have represented a

break in political continuity significant enough to require the new

king to have a special name in dealing with his new role and

subjects. In the case of Esarhaddon we do know that he also was

called Ashur-Ilani-Mukin-Palia. This may have been the name he

bore as crown prince which was subsequently abandoned early in

his reign.3°

Some name changes of a political nature are easier than others to

understand. Government officials often took names which exalted

the monarch upon whom they depended, yet which were changeable

when a new king came to power. This is suggested in the Ur III

period by the almost total lack of names mentioning Ur-Nammu,
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the founder of the dynasty, who seems to have been supplanted by

Shulgi in the years following his succession. Such names as "Shulgi-

is-My-Father," "Shulgi-is-My-Hero," or "Shulgi-is-the-One-Who-

Gives-Me-Life" were very popular throughout Shulgi's long reign.

Other Akkadian examples of such names (Sargonic and Ur III) are:

LUGAL-balih ("The-King-is-Feared"), Ili-sharru ("The-King-is-My-

God"), and LUGAL-dari ("The-King-is-Eternal").^^

Another type of name changing sometimes took place when the

name bearer found himself in dire extremity. In cultures around the

world the perceived link between a person's name and his fate led to

the practice of changing a person's name in order to remove illness

or misfortune. In early Judaism rabbis often recommended giving a

secret new name to persons in danger of dying. Natives of Borneo

would change the name of a sufferer repeatedly until his disease had

abated. Among the Lapps a sick child's baptismal name is changed,

and the child is rebaptised. In North America the Kwappa Indian

who fell ill "threw off" his old name (along with the illness) and a

new name was provided by the chief.^^

In the Mesopotamian setting a few types of names suggest

indirectly that a like practice may have been operative. Akkadian

names such as Ati-matum ("Until-When?"), Mat-ili ("When-My-

God?"), or mina-Arni ("What-is-My-Sin?") suggest a name taken

during some misfortune.^^ The names Hammu-rapi ("Hammu-is-

the-Healer"), Ilum-asum ("God-is-a-Physician"), or Shamash-

shullimanni ("Shamash-Make-Me-Healthy") may represent similar

entreaties by persons facing illnesses or other calamities. Ili-ishmeni,

("My-God-has-Heard-Me") or Ishme-adad ("Adad-Has-Heard") may
be names given following a successful recovery. In the last cases, the

names might equally be expressions of the parents' answered wish

for a child. In addition, it should be noted that if the

Mesopotamians were changing names in this way, the efficacy of the

practice depended primarily on the change itself and therefore may
only rarely, if ever, be reflected in the new name chosen.

As the above discussion shows, the religious feeling expressed in

personal names is often uncertain. What did a theophoric name
mean to the person who bore it, and why was it chosen? These

names came in enormous varieties and praised or entreated various

divinities using a rich repertoire of terms. Pious-sounding names

such as Naram-Enlil ("Beloved-of-Enlil"), Ili-zili ("My-God-is-My-

Protection "), Giba-DINGIR ("Trust-God"), Iti-DINGIR.DINGIR

("Give-to-the-Gods!"), and DINGIR-zeluli ("The-God-is-My-Shade")

are only a few of the known forms. It is clear that the form and

meaning of these names derive from the religious metaphors then
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common in the region. In addition, the imagery and terminology of

these names seems to have changed concomitantly with certain

changes and trends in Mesopotamian religious thought.^"* This is

precisely what one would expect if such names were inspired by the

religion of the time. Whether the religious sentiments expressed in

the name represents the name giver's or name bearer's actual

feelings, however, or were simply standardized forms, is not easy to

ascertain. Is there a way to determine if the gods or goddesses

mentioned in personal names indicated a special reverence for this

deity by the name bearer or the family? The evidence again is

conflicting.

In the case of the nac^F/'u-priestesses cited earlier, it is certain that

they often changed their names to reflect their devotion to one

particular god. Studies indicate as well that the rise in importance of

certain cult centers, such as that of the goddess Annunitum at

Sippar, coincided with a marked increase in personal names

referring to this deity.^s But there is ample evidence to the conu^ary.

Newly-appointed temple personnel did not always take new names

mentioning the appropriate deity, and often their names mentioned

different gods altogether. In the case of the Ninurta temple staff at

Sippar, none of the narfzlw -priestesses bore a name referring to

Ninurta. They bore instead common secular names such as Beltanu

("Mistress"), Damiqtum ("She-is-Beautiful"), or Lamassani

("Our-Angel ").36

The question of personal piety reflected in personal names is

further questioned by studies comparing theophoric names of people

belonging to the same family. Among Sippar families, comparisons

of children's names to their mothers, fathers, aunts, and uncles only

rarely reveal a common theophoric link between them. In the case of

ninety families consisting of three or more children, in only thirteen

instances does one god (usually Shamash or Sin) occur in the names

of all the offspring. Interestingly, even in these families, the divine

element in the children's names is usually not the same as that in

the father's name.^^ Thus, if there was any common deity

worshipped in Sippar households, it was only very rarely reflected in

personal names.

One possible source of insight into the relationship of personal

names to individual faith has been suggested by studies of the

"servant clause" appearing in many cylinder seal inscriptions. Such

inscriptions often give the owner's name, his or her father's name, as

well as a statement declaring the owner to be the "slave" (ardu) of a

particular god. In the case of the seals of the nadTtu-priestesses of

Sippar, there seems to be a high degree of correlation between the
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god in the servant clause and the owner's specific cuhic affihation.

Among the naditus there is occasional disagreement between the

servant clause and the divine element occurring in the owner's name.

This, however, is almost never found to agree in seal inscriptions of

the general public.^^

Significantly, the divinities popular in personal names are

different from the divinities popular in the servant clause. Whereas

in the personal names Shamash or Stn tend to predominate

(reflecting the fact that Sippar was a cult center of these gods), in the

servant clause such lesser gods as Amurru or Nabium are far more

common. Given the tendency of personal, intercessor gods to be

lower in the divine hierarchy than the great gods among whom they

interceded, it has been suggested that these divinities of the servant

clause are the elusive "personal gods" of the ancient Mesopotamians.^^

The implications of a possible link between name selection and

personal faith, if true, are rather interesting in shedding light on the

complex nature of Mesopotamian religion. The naditu names may
show a higher degree of correlation with a particular god because of

the priestesses' uncommon cloistered relationship with their gods.

Since these women apparently had a very close familial relationship

with the god they served, the especially strong sense of belonging to

the god may have inspired the atypically cult-oriented names they

often bore and explain their willingness to abandon one name for

another.

That even some of the naditus as well as other temple officials did

not honor in their names the deity they served, suggests that such

elements in personal names may often have nothing to do with

religious preferences, but may have been chosen for reasons

altogether different. In fact there is some evidence from old

Babylonian Sippar names that one criterion was simply to choose a

name which nobody at the time was using."*" In line with the desire

for a name which enlisted beneficial forces, theophoric names may
have been chosen without much concern for the particular god

involved. Perhaps a name with beneficial links to the divine might

contain a divine name toward which the name bearer had no special

relationship other than the overall relationship of a lowly human to

the pantheon in general.

The preceding survey of names and naming practices in the

ancient Near East has been long on questions and admittedly short

on answers. The study of the function and setting of personal names

in the cultures of this region has only recently begun. Few of the

personal name compilations from various sites have been examined

in this way. And, since certain regions and time periods have not
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been studied or are poorly documented, my conclusions (as with the

Sippar data) may reflect peculiarly local conditions.

Nevertheless, many aspects of names and naming practices in

Mesopotamia were shared by other cultures in the region, and

similar customs can be traced among diverse traditions around the

world. Such similarities suggest that the practices we have been

examining, like religion generally, contain conscious or unconscious

reflections of a cross-cultural psychology. By shedding light on both

the similarities and differences we may begin to glimpse with greater

clarity the flesh-and-blood human beings of the ancient world whose

names and legacies are ours.
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Rwer of Wealth, River of Sorroiv: The Central Zaire Basin in the Era of

the Slave and Ivory Trade, 1500-1891. By ROBERT W. HARMS.
New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1981. Pp. xv+227.

Maps, illustrations, bibliography, index. $24.00.

Robert W. Harms seeks to explain the transformations undergone by

the riverine societies of central Zaire during the four centuries preceding

the imposition of colonial rule. His working plan is to reconstruct the

economic, political, and social structures of these societies prior to the

advent and during the last decades of international commerce in the

region. The example of the Bobangi, who rose from simple fishermen

to dominate trade along the middle river, is used as a case study. Because

the riverine societies possess no local historians, elaborate oral traditions,

royal genealogies, or precolonial written documentation, the bulk of

the evidence for this monograph comes in the form of oral family

histories collected from informants in central Zaire during field research.

The genealogical depth of this oral data, however, rarely extends beyond

five generations or the latter 1800s. Consequently, Harms is forced to

adopt a most unconventional method — process models. This method

involves constructing models of sixteenth and late nineteenth-century

Bobangi society from the scanty sources available and, thereafter,

explaining the transformations as part of an historical process.

Harms presents sixteenth-century Bobangi society as a small ethnic

group whose economic activities were dominated by fishing, the most

prominent form of labor organization being teams of related and non-

121
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related fishermen. Everyone had access to the means of production,

since a canoe and a few fishing nets were the sole requirements of the

enterprise. Most trade involved short-circuit exchanges between Bobangi

fishermen and neighboring agriculturists. The availability of the

majority of the items required for everyday life and for purposes of

socio-political prestige hindered the development of markets and

regional and long-distance trade. Because inequality was viewed as

detrimental to society, wealth was redistributed within the kin group,

the basic organizational unit of the riverine societies. The largest unit

of political organization was the village, a corporate cluster of families

of common descent. Matrilineal affiliation determined social relations

within the village, while ritual chiefs and clan heads constituted its

leadership.

Late nineteenth-century Bobangi society, on the other hand, is

presented as an expanding ethnic group, whose livelihood was based

almost exclusively on trading. Since trading required large amounts of

capital investment in the form of canoes, labor, and goods, only a

handful of Bobangi fishermen succeeded in commerce. The merchants

who succeeded headed powerful trading enterprises which monopolized

commerce along the central Zaire basin. They utilized their wealth to

establish retainers, laborers, and captives of diverse regional origin in

their own villages, acquire titles of socio-political prestige, and subsidize

the expansion of their commercial enterprises. The importance which

trading came to assume in Bobangi society thus undermined traditional

economic structures, social relations, village organization, and political

leadership. Moreover, because trade wealth seriously affected the

Bobangi cosmological view of inequality, social tensions increased.

Slavery also became more widespread, as wealthy merchants acquired

greater numbers of enslaved persons to augment the size of their villages

and labor force. Commercial activities were dominated by regional and

long-distance trade in local foodstuffs and commodities. To ensure that

trade flowed through the river without major disruptions, alliances

were concluded between ethnic groups, although this did not always

deter inter-ethnic conflicts.

Harms traces the dynamic of the changes undergone by Bobangi

society to stimuli generated by the European seaborne trade in the

Atlantic. In his view, increased coastal demand and higher prices paid

for slaves and ivory after 1750 created new incentives for Bobangi fisher-

men. Higher slave and ivory prices also permitted the Bobangi to

further transport a variety of foodstuffs and lesser commodities for

exchange along the Zaire River and, thereby, to increase their profits.

Regional and long-distance trade thus emerged, while markets arose to

facilitate exchange, and domestic production increased. Harms argues,
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however, that international trade had Httle effect on existing methods

of production, since the specific and extractive nature of its require-

ments were not conducive to economic development.

Given the dearth of sources available, Harms's attempt to reconstruct

the precolonial history of central Zaire basin societies is commendable.

The explanatory model he presents, however, is not totally convincing.

Harms portrays Bobangi society as an entity without internal dynamics,

responding only to the pressures of the international market. This

static presentation is due to the restrictive nature of the oral data Harms

has at his disposal, which can be utilized to reconstruct synchronic

models of the structures of Bobangi society, but not to explain the

changes it underwent. Harms draws upon international commerce to

provide the explanation for the transformations evident in Bobangi

society. This Eurocentric explanation could have been tempered, if not

averted, by comparing the Bobangi with the better documented riverine

societies of West Africa, which were also subjected to the penetration of

European merchant capitalism.

Nor is Harms's methodology exempt from criticism. His reconstruc-

tion of late nineteenth-century Bobangi society from the oral family

histories of Bobangi informants is quite legitimate. That of the sixteenth-

century Bobangi social formation, however, is not. Because the gen-

ealogical depth of his oral data is rather shallow, Harms draws upon

the oral family histories of Moye informants to reconstruct late

nineteenth-century Moye society and then extrapolates from it to

represent sixteenth-century Bobangi social formation. He justifies this

on the basis that Moye society in the late 1800s was similar to that of the

Bobangi in the 1500s: that is, both social formations were predom-

inantly based on fishing and had little contact with international trade.

Since the Moye belong to the same cultural group as the Bobangi,

Harms contends that the late nineteenth-century economic, political,

and social structures of the former must have resembled those of the

latter in the 1500s. This justification rests upon two assumptions: (1)

that societies of the same cultural group undergo similar changes when
pressured by the same forces, and (2) that the structures of pre-capitalist

societies change little over long periods of time. No evidence exists to

establish as historical fact the hypothetical structural resemblances

between the Moye of the latter 1800s and the early Bobangi social

formation. Although the Moye were subject to the same external pres-

sures as the Bobangi, the Moye did not engage in long-distance trade

until late in the 1800s. Thus, extrapolation of late nineteenth-century

Moye society into the distant past as representative of the sixteenth-

century Bobangi social formation, is unwarranted. This restricts the

historical analysis of the volume to the late 1800s, when the trans-
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formations discussed had already taken place. The historical validity of

the interpretation presented is therefore rather limited.

Jose C. Curto

University of California, Los Angeles

The Early Abbasid Caliphate: A Political History. By HUGH
KENNEDY. Totowa, N. J.: Barnes and Noble, 1981. Pp. 238.

Maps, glossary, index, bibliography. $25.00.

Hugh Kennedy's The Early Abbasid Caliphate is a discussion of

the political events of the period from the Abbasid Revolution to the

end of the Caliphate of al-Ma'mun, 748-832 A.D. A study of this

period is highly significant for the understanding of Islamic history

not only because of its political events, succession crises, Alid

rebellions, and civil wars — events which were not restricted to this

period and largely resembled their counterparts in the preceding

Umayyad period and those of the later Abbasid —but for the social

and economic developments which became the basis for Islamic

culture and civilization.

Kennedy restricts his generally lucid and readable account to

political events. His discussion, however, with some notable

exceptions such as the chapters on the geographical background and

the patterns of provincial power, is mostly an account of personality

conflicts, jealousies between important individuals, and an accounting

of Shi'i and other rebellious groups rising up against the central

government. Such a discussion would have been more meaningful

had the author integrated it with other important issues such as land

tenure problems, finances, and religious doctrinal developments, all

of which were very much tied to the political struggle taking place

during the period under study. This broader approach would have

enhanced Kennedy's work considerably. At rare moments Kennedy

does delve into that kind of analysis, especially when discussing the

partition of the Caliphate by Harun al-Rashid and the Alid

rebellions, but it does not go far enough.

The book ends with a brief but informative discussion of the

primary sources used supplemented with a brief note on suggested

readings from the secondary sources. In sum, this book although it

does not break any new ground in discussing the politics of the

period and skillfully skirts controversies regarding early Abbasid

history (and this period is full of them), it has sorne use (if the
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reader has proper supplementary literature), especially for those

students who are beginning to study Islamic history.

Mahmood Ibrahim

University of California, Riverside

Rice and Slaves: Ethnicity and the Slave Trade in Colonial South

Carolina. By DANIEL A. LITTLEFIELD. Baton Rouge:

Louisiana State University Press, 1981. Pp. xii+199. Illustrations,

bibliography, index. $17.50.

Daniel Littlefield's Rice and Slaves represents a continuation of Peter

Wood's argument in Black Majority that ethnic and cultural origins of

enslaved Africans were important in the development of colonial

America. Litdefield, however, takes this insight in a different direction.

His book about colonial South Carolina and the slave trade does not

address blacks' perceptions, feelings, and activities except indirectly. It

is instead about what rice planters thought of blacks. Thus it goes

against the trend in contemporary social history.

The book focuses on the problem of "why colonial South Carolinans

preferred certain African ethnic groups over others as slaves" (p. 6).

Littlefield argues that planters early learned a great deal about Africans,

formed an idea of their cultural characteristics, and purchased slaves

accordingly. In eighteenth-century South Carolina this meant a pref-

erence for slaves from the Senegambia and the windward coast regions

of West Africa, areas in which people had extensive experience with

raising the first great crop of the British colony, rice. Planters in South

Carolina did not necessarily receive the consignment of slaves they

wanted, says Litdefield, due to the ethnic unpredictability of the supply.

But the preference for slaves from specific geographical areas did

influence managerial decisions. For example, Angolans quite often

were assigned tasks as artisans, while Gambians usually were sent

directly into the rice fields. This allocation of labor makes sense when

one recognizes that Englishmen had little know-how in the complicated

techniques of rice cultivation and little opportunity to learn except

from their slaves. Since South Carolina was a major area for rice culti-

vation in North America during this period, planters generally were in

a position to indulge their choice of African labor, especially if they

were willing to accept a largely female labor force.

Littlefield here sets forth a plausible thesis, well supported by a

variety of data. He spends a good portion of the book analyzing African
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agriculture, describing how a system of crop production common to

the Senegambia region resembled colonial rice production. This form

of rice cultivation strikingly paralleled plantation methods in major

respects. The author demonstrates a command of the subject rare to

historians of American slavery. He also deftly handles the literary

sources on the slave trade and planter attitudes toward blacks.

The main problem with Rice and Slai'es is the inductions it makes

exceeding the legitimate limits of its quantitative data. This is par-

ticularly true of the discussions on the lives of Africans once they

crossed the Atlantic. A single example will suffice. Rice and Slai>es

derives much of its material on blacks in South Carolina from a

tabulation of advertisements for runaway slaves in the colony's news-

papers. At one point Littlefield argues that it is possible to determine

the respective skills at running away of various ethnic groupings. He
does so by comparing the number of advertised runaways with the

number of Africans of that same ethnicity apprehended and placed at

the workhouse in Charleston (pp. 129-132). He then proceeds to specu-

late upon possible explanations for these differences. Such reasoning is

clearly flawed. The workhouse was a place where runaways were

quartered when authorities could not immediately discern their respec-

tive owners. Inmates of the workhouse were probably more rather than

less successful runaways, for they at least managed to get some distance

away from their master's neighborhood before they were captured. This

type of analytical problem recurs throughout one section of the book,

leaving the impression that runaway slave advertisements are pushed

beyond their capacities as data.

Despite these difficulties, Littlefield's book illuminates the African

origins of America's slave population. The author explores the impact

of black ethnicity on colonial society with more knowledge than most

American historians. Rice and Slaves makes a strong case for colonial

rice planters who looked for Africans with experience to cultivate their

crops. Littlefield's book overall constitutes a useful addition to the

literature on colonial South Carolina. It is the best study available on

colonial whites' reactions to African ethnicity. The author describes his

work as "but one step in an ongoing endeavor, carrying forward ideas

already suggested by other scholars and adducing new ideas for con-

tinuing discussion" (p. 7). In this it succeeds admirably.

Michael W. Fitzgerald

University of California, Los Angeles
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Hitler's Secret War in South America, 1930-1945: German Military

Espionage and Allied Counterespionage in Brazil. By STANLEY
H. HILTON. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,

198L Bibliography, index, illustrations. Pp. 353. $20.00 (doth),

$13.00 (paper).

Stanley Hilton is one of the most respected Americans writing

Brazilian history today. His research has focused on the early Vargas

period (1930-1945), particularly on the Brazilian fascist party, the

Integralistas, and Brazil's relations with Nazi Germany. Hitler's

Secret War is thus a continuation of Hilton's previous works and

deals with Nazi and Allied intelligence operations during the Second

World War. The book caused an enormous controversy in Brazil

where it was originally published as Suastica sobre o Brasil due to

its implication of Nazi collaboration by several Integralistas still

active in politics, as well as by the exiled leader of the Integralistas,

Plinio Salgado. The controversy in Brazil over this book made it a

best-seller there.

Hitler's Secret War is a detailed study of Abwehr (German

Military Intelligence) operations in South America from 1939 to

1942. Hilton has been able to put together a complete story of Nazi

intelligence efforts in Brazil using Abwehr records captured during

the war and declassified in the United States, American intelligence

records, and Brazilian police interrogations of captured Abwehr

agents. Abwehr activities in the western hemisphere were centered in

Brazil for a variety of reasons. Although German agents used several

techniques to send information to the Reich, including coded letters

and invisible inks, the major emphasis was on radio transmissions

since airwave interference was minimal in the southern hemisphere.

Of equal importance to superior radio transmissions were Brazil's

large and sympathetic German population, abundant resources,

strategic location on the Allied convoy routes, and the Brazilian

dictator (who was thought to be sympathetic to the Nazis). All of

these contributed to make Rio de Janeiro the center of the Abwehr

espionage effort.

Anticipating the eventual capture of their agents as an inevitable

consequence of the war, German leaders recruited new agents

throughout South America and intentionally set up rival groups in

Rio de Janeiro to compete with each other for funds and prestige.

This antagonistic relationship backfired, however, by inhibiting

cooperation and limiting the effectiveness of intelligence gathering.

Even during the 1939-1942 period, Germany's South American

agents provided scant assistance to the Nazi submarine campaign
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against Britain, primarily because of the limited, and at times

conflicting, reports of the Rio teams.

Hitler's Secret War is a study in the failure of the Brazilian

espionage effort. Within six months after Brazil broke diplomatic

relations with Germany (January 1942), virtually all Abwehr agents

had been arrested, and operations had ceased in Brazil. This

necessitated the shift of covert operations from there to Buenos Aires.

The collapse of the espionage ring was the result of the Vargas

government's new political alignment on the side of the Allies.

Aware of German activities before the diplomatic break, the

Brazilian police no longer tolerated their espionage groups, and with

the assistance of American agents, quickly and ruthlessly destroyed

their network.

In the final analysis, the German intelligence effort was not of

major importance to Brazilian and World War II history. As

previous research by Hilton shows and as Frank McCann points out,

by 1939 the Germans had little influence in Brazil and no important

allies within the government, despite the admiration for the Nazi

system by leaders of the armed services. Although Hilton's narrative

is exciting and exhaustively detailed, he proves conclusively that

German agents did not provide essential information for the Nazis

and did not threaten either the Battle of Britain or Brazilian security.

Hilton's thorough scholarship, however, makes this book useful to

specialists in the field.

W. Michael Weis

Ohio State University

Medieval Slavery and Liberation. By PIERRE DOCKES. Translated by

ARTHUR GOLDHAMMER. Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1982. Pp. vii+291. Notes, index. $27.00.

This book, originally published in France as La Liberation medievale

(1979), is not so much a study of ancient and medieval slavery as it is an

application of Marxist sociopolitical theory to the question: When and

why did slavery come to an end? "Gang-slavery," as Pierre Dockes calls

it, that form of slavery which existed on the great villae during the late

Roman and early medieval period in Italy and Gaul, is the subject to

which this question is addressed. The viability of chain-gang slavery

on the great villae depended on the stability of the state. When the state

grew weak, the gangs of slaves working on the villae tended to be

broken up. Individual slaves were sent with their families to work
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separate plots of land under some form of obligation to the master.

Dockes states that the reason for dealing with the gang-slaves in this

manner at the time of a declining state was not economic conditions,

but social tension in the form of a class struggle. As the gang-slave

moved up to become a serf, the free peasants also fell back into serfdom.

Therefore, Dockes concludes that slavery was virtually non-existent by

the tenth century in western Europe.

This book also operates at another level, a level which reveals interests

of the author which are altogether wider and more contemporary than

the questions of gang-slaves and the village system. Dockes is interested

in countering what he calls a fashion in conceptions of history that

holds that all social revolutions are doomed to failure and that "all

social struggle is inane because. . . the only result is the replacement of

one master by another" (p. 1 ). This is in reference to the failure of the

communist revolutions in Russia, China, and elsewhere to measure up

to their theoretical and ideological social goals. Dockes's belief in such

Utopian goals is the foundation of his book. How and why slavery

"came to an end in the Middle Ages," Dockes insists, "is not a matter of

indifference to anyone who believes in the possibility of an end to wage

labor" (p. 1). His interest in slavery is rooted in a concern about all

forms of exploitation. Serfdom and wage labor are described by Dockes

as rising out of slavery, and it is slavery that the master always desires.

The villae is presented as a precursor of the modern industrial plant

with its accompanying exploitation of workers.

The reader need only note the great number of quotes from and

references to Marx, Engels, and even to Mao to have suspicions con-

firmed that this is not a historical study of slavery but a socio-political

tract. Dockes's references in a chapter titled "Class Struggles" takes the

party line of the state as the instrument of exploitation and the

importance of the class struggle in dealing with exploitation. His

frequent references to more recent forms of gang-slavery, such as Ameri-

can slavery, Nazi concentration camps, and manufacturing plants, omit

any mention of forced labor camps in Russia and China.

Dockes's main source for information about the villae is

Columnella's De re rustica, which he happily accepts as pertinent to

the conditions in the villae during the late Roman and early

medieval period. Columnella's work, however, comes from the first

century and is mainly concerned with large-scale agriculture in

Spain. In fact, this reliance on inappropriate sources is a major

defect of Medieval Slavery and Liberation. Dockes offers little

primary source material to back up his assertions. In one chapter,

"The Villae, Society and the State," he cites approximately forty

authors and their works, but only four of them are actual sources for
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the nature of the villae system. The author also rehes heavily on

such contemporary scholars as Marc Bloch and M. Finley for

information about slavery and the villae, supplemented by two aerial

surveys of Gaul and some archaeological data. This book is heavily

indoctrinated with Marxist historical interpretation and offers little

critical insight to an important subject.

Dennis Dean Hammond
University of California, Los Angeles

Anglo-Russian Rivalry in Central Asia, 1810-1895. By GERALD
MORGAN. Epilogue by GEOFFREY WHEELER. London:

Frank Cass and Co., Ltd., 1981. Pp. ix+ 264. Maps, appendices,

bibliography, index. $30.00.

Anglo-Russian Rivalry in Central Asia, 1810-1895 by Gerald

Morgan is a study of the comedy of errors of British and Russian

diplomacy in nineteenth-century central Asia. The region Morgan

discusses includes present-day Soviet central Asia, Afghanistan, and

bordering territories in Iran, Pakistan, India, and China. The

guiding ideas of the book are that neither England nor Russia had

any farsighted master plans for annexation in the area, that Russia

posed no real threat to the integrity of the British Indian empire,

and that England posed no real threat to Russian domination in

Central Asia north of Afghanistan. According to this view, both

empires were drawn into the region in a step-by-step fashion by

such factors as the fluidity of their borders, the instability and

aggressiveness of the neighboring principalities and tribes, a morbid

suspicion of the motives behind each other's moves in the area, and

the meddlesome activities of their own nationals on the spot.

In the chapter "Russia in Central Asia up till 1842" we see the

factors drawing Russia into the region: the construction of lines of

forts in southern Siberia and Transcaspia, the suppression of

Kazakh caravan raiding and Turkmen slave stealing, the acquisition

of trading rights on the Aral Sea and the Amu Dar'ya River.

Russia's first large-scale military effort in the area, an invasion of

the Khanate of Khiva in 1839, grew out of just such activities. The

failure of this invasion supports the author's contention that Russia

could not threaten British India from this angle— the campaign

turned into a complete fiasco as the inhospitable climate, disease,

and supply shortages destroyed two thirds of the Russian forces,

most of whom never even reached Khiva. Russia- subsequently
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penetrated the region more slowly through trade missions and

scientific explorations. It was only in the late 1860s and early 1870s,

when Russia finally realized the full internal weakness of the

Khanates of Bukhara, Kokand, and Khiva, and when suspicion of

British commercial and political contacts in the area grew, that

Russia decided to subjugate the entire region.

Morgan details the analogous steps by which England was drawn

into the internal politics of nineteenth-century Afghanistan and

other territories on the Indian empire's northwest frontier. In the

First Afghan War (1838-1842) and English army was destroyed in an

ill-considered effort to seat a friendly ruler on the throne of

Afghanistan—much the same reasons that the Russian force had

been destroyed in 1839. An invasion in the Second Afghan War
(1878-1879) almost led to a similar disaster. As Morgan points out,

had either side made a serious logistical appraisal of both countries'

inability to carry out sustained military operations in Afghanistan

and central .\sia, the governments might have listened to the

appraisals of their more sober-minded men on the spot and tensions

could have been greatly reduced.

As it was, both empires ultimately achieved a point of stasis when
their boundaries reached lines beyond which further expansion

appeared infeasible or unprofitable. Afghanistan—whose fierce

people, inhospitable terrain, and relative economic inconsequence

combined to dissuade further English or Russian expansion

—

became a buffer zone between the two empires. Britain gained the

right to control Afghan foreign policy in the Second Afghan War
but little else. The final balance was formalized by the Joint Pamirs

Boundary Commission in 1895.

Perhaps the book's greatest merit is its wealth of color and detail.

In addition to local factors, Morgan looks at the influence on

British and Russian involvement outside the region. The policies of

subsequent conservative and liberal governments in England draw

substantial attention from the author as do Russian domestic

political circumstances. Morgan considers such factors as espionage,

the Crimean War, and the Russian railroad building effort of the

late nineteenth century. Especially fascinating is the treatment of

British and Russian diplomats, explorers, maverick military men,

merchant adventurers, missionaries, spies, and eccentrics. The
author's thesis of the accidental and contingent nature of imperial

expansion in the area is convincing.

The book has only two serious flaws. The first involves sources.

The author relies on such materials as India Office records and

private papers, as well as Foreign Office correspondence, auto-
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biographies and travellers' memoirs. Unfortunately, there are only a

handful of Russian sources, mostly translated abstracts of contemp-

orary Russian newspapers and journals. Since the author does not

read Russian, he could not tap a wide variety of Russian documents

and memoir literature. His treatment of Russia, while good overall,

is therefore not of the same quality as his treatment of Britain and

causes certain minor historical inaccuracies in the discussion of

Russian history. In the chapter "The Origins of Russian Expansion

in Asia," for example, the author claims "it was only in the

sixteenth century that the hold of the Golden Horde was weakened

enough to allow the first stirrings of Russian nationhood" (p. 1).

But the first stirrings of Russian nationhood were in the fourteenth

century, and in the sixteenth century, Russia actually destroyed and

absorbed the Khanates of Kazan and Astrakhan, two of the three

successor states of the Golden Horde.

The second flaw in the book is that the author generally does not

use footnotes. This makes it difficult to pursue subjects he only

touches on briefly. !t also gives the book a superficial appearance of

having been written as popular history.

Flaws notwithstanding, the book is well-written, cogently argued,

and offers a novel contribution to European and Asian history in the

age of imperialism. Earlier studies by Edward Ingram {The

Beginnings of the Great Game in Asia, 1828-1834), Muhammad
Anwar Khan {England, Russia, and Central Asia: A Study in

Diplomacy, 1857-1878), Vinodina Terway {The East India Company

and Russia, 1800-1857), and others are all more narrowly focused

than Morgan's. The book includes an epilogue by Geoffrey Wheeler

briefly summarizing British, Russian, and Soviet involvement in the

area from 1895 to 1981. Anglo-Russian Rivalry in Central Asia is

well worth reading for both the specialist and the general reader.

Michael Gelb

University of California, Los Angeles

The Philistines and Their Material Culture. By TRUDE DOTHAN.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982. Pp. xxii+310. Plates,

figures, notes, maps, bibliography, index. $45.00.

Readers seeking a history of the Philistines or a history of Philistine

archaeology will be disappointed in this version of a 1967 Hebrew

language work of the same title. Others, however, will find information

relating to ceramics, architecture, history of religion, cultural diffusion,
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and a sketch of the last days of the Bronze Age in the east Mediterranean

world. The author's primary thesis is that Philistine culture is charac-

terized by ecclecticism as seen in its material culture. Emphasis is placed

on the "initial stages of Philistine culture when its distinctive character

reflected its origins" (p. xx) by an examination of artifacts in museums
and private collections. The Philistine character thus revealed is eccen-

tric, but basically Aegean. Indeed, Trude Dothan rejects data contrary

to an Aegean origin (see, for example, pp. 11-12) and even ignores a

Hittite analogue to the David and Goliath duel. The data are sufficiently

complete, however, to allow the discerning reader to arrive at an

independent judgment on this and other matters.

Chapter one reviews the known historical data from Egyptian and

biblical sources, dismissing some portions of the biblical text as anach-

ronistic. Overall, the archaeological and Egyptian records complement

the biblical record. Egyptian sources dominated Philistine historiog-

raphy in the nineteenth century; in the twentieth century, despite the

presence of Assyrian and biblical records, archaeology has dominated

Philistine historiography as the volume shows.

Initially, Dothan defines the Philistines as "Sea Peoples" who settled

in Canaan. Later they are defined as one or more of the ethnic groups

called Sea Peoples in Egyptian records. This inconsistency in defining

"Philistine(s)" is a major weakness in the text. Only in part does this

ambiguity reflect the nature of the evidence. Another flaw is the failure

to utilize all readily available works on the subject, especially doctoral

theses. Missing from the bibliography are theses by Grenald, Homan,
and Rahtjen, as well as articles by Hoffer. The volume concludes with

a discussion of an absolute chronology which is established by scarabs,

pottery, and Egyptian and Hebrew records. Problems with Israelite

chronology are not discussed, other than to place Philistine-Israelite

relations in the Iron Age. An elaborate time line is provided for com-

parative chronological purposes.

Chapter two details stratigraphy and is basic to subsequent chapters.

Specific sites are analyzed in what is the most comprehensive survey of

sites discussed in any volume on the Philistines. In this section, as in

the ceramic analysis that follows, the Cypriot connection looms large

in the east Mediterranean ambient. The survey also shows how wide-

spread Philistine settlement was: from east of the Jordan to the Medi-

terranean Sea, from northern Dan to the southern end of the Gaza

Strip. Chapter two concludes with an appendix on the distribution of

iron in support of Dothan's contention that the Philistines did not

introduce iron to Palestine, one of the major historiographic contri-

butions of the work.

In Chapter three Arne Furumark's analysis of Aegean pottery is
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Utilized to give a detailed interpretation of Philistine pottery as syncre-

tistic in style and motif. The author seeks to define Philistine pottery in

terms which distinguish it from the pottery of other east Mediterranean

peoples, showing how the art spread and assimilated local motifs and

styles into its repertoire. Basic types are discussed in detail. Significant

is a discussion of the evolution and development of anthropoid coffins,

a middle-class Egyptian burial custom adopted by Philistines. The
author concludes that the three phases of ceramic development correlate

with the three phases of Philistine history: 1) Aegean origin and

migration; 2) Philistine conquest of Canaan; and 3) Israelite ascendancy

over Philistia. Syncretism is seen at every stage and is well illustrated

not only by Philistine pottery but by Philistine burial customs and cult

objects as well.

Because of its nature as a work on material culture, Dothan's work

lacks extensive historical analysis. Philistine material culture is analyzed

as Aegean-Semitic reflecting the nature of the Philistine-Canaanite

encounter. Based as it is on extensive cunent archaeology, major col-

lections, and studies, this volume will remain the classic work on

Philistine archaeology for years to come. Not a history itself, it is a

source book for historians on the ancient Near East. The Philistines

and Their Material Culture is in the tradition of quality archaeological

reporting that has long been associated with Israeli archaeology and

should be of interest to students of the Bible, the ancient Near East,

religion, art, and architecture, while its coverage of Philistine art should

be of use to museums and art dealers. The work has set a high standard

in archaeological writing and should be a welcome resource volume in

any art museum or university library, as well as libraries of Near Eastern

specialists.

T. D. Proffitt III

University of California, Los Angeles

War Against War: British and German Radical Movements in the

First World War. By F. L. CARSTEN. Berkeley and Los

Angeles: University of California Press, 1982. Pp. 300. Notes,

index, bibliography. $22.95.

For those interested in European history, the name F. L. Carsten

is a familiar one. His works, including The Rise of Fascism and the

highly acclaimed The Reichswehr and Politics, a study of the

influence of the German army in the Weimar Republic, have earned

him a well-deserved reputation. In War Against War Carsten enters

familiar territory. Although numerous monographs and articles have
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been written on certain aspects of the British and German left

during the First World War, there is no complete modern study of

the left in either country during the war years. It was Carsten's

intention in this book not only to fill this gap, but to write a

comparative study of the British and German left and of anti-war

agitation in the two countries. Carsten tries to establish "in which of

the two countries the anti-war movement grew stronger and for what

reasons" (preface). In twelve chapters he retraces in minute detail the

history of anti-war activities from the beginning of organized

opposition in July 1914 to the collapse of Germany and the

subsequent revolution in November 1918.

The German authorities reported regularly on anti-war agitation,

whereas the police and the chief constables in England only wrote to

the home office if anything of special importance occurred in their

areas. Accordingly, War Against War contains less material on the

British left-wing and anti-war activities than on similar German
events. Carsten also makes clear that much more happened on the

German anti-war front. The German labor movement split on the

issue of the war, while the British labor movement did not.

Carsten is meticulously detailed in his analysis. He enumerates

food riots, describes the impact of the Russian Revolution on the

labor movements; he tries to recapture the atmosphere on the home
front and analyzes the origin and early development of the USPD,
later to become the German Communist Party. Carsten's study is

exhaustive, particularly with relation to Germany. He demonstrates

that a defeatist mood was carried from the western front back to the

homeland and not vice versa, as claimed later by right-wing circles

in Germany who propagated the Dolchstosslegende, the "stab-in-the-

back" theory, which argues that the collapse of the western front was

solely due to the revolution in the hinterland.

Despite his serious research, Carsten does not present the results in

a digestable manner. The book will hardly appeal to an audience

beyond a small circle of scholars. Carsten is often too detailed. No
minor event is left out, even if only of regional importance. The
most insignificant deputy of the German USPD appears, and parts

of the book read like a shopping list that got out of hand.

Despite the endless recounting of detail, the reader can hardly

ward off the impression that Carsten deems individuals too

insignificant to come alive. People never gain any shape or any

presence in Carsten's book. No attention is paid, for example, to the

personal background and fate of Rosa Luxemburg and Karl

Liebknecht, though both are mentioned dozens of times; there are no

vignettes, no sketches of the more important leaders. They all
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remain more or less anonymous.

Although Carsten is writing in English, his roots in a German
conception of history are undeniable. He is evidently trying to show

wie es eigentlich gewesen, letting the documents speak for

themselves, a tact which can be a shortcoming for some, a strength

for others. Although this work is flawed because of an obsession for

particulars, Carsten nonetheless does remain impartial throughout.

He does not betray any sympathies or antipathies to any of the

parties involved and thus cannot be accused of political bias.

Carsten 's painstakingly detailed study will therefore prove to be a

source of valuable information for the specialist, breaking new
ground in its field, but of little appeal to the general reader.

Hermann Beck

University of Freiburg

Robert Stewart Earl of Orkney, Lord of Shetland, 1533-1593. By

PETER D. ANDERSON. Atlantic Highlands, N. J.: Humanities

Press, 1982. Pp. 245. Maps, appendices, glossary, abbreviations,

notes, bibliography, index. $31.50.

This well-written and erudite book is a fine example of the

biographer's art well practiced and is destined to become a classic for

scholars and dilettantes alike. It is at once a very good biographical

study of the first Stewart earl of Orkney and an excellent

constitutional history of the islanders over whom he reigned.

Anderson's principal concern throughout the book is to place the

career of Robert Stewart into the context of the factions, families,

and feuds that shaped the history of sixteenth-century Scotland and

her northern islands. To that end, Anderson, after briefly recapitu-

lating the tumultuous history of the Orkney Islands as a Scottish

dependency, presents the career of Robert Stewart as one of

continuous interaction between Stewart and his family, his factions,

the royal governments, and his Orcadian and Shetlander subjects.

The image of the earl of Orkney that takes shape on the pages of

the Anderson text is that of the all-too-familiar figure in Scottish

history: the ambitious man whose career was alternatively helped or

hindered by the constant ebb and flow of factional and familial

fortunes; a frustrated man who never knew exactly if he was on the

verge of success or failure. The reader cannot help but be reminded

of the similar roller coaster careers of Robert Stewart's coh temporaries,

James Douglas, earl of Morton and James Hamilton, duke of
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Chatelherault. The Anderson book goes a great way toward

confirming this tragic model of insecurity in a man's career as one

of the few consistencies in sixteenth-century Scottish history.

Anderson tells the story of Stewart's life by recounting his assizes

and courts in Orkney. Consequently, the book is an intriguing study

of the Orcadian legal system in transition from its traditional

Norwegian roots to that of a Scottish dependency. As such, the book

suggests an interesting parallel between Orkney in union with

Scotland and the later case of Scotland in union with England. In

both cases the natives were most concerned with preserving their

ancient rites and customs in respect to their stronger southern

neighbor.

The greatest strength of this book is Anderson's understanding

that "Scotland" in the sixteenth century was little more than a

geographical expression. There was the Scotland of the Lowlanders,

the Scotland of the Highlanders, and the Scotland of the Islanders. It

was a land of many perspjectives and no central identity. Scotland in

the sixteenth century can only be understood in terms of the

microcosm: in terms of the region, the rivalry of factions, and the

career played out for the most part among one group of "Scots, " the

Orcadians, provides much needed answers to how the various groups

managed to work with each other. Anderson has given us a fine

account of the man and his island domain.

Duncan Bruce MacDonald

West Virginia University

The Political Nature of a Ruliyig Class: Capital and Ideology in South

Africa, 1890-1933. By BELINDA BOZZOLI. London: Routledge

and Kegan Paul, 1981. Pp. xi+384. Notes, bibliography, index.

$40.00.

With the 1886 discovery of gold on the Witwatersrand in the

Transvaal, the economic, political, and social development of

southern Africa was revolutionized. Moving from a rural-agrarian

society to urban centered industrialization and from British imperial

rule to greater local economic and political autonomy, the next four

decades were crucial to the formation of the modern South African

state. The already complex issues of race, imperialism, and Boer

separatism were further exasperated by the emergence of aggressive,

English-speaking capitalists. While industrialization went forward
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and the standard of living for segments of the population increased,

the price paid was the disruption of traditional black and Boer

society and the eventual institutionalization of racism. Belinda

Bozzoli's The Political Nature of a Ruling Class provides a Marxist

interpretation of these important developments in order to

demonstrate the relationship between capitalism and racism in

South Africa.

Based upon a doctoral thesis for the University of Sussex and

published as part of the International Library of Sociology, this

monograph outlines an elaborate methodological framework with

which to analyze the rise to hegemony of industrial capitalism in

South Africa. Going beyond the traditional Marxist focus on

economics, Bozzoli considers the development of capitalist ideology

and its realization in politics by looking at the role of the

intellectuals in shaping public opinion and policy-making. The
author calls the intellectuals "organic" because they were attached to

and communicated with a capitalist class. Composed of journalists,

writers, and speech makers, the organic intellectuals served the vital

function of linking together capitalist economic interests, ideology,

and politics. Equating mining and industrial capitalism with British

imperialism, Bozzoli examines the formation of the mining

bourgeoisie, the rise of a "national" industrial bourgeoisie, the

capitalist drive for cultural and political hegemony, and the effort to

create a proletariat out of the black and white workers.

The author contends that South Africa underwent two interrelated

revolutions between 1890 and 1933. The development of mining

capital was the first and most important, laying the foundation for

the rise of local industrial capital. In order to maintain a profit and

an abundant supply of cheap labor, mining capital promoted

economic underdevelopment and class divisions within black and

Boer society. Non-capitalist modes of production were subverted to

produce a proletariat necessary for the working of the gold mines.

This meant the hegemony of pro-British colonial interests in an

economic and cultural form.

The mining revolution removed the roadblocks to industrial-

ization, and, with the First World War, the growth of local merchant

capitalism provided the means for capital accumulation, paving the

way for industrialization. While imperial ties weakened, the new so-

called "national" bourgeoisie was neither black nor Boer but

English-speaking South Africans who had gained control of the

state. In reaction a militant Afrikaner, or Boer, nationalism was

generated in the 1930s. Yet mining and industrial capital had

already established the pattern for future class relations. On the
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question of the connection between capitalism and racism, Bozzoli

concludes that racism was not just determined by simple black and

white divisions, but was "an important and central characteristic of

the overall system of capitalist domination" (p. 259).

Bozzoli's study is useful in illustrating the interplay of economic

and ideological forces in the shaping of modern South Africa, and

in expanding upon the relationship between capitalism and racism.

The book does have several shortcomings, however. The writing

style is unwieldy and repetitive, and not helped at all by poor

quality print. More serious is the limited variety of primary sources,

consisting of selected business journals and a small collection of

government documents. Thus the ideology of capitalism is drawn

from a very restricted group of references. Bozzoli rapidly passes over

historical events, background, and important personalities with little

comment. Her "organic" intellectuals remain mostly faceless and

unexplained. Certainly these factors must be considered more fully

to balance the narrow methodological approach to the source

material. Yet, regardless of these difficulties, readers interested in

modern South African history will find this study informative.

Van M. Leslie

University of Kentucky

Judge and Jury in Imperial Brazil, 1801-1871: Social Control and

Stability in the New State. By THOMAS FLORY. Austin, Texas:

University of Texas Press, 1981. Pp. xiii+268. Notes, bibliography,

illustrations, index. $14.95.

Latin American historians have long tended to treat Brazil as an

afterthought in their discussions of the southern region of the western

hemisphere or to ignore it altogether. Even when a good historical

study appears, such as E. Bradford Burns's A History of Brazil, any

discussion of the Brazilian legal system is woefully absent. Thomas
Flory's investigation of the lower court system of Brazil from inde-

pendence through most of the nineteenth century is a welcome contribu-

tion toward remedying these neglects. By focusing on the locally-elected

juiz de paz (justice of the peace) system, Flory shows how both liberal

and conservative government leaders looked to a "reform" of the judicial

system as a way to solve problems and carry out goals in the early

national period. He argues that the justices of the peace, whose power
was almost on par with that of the central government, became the
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scapegoat for Brazilians' discontent not only with governmental institu-

tions but with society as a whole.

Flory attributes this precarious position of the justices to a combina-

tion of the circumstances under which the office itself was established,

the nature of the office, and the liberals' changing role. Creation in

1827 of the locally-elected justice of the peace system was seen by the

liberals in power as a way to put into practice their basic tenets of

decentralization and democratization, and also as an opportunity to

strike a blow at an irritating remnant of Brazil's colonial past; for

under Portugese rule, the dilatory judicial system was a major focal

point of local dissatisfaction. In their haste to deal with the collapse of

the judicial system inherited from the Portugese, the liberal leadership

failed to provide for changes in the overall legal framework. They

created a level of jurists whose powers overlapped those of almost all

governmental institutions in their jurisdiction. The inevitable result

was conflict between the justices of the peace and the crown magistrates

and charges of poor planning on the part of the creators of the new

institution. To deal with this and other criticisms of their regime, and

to stabilize their position after they were no longer the opposition, the

liberals began to modify the role of the justices by adding more politic-

ally related duties. Some of these included supervision of election

activities and expanded powers relating to crime and criminals.

The liberals, however, fell from power in 1837, and the conservatives

who replaced them picked up the theme of criticism of the judiciary

and continued to use it to their own advantage. These men of the

"regresso" or "return" distrusted elected officials and democratic forms,

because, along with an apparently large portion of society, they believed

that the Brazilian people were not yet sufficiently "civilized" to be

self-governing. They therefore proceeded to mold the justice of the

peace system to fit their principles, especially by transferring many of

the justices' powers to state-appointed district judges.

Flory's book is a valuable contribution to both Latin American and

legal historigraphy. He challenges some recent historians' contentions

that the overthrow of the liberal regime signified a failure of will and

purpose on the part of its leaders and argues that it was a rejection of a

doctrine for governing that was 'tried, found wanting, and ultimately

rejected" (p. 132). This dissatisfaction, as in the colonial period, was

manifested in discontent with the judiciary. Flory demonstrates how
important it is for historians to not neglect political, economic, and

social factors when investigating the legal system of a nation or a

region. His focus on the level of judicial administration closest to the

people is in line with recent trends which place less empliasis on the

highest court in the land and more on that level of the judicial system
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which affected people in their daily existence.

Flory's book is not without some problems. Although he provides

much information about the social and economic background of the

justices of the peace (much of it gleaned from their personal and official

correspondence), he fails to do the same for the litigants who appeared

before those justices. This is understandable since his primary purpose

is to analyze the lower court judiciary, but more attention to the

litigants' background would strengthen his thesis. Although periodiza-

tion of history is increasingly becoming a subjective endeavor, one

wonders why he ended his study in 1871 rather than in 1889 when the

monarchy was overthrown. These objections aside, Flory's book pro-

vides information on a neglected topic and is a good model for future

historical investigation.

Isabel Levinson

University of Minnesota

Felix Diaz, The Porfirians, and the Mexican Revolution. By PETER V.

N. HENDERSON. Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska

Press, 1981. Pp. xi+239. Index, bibliography. $18.50.

When the Mexican Revolution forced President Porfirio Diaz to

leave the country in 1910, it was generally believed that the effects of

thirty-four years of despotism, injustice, and favoritism toward

foreigners would be transformed into a society more cognizant of the

needs of its own people. The next ten years, however, witnessed

fratricidal warfare that destroyed the economic gains the old dictator

believed would be his enduring legacy. Disparate factions representing

every ambitious leader with designs on controlling the administrative

apparatus and advocating every nuance of political differentiation

between old and new Mexico played their role in the decade-long

struggle.

Felix Diaz, the nephew of the dictator, because of his name,

position, experience, and ambition, was one of those who aspired to

be the focal point around which the country would stabilize

militarily, politically, and economically. For several years after his

uncle's departure, he received substantial assistance from supporters

of the old regime which enabled him to offer a serious military

challenge to the other aspirants. Eventually, his aspirations and the

faction he represented were rejected. Despite his willingness to

accommodate the demands of the other leaders, he never regained
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the momentary prominence he achieved in 1911 when he and

General Victoriano Huerto staged a successful coup d'etat against

Francisco Madero, Porfirio Diaz's successor.

This book is a detailed account of the machinations of a political

hack, Felix Diaz, who, having made a career of prospering on the

periphery of power, tries to take advantage of his name to catapult

himself into the presidency of Mexico. He was driven by ambition

but was unable to demonstrate the military ability or the political

prowess necessary to lead his faction to power based on the

programs and policies of his uncle. His attempt, by its very nature,

betrays his own inability to understand the extent of the discontent

centering on the old regime which was ravaging Mexico at the time.

Peter Henderson presents a well-documented account of Felix

Diaz's attempt to gain the presidency. The fact that Henderson was

not allowed to use Diaz's post- 19 16 pjersonal papers, which were in

the possession of the son of the original biographer, adds to the

accomplishment of the author. This can be a mixed blessing,

however, since personal papers run the risk of being self-serving

while at the same time they offer needed insight. The author does

present Diaz from a traditional perspective, focusing on him as

representative of the body politic. This presentation of one man
during a short but significant period is supposed to give insight to

the tumultuous nature of Mexico during a very trying and violent

time. What we learn is that at best Diaz was ineffective, continually

forfeiting advantages because of deficient leadership and an inability

to recognize the facts for what they were. At worst, he was a

conniving egomaniac fearful of losing a privileged position he

neither deserved nor understood.

The most glaring weakness of this work is its failure to present

Diaz or the time period within a general theoretical framework.

What we learn is that this was a confusing, difficult, and violent

time, but this is not new. Was the violence necessary, avoidable, or

part of a general pattern? What of the causes — were they endemic

or were they circumstantial? This we never find out. Are we to

assume that the existence of these circumstances ensure a decade of

destruction or is it the other way around? Is the point to be made

that we should be wary of well-heeled political hacks with delusions

of grandeur? The author suggests that Diaz's life typifies the harsh

and sometimes undeserved fate of many Porfirians who, because of

their prominence during the dictatorship, were denied positions in

the post- 1920 Mexican state. The implication is that Felix Diaz

prolonged the agony of Mexico by his actions more than he calmed

the situation. While Henderson attempts to show that Diaz did this
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with the best interests of Mexico at heart, the impression is that Diaz

was more interested in regaining his privileged position.

There are still questions that arise about the revolution that need

to be addressed, especially when dealing with a figure as important

as Felix Diaz and his alleged complicity in the assassination of

Francisco Madero. The information presented offers nothing new or

sufficiently convincing to suggest that Diaz was not deeply involved.

Although Diaz maintained a military posture against Huerta and

Carranza, was it because of wide spread support or was it because of

the rampant confusion characterizing the general anarchy throughout

Mexico? The evidence presented by Henderson suggests the latter

and at best is ambivalent. The Mexican Revolution is an important

event that stretched for more than a decade and had wide-ranging

implications beyond its borders and the time period in which it

occurred. It is important that the revolution continue to be studied.

Unfortunately, this well-documented traditional historical approach

does not elucidate the major questions that still remain.

Richard A. Gorell

University of Kansas

Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers: Southern City and Region, 1607-1980

By DAVID R. GOLDFIELD. Baton Rouge and London:

Louisiana State University Press, 1982; Pp. xiv+ 232. Bibli-

ographical essay, index, illustrations. $20.00.

David R. Goldfield's Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers is a broadly

interpretive work tracing urbanization in the South from its colonial

beginnings to present. The South Goldfield explores is geographically

limited to the eleven states of the Confederacy plus Kentucky.

Urbanization, however, is less neatly defined, for the "urban" areas

considered range in size from small farm towns to bustling Atlanta

and sprawling Houston. Goldfield's purpose is to place southern

cities in what he feels is their most appropriate context: they are

southern first, cities second. He accomplishes his goal by discussing

those factors and forces common to southern cities which have made
them different from cities elsewhere: a single-product economy,
traditional rural values, and a biracial society.

In colonial times the single-product economy was apparent in

southern dependence on staple crop agriculture. Southern towns

were closely tied to their surrounding countryside from the very
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beginning, and the shifting fortunes of agriculture took their toll.

Initially, the towns grew up as way-stations for cotton and tobacco

on their journeys to northern or European markets and also served

as market towns for the distribution of goods manufactured

elsewhere. Close ties to agriculture resulted in fluctuating population

levels for the towns. From planting to harvest there were few people

in the cities. In the antebellum period this limited attempts at

industrial development as the labor force available for manufacturing

increased only after the harvest or during poor crop years. Although

the Civil War changed the formal organization of southern labor,

the economy remained tied to agriculture well into the twentieth

century. The South was poor in capital but rich in land, and the

system of sharecropping and debt peonage that grew up led to a

revival of the cotton culture. The cities still served primarily as

market places to a regionally dispersed population.

The second major force shaping southern cities also reflected the

close relationship between town and country. This was the

prevalance of traditional rural values in the towns—especially those

values concerning family and religion. Tracing the various forms of

these values over almost three centuries, Goldfield makes present-day

southern conservativism understandable. The rural values were those

of the merchant planters who ruled both countryside and town in

the early days. They remained firmly entrenched since the towns and

cities stayed small and self-contained. Being market towns and

lacking a manufacturing employment base, the southern cities did

not attract large numbers of immigrants who would have brought

different values and cultural traditions. In later years, those urban

citizens who had the most contact with people outside the South

were the same individuals in the cities' power structures who had an

interest in maintaining conservatitism.

The final major influence in the development of southern cities

was the biracial nature of their society. The agricultural system of

colonial times required complete dominance of the black labor force

by whites. In the towns, slave blacks also served white masters while

the relatively few free blacks were confined to either very menial jobs

or occupations that primarily served other blacks.

Parallel societies—one black, one white—persisted in post-Civil

War cities. In those situations where interaction was necessary, the

form of that interaction ensured continued white dominance. Whites

controlled the granting of credit, the provision of public services and

schools, and the political process. Goldfield concludes his discussion

of the southern racial situation by tracing the process of school

desegregation at federal insistance and the growth of black pxjlitical
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power in the last two diecades. The bonds of two centuries of racial

subjugation have been difficult to break.

Focusing on these three factors, Goldfield illustrates how southern

cities have been inextricably tied to the southern region. He makes
occasional comparisons between a specific southern city and its

northern counterpart as market town, port, or rail center, but this

work is not really a comparative history. Goldfield is not contrasting

southern cities with cities elsewhere so much as revealing how
closely they have been tied to their region. They are the urban
version of "the South."

Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers is primarily a work of synthesis, an

"extended hypothesis, a lengthy essay" (preface). An extensive

bibliographical essay (almost one-seventh of the book) indicates the

wide range of source material Goldfield used in his study. Besides

the literature of southern, urban, social, and economic history, he

used the work of geographers, pxjlitical scientists, sociologists, city

planners, and others. Even as extensive a bibliographical essay as

this one, however, is not an adequate substitute for page-specific

footnotes and references. It is sometimes difficult to separate

Goldfield's ideas from those of his sources, and the reader wishing to

explore some questions in greater depth would have a difficult time

knowing where to look for specific information.

Goldfield's somewhat informal writing style captures the feeling

of past times and places, as his well-chosen, descriptive words

recreate the old South. It is not a book for research or reference, but

rather one that will aid in comprehension of the overall

phenomenon of southern urbanization. As such, it can help the

southern reader to understand his past, the environment from which

he comes. At the same time, it may make others more tolerant of the

South and more appreciative of its problems.

Patricia Stach

Ohio State University
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Studying History In Europe

There can be little doubt about the desirability of the study of

history in Europe. Just as Miami and San Diego provide better

opportunities for the study of marine biology than the Rocky

Mountains, universities in Heidelberg, Paris, and London can be

more stimulating environments for the study of European history

than American campuses. The main obstacle to study at a European

university is often a lack of knowledge about w^hat to expect in

different European countries. Few individuals are aware that there

are excellent universities which are frequently less expensive and

often more accessible than many universities in the U. S. This note

attempts to provide some insights into the European university

system unavailable in existing travel guides as well as some

information which may make the study of history in Europe more

attractive to American students.

Germany—in olden days the country of "poets and thinkers" as

Madame de Stael put it—still has a host of charming university

towns. Heidelberg, Freiburg, Tubingen, Marburg, and Gottingen,

which are all located in West Germany, once counted among the

best such towns of the world. These so-called romantischen

universitdten (translated as "picturesque universities") have tradition-

ally had good history departments. Other university towns also are

strong in historical studies. Bielefeld, though not exactly a quaint

town, has become a center for social history. Historians Wehler,

146
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Kocka, and Koselleck, who teach there, count among Europe's

foremost social historians. Berhn, where central European history

was "made" between 1871 and 1945, is another center for historical

studies, and Munich with its Institut fur Zeitgeschichte offers

excellent opportunities for people interested in the more recent past.

There is no hierarchy of German universities; the system is

traditionally decentralized. Even though the university of Heidelberg

is more famous than Hamburg, for example, there are no differences

in their admission policies. All German universities are state

universities, which means that they are under the authority of the

ministry of culture of each German lander (state). Private universities

are unknown in Germany, and state governments are thus in a

position to exert ideological pressure to oust nonconformists or to

deny them access to the universities. This is particularly true for

Marxist scholars.

Despite such political influences, Germany is generally a country

of academic freedom, and formal requirements, credit hours, and

grade-point averages matter very little. German universities—in

general very accessible to the American graduate student—are a

haven for the scholar with focused interests. Definite scholarly

interests and clear expjectations are indispensable preconditions for a

successful academic stay in Germany. Reading lists are rarely

distributed, and there is very little academic guidance. German

universities treat their undergraduates like mature scholars and

assume self-motivation and direction. As a result, German seminars

are by most standards too large and personal contact with other

students leaves much to be desired. One is left to work on one's own
most of the time. Thus, for a student who expects to be closely

directed in his studies, German universities can be a source of

unending ennui and moroseness. The social life familiar on an

American campus is often missing, and the ostentatious cheerlessness

of many German students, who superficially bear more resemblance

to Raskolnikow than to an Oxford graduate, can be stultifying. Yet

for self-motivated students contact with professors can help overcome

this problem.

German professors, especially historians, have traditionally enjoyed

tremendous social prestige. This prestige, however, has not always

contributed to furthering communication between student and

teacher. Like in American universities, self-veneration has become

one of the salient characteristics of many German professors.

Nonetheless, for the student who is prepared to show his interest

openly and to participate actively in seminars these faculty

idiosyncrasies can be overcome, and such a student will not be
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isolated for very long. He may even be included in the stammtisch,

an informal meeting of the professor and a few chosen students

which is often a continuation of the seminar discussion in the more

relaxed environment of a German pub.

As far as the practical aspects of study in Germany are

concerned—applications, admissions, and living arrangements

—

German universities do not pose many problems. The chances for

the American graduate student to gain admission to any one of the

German universities are good. The application deadline for the fall

semester is usually the previous mid-February. The student used to

the exorbitant housing prices in many American cities will find

accommodation in any German city moderately priced, even though

there is a housing shortage in some of the smaller German

university towns.

Unlike in Germany or in many other European countries, French

intellectual life is centered in the French capital, Paris. Paris

combines the characteristics of the American cities at Boston, New
York, and Washington, or the English cities at London, Oxford, and

Cambridge. "Paris, c'est la France" is all the more valid, if one talks

about the study of the social sciences. At the College de France,

Claude Levi-Strauss, Michel Foucault, and Emmanuel Le Roy

Ladurie give lectures and seminars which are open to the public. At

the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales—still the breeding

place for France's outstanding social historians—one can audit

courses as an "occasional student." To register on a regular basis,

however, is difficult even for the French, as the admission policy is

very restrictive. This is unfortunately also true for the Institut

d'Etudes Politiques, occasionally referred to as "Science Po,"

although it still maintains a few exchange programs with American

universities.

The Parisian universities (Universite Paris I through Universite

Paris XI) are considered to be second class institutions in

comparison to the Grandes Ecoles. During the French Revolution

the existing twenty-two universities were closed and henceforth all

serious studies centered around the highly renowned Grandes Ecoles,

the reputation of which still surpasses the universities by far. It was

only in 1896 that the French universities were reestablished, and

their main function since then has been to train school teachers for

the French secondary school system. Even the world-famous

Sorbonne, founded in the middle of the thirteenth century by Robert

de Sorbon, does not constitute an exception to the rule; here too

teaching is centered around the cours, a course of lectures in which

the professor mostly reads his prepared text from the page. A major
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consolation for anyone studying history at the university level is the

Centre de Recherches Historiques, where scholars from the eleven

Parisian universities hold their lectures and seminars. It suffices to

be affiliated with any one of the Parisian universities to gain access

to the Centre Historique.

Anyone who knows Paris only by hearsay will be surprised how
inexpensive and entertaining life can be for a student in the French

capital. For less than a dollar one can get a meal in one of the

roughly ten Restaurants Universitaire. Anyone who wants to learn

French and expects more than a little "fun" from his stay in Paris

can find inexpensive accommodations in one of the over forty

houses of the Cite Universitaire at the southern periphery of Paris.

There one can find a tolerable room in one of the international

dormitories. The American House (Fondation des Etats-Unis) is

among the least recommended, since hardly any renovation work has

been carried out there since the late 1920s, but the Maison Heinrich

Heine, due to its intellectual ambiance and polite management, is

esf)ecially attractive. If one prefers to live elsewhere in Paris, check

the ads in Le Figaro or the France-Soir, the major papers. Small

apartments are in relatively short supply, but with luck, perser-

verance, and about $300, however, one will not remain long without

a roof over his head.

Unlike in France and despite the weak pound, the fees at English

universities are substantial. This is especially true because Prime

Minister Margaret Thatcher raised the cost of education in order to

keep unwanted British Commonwealth students out of England.

The cost to attend a British university for one year has thus more

than doubled since 1979. The high standard of English universities

and the predominant position history occupies as a subject there,

however, is a good enough reason to plan an extended stay in the

United Kingdom if one can afford it. Apart from Oxford and

Cambridge, both of which do not encourage a stay of less than one

year, it is mainly the University of London with its many branches

that recommends itself to the foreign student. There one can study a

wide range of history. Moreover, in addition to Oxford, Cambridge,

and the University of London there are about three dozen provincial

universities, mostly founded in the second half of the nineteenth or

in the early twentieth century. These primarily draw students from

local surroundings.

Also in the British capital is an institution considered by many to

be one of the foremost social science establishments in the world, the

London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE). The
name is misleading for the history student not interested in
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economics also will feel at home here. A wide assortment of subjects

in the social sciences are offered to students. International history,

social history, as well as economic history and political theory are

treated as independent subjects. A substantial part of the future elite

of the British Commonwealth goes to school here, and probably no

other place in the Anglo-Saxon world boasts as tightly woven a

community of scholars as the LSE. Each "graduate student" (in

England he will be referred to as a "postgraduate") has a personal

tutor with whom he frequently discusses his academic progress, a

process that enhances the sense of scholarly community. A
considerable advantage of the LSE is that one can earn a masters

degree in economic history, international history, or in a related

social science in one year.

The LSE has a foreign student population of about forty percent.

Even Russians, Poles, and students from mainland China attend the

LSE, which in many ways constitutes a cross section of educated

people from all over the world. Often one can find himself sitting at

the same lunch table with students from Mauritius, Stockholm,

Peking, and Vienna. This can make for stimulating conversations

which can hardly be had elsewhere. Moreover, between two lectures

one can easily get to a musical in the Drury Lane Theatre or to a

play in the Savoy Theatre, both only a few minutes away from the

school in the heart of London.

If one goes to the LSE there will be little need to look for

accommodation in London (which is expensive and hard to find

anyway) since the LSE has its own halls of residence. The best is

Passfield Hall, named after Sidney Webb, who became Lord

Passfield. He was one of the leaders of the Fabian Society and

together with other Fabians, such as George Bernard Shaw, he was a

major promoter of the school. Up to this very day the LSE retains

its Fabian flavor and is consequently thought of as a "left wing"

institution in the English academic landscape. This seems curious in

view of the fact that most LSE departments are rather conservative in

their politics.

Thus for the American student seeking to study history in Europe,

the opportunities are rich and varied. The rewards from such study

include not only contact with leading scholars and proximity to the

areas where history was made, but cultural education as well.

Hermann Beck

University of Freiburg
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Problems In Historical Research

Historians working with Soviet source materials face a difficult

problem sorting out fact from fantasy. The following article about

the New Deal translated from the March 12, 1933, issue of Trud, a

Russian newspaper of the All-Union Central Council of Trade

Unions, is an amusing illustration of this problem:

CONCENTRATION CAMPS FOR THE UNEMPLOYED IN

U.S.A.

How Roosevelt Intends to Combat Unemployment

The Speaker of the House of Representatives. ..said that newly

elected President of the United States Franklin D. Roosevelt is

working out a legal project for the organization of paramilitary

labor camps for the unemployed in various parts of the country.

Workers in the camps will be occupied with public works

projects, forest cultivation, etc. Five hundred thousand

unemployed workers will be concentrated in the camps. The
unemployed workers will receive a maximum of one dollar p)er

day. On this wage (which, for the majority obviously will be

lower than a dollar), they will have to support themselves and

their families. In the camps there will be a regime of strict

discipline but no military training.

The object of the concentration camps is the removal of the

most "restless" elements of the unemployed from major

industrial centers. Officially, the project is motivated by the

necessity of reducing cities' exjienses for assistance to the

unemployed.

Contributed and translated by Michael Gelb

University of California, Los Angeles
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